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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 In the late fourth and early fifth centuries Christians actively sought to reimagine the 
persecutions of the pre-Constantinian era by keeping the memory of the martyrs alive. The cult 
of martyrs became one tool for navigating present difficulties and establishing a source of 
legitimacy. As a valuable connection with the past, the cult of martyrs enabled Christian 
communities to build identity, and bishops could use it to promote the Christianization of the 
empire. In spite of the cult’s widespread popularity, churches imputed widely disparate meanings 
to the cult. The cult’s function in a particular locale was often shaped by that place’s specific 
religious and political context. Chapter one deals with the martyrdom phenomenon, the earliest 
Christians’ views on this phenomenon, and the development of the cult of the martyrs. Chapters 
two and three investigate the relationship of the cult of martyrs to its Roman cultural context by 
analyzing suicide martyrdoms and the tendency of bishops to portray the cult as spectacle. 
Chapters four, five, and six describe the cult’s relationship to three notable bishops: Ambrose of 
Milan (d. 397), John Chrysostom (d. 407), and Augustine of Hippo (d. 430). Though 
contemporary with one another, these three men all viewed the cult of the martyrs as fulfilling 
somewhat different needs for their congregations. The last chapter describes the controversy over 
the cult in Gaul, where some clergy resisted its development. 
 1 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
AN INTRODUCTION TO MARTYRDOM  
AND THE CULT OF MARTYRS 
 
 
 In the late fourth and early fifth centuries, Christian communities around the 
Mediterranean actively created for themselves an orderly and usable view of their origins.
1
 The 
second and third centuries were characterized by both governmental hostility and neglect, but the 
fourth century, beginning with Constantine’s rise to power, saw Christianity favored by the 
emperor. Doctrinal and political divisions within the wider Church, however, characterized this 
fourth century, leading to questions over who were the “real” Christians.
2
 A key component in 
this quest for authority was demonstrating the continuity between the pre-Constantinian Church 
and the Church enjoying imperial favor. In the late-fourth and early-fifth centuries Christians 
actively sought to reimagine their past persecution to help them navigate present difficulties as 
well as give themselves a source of legitimacy. 
 This Christian desire to incorporate the persecuted past with the present can be viewed 
as analogous to the Roman ideal of mos maiorum, the ancestral customs. The Roman people had  
                                                
1
I borrow this idea of an “orderly and usable view of origins” from Peter Brown, The Rise of 
Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity, A.D. 200–1000, 2d ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 
2003), 8. Brown, however, is discussing not the Christians of the fourth and fifth centuries, but the 
German tribes of the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries. 
2
I will use the word “church” in a couple of ways. If capitalized the word indicates a 
theological orientation to the universal Church. Lower-case “churches” usually refers to local 
congregations, manifestations of what the theologians would call the “visible church.” Occasionally, 
“church” will describe a physical structure, but context will clarify this usage. 
 2 
lex, which was the written law of the Roman state, but they also had mos maiorum, which was 
the unwritten sense of what a Roman citizen should do. Law by itself was not enough to guide 
the Romans as they lived their lives; by looking to the customs of the ancestors, a Roman could 
navigate his shifting present reality. In the same way, Christians had their own written lex in the 
pages of the Scriptures, but the Scriptures did not satisfy everyone in maintaining a continuous 
identity with the past. The post-Constantinian churches looked to the martyrs and the persecuted 
Church as “the ancestors” and created for themselves a mos maiorum. The cult of the martyrs 
became that unwritten, yet valuable, connection with the past that allowed Christian communities 
to interpret their origins in a way that built identity in the present and helped them navigate the 
future. 
 This dissertation highlights some of the diversity that existed within this attempt to 
interpret the meaning of a persecuted past. Modern scholarship has tended to view the cult of the 
martyrs in a homogenized manner, attempting to reconstruct an overarching cult, but the cult was 
actually multifarious in both theology and praxis. Much of this dissertation will focus on 
analyzing bishops’ sermons on the martyrs, which provide the key for seeing the diversity within 
the cult.
3
 The sermons provide a window through which scholars can glimpse the realities and 
concerns of local congregations. Local congregations rarely conform to theoretical ecclesiastical 
practices, especially regarding those surrounding the cult of the martyrs. Many Christian leaders 
at the end of the fourth century were attempting to homogenize religious experience, which gives 
                                                
3
Scholarly interest in late-antique sermons is relatively recent, and working on the sermons 
has provided great insight to the social history of Christianity. For this dissertation, Wendy Mayer’s work 
on John Chrysostom has been especially useful. See Wendy Mayer and Pauline Allen, John Chrysostom 
(London: Routledge, 2000); Johan Leemans et al., “Let Us Die that We May Live:” Greek Homilies on 
Christian Martyrs from Asia Minor, Palestine and Syria (c. AD 350–AD 450) (London: Routledge, 2003); 
and Wendy Mayer and Bronwen Neil, The Cult of the Saints: Select Homilies and Letters (Crestwood, 
NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2006). 
 3 
a false impression of a monolithic Church. Diversity, however, can still be seen within the 
formation of the cult of the martyrs as local concerns and theological emphases trumped 
uniformity. The cult of martyrs could assume a variety of meanings for late-antique Christians, 
but this situation is unsurprising when one reflects on the fact that “martyrdom” always 
contained various shades of meaning. 
Martyrdom and Its Meanings 
 Early in the martyrdom phenomenon, Christians began imputing to martyrdom a 
variety of meanings, and the conceptions and definitions of martyrdom continued to develop and 
shift throughout the history of early Christianity. Etymologically, “martyr” comes from the 
Greek word mavrtuV, which means “testifier” or “witness.” At some point during Christianity’s 
first 150 years, Christians began using this word to describe those who had died violently for the 
faith. The writers of the New Testament used mavrtuV and its cognates frequently, but in the New 
Testament the word’s semantic range stays close to the idea of bearing witness or testifying.
4
 
Sometimes the mavrtuV is an apostle, but often the mavrtuV is God himself.5 In a couple of New 
Testament passages, however, the term mavrtuV seems closest to carrying overtones of the sense 
of “martyr.” 
 In the Revelation to John, a certain Antipas is described as “my witness, my faithful 
one, who was killed among you.”
6
 Antipas’s being a faithful witness is not necessarily  
                                                
4
Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian 
Literature, rev. and ed. Frederick William Danker [BDAG], 3
rd
 ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2000), v.s. mavrtuV, marturiva, martuvrion. 
5
E.g. Rom 1:9; Phil 1:8; 1 Thess 2:5,10; 2 Cor 1:23. All biblical quotations are from the RSV. 
All other English quotations from the source material are from the translations listed in the bibliography, 
unless otherwise noted.  
6
Rev 2:13.  oJ mavrtuV mou oJ pistovV mou, o}V ajpektavnqh par juJmi'n. 
 4 
contingent on his being killed, but the ideas are closely linked in this passage. John’s use of 
mavrtuV is of interest, however, because he also calls Jesus a faithful witness just before and just 
after the passage about Antipas.
7
 So either Antipas and Jesus are both martyrs or neither is. The 
second instance of mavrtuV being related to violent death comes when Paul is giving his own 
testimony to the people of Jerusalem in the twenty-second chapter of Acts. He says, “And when 
the blood of Stephen thy witness (mavrtuV) was shed, I also was standing by and approving, and 
keeping the garments of those who killed him.”
8
 Here again, the act of witnessing leads to 
violent death. Just previous to this statement, however, Paul tells the listening crowd that God 
told him that he, Paul, would be a mavrtuV. Again, either Luke refers to Paul and Stephen as both 
being martyrs, or he means that they were both merely witnesses in the traditional sense.
9
 
 The New Testament indicates the earliest Christians experienced various levels of 
persecution from the Jews; however, persecution by the Romans did not begin until 64, when 
Nero blamed Christians for a fire in Rome.
10
 Persecution by the Romans waxed and waned 
throughout the second century, but the absence or presence of persecution often depended on 
political realities that had very little to do with religion. The state’s focus was less on punishing 
                                                
7
Rev 1:9; 3:14. 
8
Acts 22:20.  kai; o{te ejxecuvnneto to; ai|ma Stefavnou tou' mavrturoV sou, kai; aujto;V 
h[mhn ejfestw;V kai; suneudokw'n kai; fulavsswn ta; iJmavtia tw'n ajnairouvntwn aujtovn. 
9
Of course Luke could possibly have envisioned this link between witness and death since he 
also wrote that God told Ananias, “I will show him [Paul] how much he must suffer for the sake of my 
name” (Acts 9:16). Bowersock argues that all of these New Testament passages should not be interpreted 
as having any sense of martyrdom because of the frequency with the Biblical authors used the term to 
mean merely “witness.” G. W. Bowersock, Martyrdom and Rome (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 12–16. Frend, however, uses a more nuanced approach with the New Testament texts.  He 
argues for a development of the term mavrtuV within the canon, and he believes that Johannine literature 
moves mavrtuV closest to the later meaning of “martyr.” W. H. C. Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in 
the Early Church: a Study of a Conflict from the Maccabees to Donatus (New York: New York 
University Press, 1967), 58–76. 
10
Tacitus Annals 15.44. 
 5 
Christians than on the need to force Christians to abandon their beliefs in an attempt to promote 
political stability. For the most part, local authorities had the right to suppress or ignore Christian 
communities as they saw fit.
11
 During this second century of sporadic persecutions, this word 
mavrtuV came to have its present definition. 
 The account of Polycarp’s martyrdom is the earliest unquestionable evidence of 
mavrtuV being used to mean martyr.12 Around 150, Polycarp, the elderly bishop of Smyrna in 
Asia Minor, went into hiding because his church in Smryna was suffering persecution. After his 
second hiding place was discovered, Polycarp decided that his execution must be God’s will. The 
governor told Polycarp that he could go free if only he would curse Christ. Polycarp answered, 
“For eighty-six years I have been his servant and he has done me no wrong. How can I 
blaspheme against my king and saviour?”
13
 According to the text, Polycarp was both burned and 
stabbed with a dagger before he died. Polycarp’s martyrdom became the archetypical martyr tale 
for early Christianity, and many later martyr accounts follow the style and structure of this 
account.
14
 Throughout the text, Polycarp and the others who died in Smyrna are referred to as 
martyrs. Once Christians had fused the idea of witnessing with dying violently for the faith, the 
concept of martyrdom became a powerful force for building the identity of these Christian 
communities, and the concept itself continued to develop. 
                                                
11
De Ste. Croix provides an interesting analysis of the legality of the persecutions. He argues 
that in the provinces it was at the provincial authority’s discretion whether and how they would deal with 
the Christians. G. E. M. De Ste. Croix, Christian Persecution, Martyrdom, and Orthodoxy (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2006), 26–38. 
12
Tradition has it that Polycarp was a disciple of John the Evangelist. 
13
Martyrdom of Polycarp 9.3.  jOgdohvkonta kai; e}x e[th douleuvw aujtw/' kai; oujdevn me 
hjdivkhsen. kia; pw'V duvnamai blasfhmh'sai to;n basileva mou to;n swvsantav me. 
14
Michael W. Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999), 222–223. 
 6 
 During Christianity’s first two hundred years, persecution by the Roman government 
remained sporadic. Martyrdom texts from this period tend to lack reasons for the arrests, and the 
Roman government had no clear policy on dealing with the Christians.
15
 Magistrates seemed to 
be somewhat suspicious of the name Christian, and though no policy was in place, coercions 
aimed at undermining the Christian’s belief in exclusivity became the accidental test.
16
 These 
persecutions, however, merely reinscribed in early Christianity the New Testament idea that 
Christians will suffer. The apostle Paul used his beatings and imprisonment as testimony to both 
his veracity and authority. By the mid-third century, the sporadic reality of martyrdom had been 
imputed to the passages about suffering in the New Testament.
17
 
 In 250 the first widespread and concerted persecution of Christian communities began. 
Emperor Decius required all residents of the empire to offer sacrifice to the traditional gods in an 
attempt to promote religious cohesion in a fractious empire. Though many people abandoned 
Christianity or compromised, many others chose death over sacrificing.
18
 Intense centralized 
persecution would occur two more times under Valerian and Diocletian, and both emperors were 
motivated by concerns similar to those of Decius.
19
 The damage to the Christian communities  
                                                
15
Elizabeth A. Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory: Early Christian Culture Making (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2004), 42–43. 
16
Herbert Musurillo, The Acts of the Christian Martyrs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), lvii–
lxii. 
17
Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory, 35–36. 
18
J. B. Rives, “The Decree of Decius and the Religion of Empire,” Journal of Roman Studies 
89 (1999): 135–154. Cf. Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early Church, 300–308. 
19
For Valerian’s persecution, see Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early Church, 
317–318. For Diocletian’s Great Persecution, see Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early 
Church, 364–ff. 
 7 
wrought by Diocletian’s decrees became know as the Great Persecution, which ended when 
Constantine declared in 312 that Christianity would enjoy a favored status. 
 This martyrdom phenomenon contains many facets. Naturally Roman persecutors and 
Christian communities had differing understandings of the situation and what was at stake, 
though the Romans often paid little notice at all to the Christians they persecuted.
20
 While the 
Romans viewed the Christians as terminally stubborn, the Christians viewed their struggles as 
cosmic warfare, but even Christians did not all explain that struggle in the same terms. As noted 
above, the foundational concept of martyrdom was witnessing, but as Christians began to 
associate the word with violent death, other ideas became attached to it. The most important of 
these ideas is the notion that martyrdom can be some kind of sacrifice. Sacrifice was an already 
familiar concept in the Judeo-Christian tradition, and attaching it to martyrdom was an easy 
theological step in a context where voicing religious conviction could occasionally lead to death. 
Though other minor ideas appear in ancient writings about martyrs and martyrdom, witness and 
sacrifice become consistent threads throughout the literature, even though the understanding of 
what it means to witness and sacrifice occasionally shifts. 
 This language of martyrdom, which mixed sacrifice with witness bearing, had a long 
history of use in Christian communities, and the letters of Ignatius provide an early instance of 
this blending. Ignatius, bishop of Antioch in Syria, is the earliest example outside the New 
Testament of a Christian who died for his faith. He was sent to Rome for execution at the turn of 
the second century, and on his journey he penned seven letters. These letters provide insight into 
                                                
20
Robert L. Wilken, The Christians as the Romans Saw Them, 2d ed. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2003) paints an interesting picture of how little many Roman elites cared to learn about 
the growing Christian faith. 
 8 
early Christianity and illuminate how Ignatius viewed his coming execution in Rome.
21
 Ignatius 
does not use the word mavrtuV to describe his impending death; rather, he uses language 
reminiscent of sacrifice. Regardless of whether Ignatius viewed his death as a martuvrion, 
subsequent Christian generations did. Ignatius’s use of sacrificial language, therefore, served to 
strengthen that sacrificial-death strand in the churches’ conceptions of martyrdom. In his letter to 
the church in Rome, he tells them not to try to stop his execution by the authorities. Rather, 
Ignatius desired “to be poured out as an offering to God while there is still an altar ready.”
22
 In 
the letter, Ignatius explains his hope that wild beasts might devour him, and he asks the Roman 
church, “Pray to the Lord on my behalf, that through these instruments [the beasts] I might prove 
to be a sacrifice to God.”
23
 While Ignatius talked about his death as a sacrifice to God, he also 
acknowledged its witness bearing aspect. Through his martyrdom, Ignatius expected to become a 
“word of God.”
24
 He does not use the word “martyr,” but Ignatius’s letter to the Romans testifies 
to the dual purpose that early Christians expected their deaths to serve: witness and sacrifice. 
 Similarly, the record of Polycarp’s martyrdom, which took place a few decades after 
Ignatius’s, reveals this same mixture of sacrifice and witness bearing. The author of Polycarp’s 
martyrdom compares Polycarp to “a splendid ram” (krio;V ejpivshmoV) and “a whole burnt-
offering” (oJlokauvtwma),25 but Polycarp’s recorded words do not indicate that he saw his death 
                                                
21
Presumably, Ignatius did actually arrive in Rome and suffer execution. No evidence exists, 
however, beyond his seven letters. 
22
Ignatius Ad Romanos 2.2. plevon dev moi mh; paravschsqe tou' spondisqh'nai qew'/, wJV e[ti 
qusiasthvrion e{toimovn ejstin. 
23
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as containing any aspect of atonement. Instead, he provides the testimonial aspect of martyrdom 
by engaging in praise to God. Before the lighting of the fires, Polycarp prays, “For this and 
regarding everything, I praise you, I bless you, I glorify you through the eternal and heavenly 
high priest Jesus Christ, your beloved child, through whom to you with him and the Holy Spirit 
be glory now and into the future eternity.”
26
 Perhaps the chronicler viewed Polycarp’s death as a 
sacrifice of praise. 
 Ignatius and Polycarp both led churches in the East, but Christians in the western part 
of the empire suffered early on as well. In 177 during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, persecution 
broke out against the church in Lyons in the province of Gaul. Popular prejudice facilitated 
persecution of the Christians, many of whom were immigrants from Asia Minor. These 
Christians brought the twin ideas of the martyrdom as sacrifice and witness bearing with them. In 
the Martyrs of Lyons, the writer acknowledges the role of witness bearing by relating that the 
martyrs “completed with all readiness a confession of their testimony.”
27
 He also views them as 
sacrifices, saying, “Attalus was placed on an iron chair and scorched, while the sacrificial odor 
arose from his body.”
28
 Of Blandina, he writes: 
After being sufficiently thrown about by the animal [bull], she no longer understood what 
was happening because of the hope and retention of the things in which she believed and 
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because of her communion with Christ.  So she was sacrificed, while the people agreed that 
never yet has a woman suffered so much in such a manner.
29
   
The Christian community in Lyons recognized harmony between a martyrdom’s testimony and 
its sacrificial nature. 
Early in the fourth century, Eusebius wrote the Martyrs of Palestine, which chronicles 
the persecution that Eusebius witnessed under Diocletian. Eusebius continues in the same 
tradition found in those earlier martyr tales. He recognizes both a strand of sacrifice and a strand 
of witness bearing as being components of martyrdom. In the Martyrs of Palestine, Eusebius 
calls his martyred friend Apphianus “the blessed and truly innocent lamb,” seemingly an allusion 
to martyrdom as sacrifice. At the same time, however, he reiterates the martyrs’ purpose as 
witnesses by claiming that Apphianus achieved his martyrdom by “boldness in confessing 
God.”
30
 
 Martyrdom became an intrinsic aspect of the Christian narratives. By the end of the 
apostolic era, Christian communities throughout the Roman Empire combined notions of 
sacrifice with witness bearing in order to make sense of their persecution, and these two aspects 
do not seem to be held in tension but embraced equally. Christianity in the empire, however, was 
not monolithic, and these notions, as well as others, were held with varying emphases. This 
variety of ideas imputed to martyrdom helps explain why modern-day historians rarely agree on 
the phenomenon’s meaning. 
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 Since the martyr texts indicate that martyrdom comprised various strands of thought, 
these multiple strands incline historians of martyrdom to locate martyrdom’s source in a variety 
of places. In 1967, W. H. C. Frend published the influential Martyrdom and Persecution in the 
Early Church, in which he emphasizes the Judaic roots of martyrdom. He writes, “Without 
Maccabees and without Daniel a Christian theology of martyrdom would scarcely have been 
thinkable.”
31
 Frend demonstrates an enviable command of the source material, but he often 
seems to posit a certain uniformity to the experiences of Christian communities throughout the 
empire.   
In Martyrdom and Rome, Glen Bowersock scathingly criticizes Frend and other 
scholars who “have practiced a kind of crude and antiquated literary criticism to emphasize banal 
coincidences in various narratives of resistance to authority and heroic self-sacrifice as if every 
such episode constituted martyrdom.”
32
 Instead of positing Jewish roots for martyrdom, 
Bowersock believes that this experience of martyrdom would not have been possible apart from 
Roman culture. Rome provided the context for martyrdom and the ideal of a noble death, which 
Bowersock believes is its kernel.
33
 Bowersock denies any continuity between the Maccabean 
martyrs and those of the early Christian communities. Bowersock’s criticism overlooks, 
however, the fact that many Christians around the Mediterranean eventually integrated fully the 
Maccabean texts into their meta-narrative. This integration complicates Bowersock’s thesis 
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because whatever the source of martyrdom, many early Christians believed that it partly derived 
from Judaism, which brings up questions of perception versus reality. 
 In his book on martyrdom in late antiquity, Dying for God, Daniel Boyarin critiques 
the approaches of both Frend and Bowersock, and he investigates the discourse of martyrdom 
between Christians and Jews in late antiquity.
34
 Boyarin’s model allows for a dynamic 
Christianity and Judaism, with each of these two related groups using martyrdom to define both 
itself and the other. Viewing martyrdom as a discourse instead of an event helps in accounting 
for the multiple meanings that the Christian communities imputed to martyrdom. Boyarin 
particularly attacks Frend’s analysis because he believes Frend’s view of Judaism is too static.
35
 
He takes issue with Bowersock as well, claiming, “By posing the issue the way he does, 
Bowersock is reinscribing a phenomenological boundary between Jews and Christians, a sort of 
pure Christianity, pure Judaism, and indeed pure Greco-Romanness.”
36
 Focusing on the 
“discourse” allows the historian to understand the evolving conception of martyrdom in early 
Christianity, an evolution with multiple emphases expounded by a multitude of voices, which 
cannot be neatly traced back to one fount.  
 Two more recent books examine this discourse, not through the lens of Jewish-
Christian relations but through the prism that Christian communities used martyrdom to 
construct their own identity. Elizabeth Castelli’s Martyrdom and Memory examines the 
relationship between the martyrs themselves and the communities who embraced them. 
According to Castelli, execution for religious conviction does not make a martyr, but rather the 
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community creates the martyr through interpreting that death.
37
 Castelli’s approach is theory 
laden, and her emphasis differs greatly from that of Frend or Bowersock because she feels that 
what “really” happened is less important than “what meanings” are produced.
38
 Another book 
with similar aims is Lucy Grig’s Making Martyrs in Late Antiquity.
39
 Grig’s book contains less 
theory than Castelli’s and more literary analysis, and Grig attempts to explain how fourth- and 
fifth-century Latin communities represented the martyrs in both text and art. This discourse 
being carried on by Christian communities becomes even more varied when, to the significance 
of martyrdom itself, one adds the meanings that later Christians attached to the cult of martyrs. 
Development and Spread of the Cult of Martyrs 
 Evidence exists that some Christian communities began honoring the remains of their 
martyrs as early as the second century. According to the Martyrdom of Polycarp, the persecutors 
did not want to give Polycarp’s body to the Christians because they were afraid that they would 
make it a focus for worship. The church wished to provide Polycarp with a Christian burial, but 
this interference led the Roman centurion to cremate the body. Afterwards, the Christians 
gathered the remaining bones and ash, and buried them in a “fitting spot.” Memorializing 
Polycarp’s martyrdom became an annual observance for this congregation: “Gathering here, so 
far as we can, in joy and gladness, we will be allowed by the Lord to celebrate the anniversary 
day of his martyrdom, both as a memorial for those who have already fought the contest and for 
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the training and preparation of those who will do so one day.”
40
 The cult that grew up around 
Polycarp’s grave rooted the Christian community’s future in its persecuted past. For the next 
hundred and fifty years, Polycarp could serve his community as a locus of resistance to a 
capricious government whose response to the Christians ranged from benign neglect to violent 
hostility. 
 For Christians, the grave was a special place. Romans had long been acquainted with 
the benefits of burial societies who would fellowship with their members in life and care for their 
bodies in death, but Christians attached more significance to their dead.
41
 Christians founded 
their cemeteries outside the limits of the city according to Roman custom and law, which viewed 
dead bodies as pollutants. Christians, however, imputed spiritual importance to the graves of 
their dead because these cemeteries were not final resting places. The grave was only temporary, 
and Christians looked forward to a bodily resurrection of their brothers and sisters. Visiting the 
grave testified to this belief in the resurrection, and gathering at the tombs of dead Christians 
allowed those members of the church who still lived to include the dead in their celebrations. 
The importance of these gatherings has led Peter Brown to speculate that the holy grave allowed 
the church to “envisage that one day the barriers of the universe would be broken.”
42
 Heaven and 
earth could be joined, in a sense, when the Christian community gathered at the graves of those 
who had gone before to worship the God who would one day reunite them. 
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 Scholars of an earlier era suggested that Christian celebration at the graves evidenced 
a substrate of popular religious fervor that reflected vestiges of pagan superstition, but Brown 
speculates that the clergy promoted enthusiasm for the growing cult of saints in order to maintain 
the congregation’s unity.
43
 Informal honoring of the dead could lead to the privatization of 
holiness, so bishops might have assumed control of these celebrations, keeping all pious 
expression under the same ecclesiastical umbrella. The Christian church who met within the city 
at the altar was the same church who met outside the gates at the cemetery. This cult honoring 
the martyrs helped Christian communities fashion an identity. Annual gatherings to honor 
martyrs like Polycarp provided local communities with a reminder of their Christian heritage. As 
with everything else in the empire, Constantine’s rise to power altered the relationship those 
honored martyrs had with their devotees. With newfound favor and freedoms, Christian 
communities began to Christianize aspects of Roman society, and the cult of martyrs expanded 
and moved beyond separate, local observances during the fourth century. 
 R. A. Markus suggests that the cult of martyrs played an integral part in creating a 
holy temporality for Christianity.
44
 The Christian calendar contained a unique rhythm, and 
during the fourth century, festivals honoring the martyrs, along with other Christian observances 
like Easter, began to sacralize time. The Christian calendar became a continuous rehearsal of the 
theological doctrines of renewal and resurrection. On the yearly cycle, Easter reminded 
Christians of Christ’s resurrection from the dead, but Christians reminded themselves of the 
cycle on a weekly basis as well because every Sunday morning was a chance to proclaim the  
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resurrection. Functioning in the same way, festivals honoring the martyrs could testify to the 
same belief in resurrection. Originally, these celebrations were highly localized, with each city 
honoring its own martyrs, its own heroes of the faith. Of course, these observances were uneven 
throughout the empire because not all towns had produced martyrs and some martyr shrines were 
located in rural areas not overseen by any ecclesiastical authority. Conversely, some important 
cities, like Rome, influenced the festivals in neighboring towns. By the time Constantine gained 
power, the church in Rome, a city with an unrivaled martyr tradition, celebrated about thirty 
anniversaries of the martyrs.
45
 This number would explode over the course of the fourth century 
as bishops engaged in the task of Christianizing the calendar. 
 The rapid expansion of the cult of martyrs during the fourth century had some 
practical foundations. Diocletian’s persecution at the beginning of the century created a fresh 
group of martyrs whose memory demanded to be honored. Only the most famous martyrs from 
the earliest years of persecution were remembered by name, but by 303 when the Great 
Persecution broke out, Christian communities knew how important it was to keep track of those 
who had died for the faith. Eusebius’s Martyrs of Palestine catalogues many tales of persecution 
from this age. Not only did the persecution create new martyrs, but also it brought persecution to 
territories that had previously not experienced martyrdom, while reinforcing deep traditions in 
places like North Africa that already possessed a vibrant culture of honoring the martyrs. 
 But the cult did not expand merely because there were more martyrs. Constantine 
provided the Christian communities with a problem perhaps as challenging as Diocletian’s 
persecutions. Being the recipients of Constantine’s favor, the Christians needed to consider 
whether they were the same Church as that of the third century. Regarding the cult, Markus 
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writes, “The emphasis was subtly shifted in the fourth century: to honour the dead, especially the 
martyr, remained a duty, but its discharge was now the satisfaction of a new need. This was the 
need to be able to see the post-Constantinian Church as the heir of the Church of the martyrs.”
46
 
As the bishops Christianized the calendar, the feasts of martyrs proliferated both temporally and 
geographically attempting to tie the disparate congregations of the empire into one Church 
rooted in a historical past. 
 This appropriation of the past could even reach back farther than the time of Christ. 
During this expansion of the cult of martyrs in the fourth century, bishops began venerating the 
Maccabeans who died in the Seleucid persecutions of the 160s BC. The various books of 
Maccabees describe the deaths of faithful Jews at the hands of Seleucid oppressors because of 
their refusal to abandon the Torah. These stories contain many of the same elements that later 
characterized Christian martyrologies: trials designed to cause apostasy, tortures and promises 
given by the magistrate, and a confession of continued faith in God. In light of these 
commonalities, it is surprising that Christian communities did not adopt these Jewish saints 
earlier. The earliest extant evidence of Christians honoring the Maccabean martyrs is Gregory of 
Nazianzus’s Homily 15, On the Maccabees.
47
 Gregory probably preached this sermon in 362, 
during the reign of Julian the Apostate.
48
 He used the Maccabean situation to criticize in a veiled  
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manner the anti-Christian policies of the emperor. In the sermon, he explicitly says that very few 
Christian communities honor these martyrs because their deaths predated Christ.
49
 Gregory, 
however, found their cult useful for promoting Christianization, and this sermon acts as a turning 
point for the Maccabees. Martha Vinson writes, “Before this sermon, the Maccabees are merely 
faces in a crowd of Old Testament exempla ... while after it, as the homiletic literature from the 
last decades from the fourth century attests, they have been singled out from the pack as the sole 
beneficiaries not only of encomia but of a well-established cult.”
50
 By the year 400, the 
Maccabees were being honored as Christian martyrs by preachers around the Mediterranean. 
 Within twenty years of Gregory’s sermon, the Christian community in Antioch had a 
thriving cult of the Maccabean martyrs to rival the older cult of the same martyrs operated by the 
Jews. There is some debate about whether the Christian community in Antioch formed its own 
cult at the end of the fourth century or whether it merely absorbed the Jewish cult. For example, 
Robert L. Wilken assumes that the Christians “were able to take possession of the synagogue and 
made it into a Christian martyrium.”
51
 On the other hand, Martha Vinson gives two reasons why 
the Christians must have created their own cult. First, Christian bishops tended towards 
differentiation rather than assimilation at this time, and second, the Jewish population of Antioch 
was too large and influential to make Christian seizure of property easy.
52
 But this cult did not 
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merely find new life in Antioch. By the end of the fourth century, many bishops, like Ambrose in 
Milan and Augustine in Hippo, had accepted the validity of the Maccabean cult.
53
 
 Another reason for the expansion of the cult of martyrs during the fourth century was 
the increase in infrastructure. With Constantine’s rule, Christian structures began to be built at an 
unprecedented rate. Local congregations began building new basilicas for worship and new 
martyr shrines in the cemeteries. Not only did the martyrs’ cults sacralize time, but also they 
sacralized space through the construction of these buildings.
54
 Moving the remains of relics of 
the martyrs into these new buildings made the space holy.
55
 
Veneration and Praxis 
 Much of this dissertation examines the multiplicity of emphases in theology and 
meaning that bishops around the Mediterranean attached to the cult of the martyrs, but there are 
some common features to how Christians honored the martyrs. The feast days of the martyrs 
were viewed as times of celebration in the community. Evidence from a variety of locales in the 
Roman Empire attests to these celebrations often beginning, and sometimes ending, with 
processions.
56
 Though processions were broadly applied to many events in the life of the church, 
on a martyr’s festival the Christians of the community often marched together to the shrines or 
cemeteries to begin their observance. Usually, the events surrounding the martyr’s death would 
be recounted, or the acts of the martyr would be read, if a text existed. These martyr texts, which 
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preserved the deeds of the martyrs, were the creations of local congregations and were written 
and rewritten as churches fashioned their identities.
57
 In addition to reading these texts, the 
bishop or a presbyter often gave a sermon followed by the celebration of the Eucharist.
58
 In some 
locales, the day would include picnics or feasting, a practice that may have been the earliest form 
of veneration at the shrines.
59
 Bishops often viewed the martyrs’ feast days as occasions of 
solemn joy. 
 The North African churches observed the martyrs’ feast days with exuberance. 
Christians celebrated the victorious martyrs with feasting, drinking, and dancing, and the 
festivities often continued late into the night. These celebrations usually took place at the graves 
of the martyrs, but often other locations sufficed for the memorial. Carthage had two shrines for 
Cyprian, one for his grave and one for the place of his execution. North Africans preferred their 
homegrown saints, such as Cyprian and Perpetua, who even received more attention than the 
martyred apostles did.
60
 
 During her time in Milan, Augustine’s African mother, Monica, discovered that not all 
churches practiced these customs. Augustine wrote that she “brought to certain oratories, erected 
in the memory of the saints, offerings of porridge, bread, and wine—as had been her custom in 
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Africa—and she was forbidden to do so by the doorkeeper.”
61
 Augustine described his mother as 
a very temperate woman who only drank one cup of diluted wine, no matter how many saints she 
needed to honor. Even so, Bishop Ambrose convinced her to abandon her native customs. 
Augustine relates that Ambrose had two reasons for forbidding the practice: “It might be an 
occasion of gluttony for those who were already drunken and also because these funereal 
memorials were very much like some of the superstitious practices of the pagans.”
62
 Augustine 
took the example of Ambrose to heart, and upon his return to North Africa, he worked with other 
like-minded bishops to change the popular perception of the purpose of the feast day. 
 Augustine filled his sermons on the martyrs with denunciations of what he saw as 
excesses in the popular celebrations. In a sermon delivered in 401 in Carthage, Augustine 
compares those people who attend the martyr feasts for the purpose of drinking wine to their 
forebears who persecuted the martyrs.
63
 Augustine frequently condemns the drunkenness that 
attended feast days, and his association of bishops attempted to curtail some of the revelry that 
accompanied these holy days. 
 Augustine preached to a somewhat rowdy crowd in Carthage on January 23, 404, the 
day after he sulkily refused to preach because of too much disturbance.
64
 In this sermon, he lauds 
the reforms that Aurelius, the bishop of Carthage, had instituted concerning the celebration of 
feast days. Augustine tells those gathered, “We all know what a harmful mixing between males 
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and females took place here, because we also were part of that stain in previous days.”
65
 Since 
the days of Augustine’s youth, Aurelius had instituted a segregation of the sexes in order to 
minimize opportunity for immoral behavior. Augustine sees this step as positive because he 
knows that not everyone who attended a feast was primarily interested in contemplating the 
martyr’s victory over Satan. He confesses to his audience, “When I went to vigils as a student in 
this city, I spent the night rubbing up beside women, along with other boys anxious to make an 
impression on the girls, and where, who knows, the opportunity might present itself to have a 
love-affair with them.”
66
 He encourages these Carthaginian Christians to keep up the good work 
by exclaiming, “Now how respectably vigils are kept, how chaste, how holy!”
67
 He claims that 
Aurelius’s reforms are so obviously beneficial that even those who wish to engage in dubious 
activities at the feasts of the martyrs will not be able to complain against them.
68
  
 Instead of providing a day of worldly pleasure, a feast day should encourage 
Christians to imitate the martyrs’ virtues. At the feast of some unidentified martyr, Augustine 
exhorted his congregation to have self-control. He tells them, “So this is what it means to love 
the martyrs, this is what celebrating the feast day of the martyrs with devotion and piety really 
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means—not drowning yourself in wine, but imitating their faith and endurance.”
69
 Often the 
veneration meant imitation, and the martyrs would dispense virtue on their visitors. 
 Participants in the cult of martyrs expected that some form of benefit would come to 
them because of the honor they showed the martyrs, and they did not expect that this benefit 
would be merely spiritual. Often people came to the cult, hoping to be healed from physical 
infirmity. In the last book of his City of God, which he finished in 427, Augustine of Hippo 
recorded a number of healings that he attributed to the martyrs’ powers, or as he more accurately 
insists by God’s power through the martyrs.
70
 In one of his sermons on the forty martyrs of 
Sabaste delivered in 373, Basil of Caesarea claimed that everyone could benefit from the 
martyrs, if they would only go see them. Christians in difficult straits would get relief from the 
martyrs, and the martyrs would also protect the prosperity of those who were satisfied with their 
lives.
71
 
 Even in death, many people wanted to be associated with the cult of the martyrs. 
Burial ad sanctos, being interred near a martyr, was quite popular with Christian communities in 
both the Latin and Greek halves of the empire. People believed that spiritual benefits would be 
gained from lying so near the martyrs. Since the martyrs were close to God, being buried near 
them would perhaps bring the average Christian a little closer to God. Also, the idea existed that 
at the resurrection, awakening near martyrs would be meritorious. Besides these spiritual benefits 
there may have been the very practical concern that a tomb near a powerful martyr might be less 
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Augustine Serm. 328.8 (PLS 2:801). Hoc est ergo martyres amare, hoc est dies martyrum 
devota pietate celebrare, non vino ingurgitari sed illorum fidem et patientiam imitari (trans. Hill). 
70
Augustine De civitate Dei 22.8–10. 
71
Basil of Caesarea In sanctos quadraginta martyres 8. It is somewhat curious that Basil 
would promise his hearers that the martyrs would protect their prosperity since, when one reflects on the 
martyrs’ violent deaths, it seems they were not able to protect their own prosperity. 
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susceptible to desecration by grave robbers. Many notable bishops and their families were buried 
in the vicinity of martyrs; for example, both Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory of Nazianzus buried 
their parents and siblings near martyrs.
72
 Paulinus of Nola approved of this practice, but it seems 
that he did not feel adequate in justifying it so he sent a letter to Augustine asking for his opinion 
on the matter.
73
 In his reply, Augustine allowed burial ad sanctos, but he indicated that this 
allowance is mostly a compassionate concession to grieving families. He believed that spiritual 
benefit for the dead could come from extra prayers said on their behalf. Christians would offer 
these prayers because the deceased’s propinquity to the martyrs would remind them to pray. 
Augustine, however, claimed that there was no spiritual benefit to burial ad sanctos unless the 
person had lived a life consistent with the faith.
74
 
 As Peter Brown notes in his groundbreaking work on the cult, “Scholars of every and 
of no denomination still find themselves united in a common reticence and incomprehension 
when faced with this phenomenon.”
75
 Late antique Christianity’s interest in relics and martyr 
cults struck eighteenth-century writers, like Hume and Gibbon, as a vulgar manifestation of 
pagan polytheism. These ideas of the eighteenth century colored the scholarship of the nineteenth 
and twentieth, which proposed that late antique Christianity comprised two tiers, elite bishops 
and their uneducated congregations. Brown questions this model, and he criticizes the notion that 
“popular” religion was a monolithic polytheism and that educated elites allowed residual pagan 
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practices to keep their congregations happy.
76
 Brown argues that the cult of the martyrs did not 
arise directly from pre-Christian religion but that the cult of martyrs filled the role that patronage 
had in Roman society.
77
 
 Even so, some cross-pollination with polytheism occurred. Incubation, for example, 
was a relatively common practice at the shrines to the martyrs. Christians who needed healing 
from the martyrs, as well as other favors, would sleep at their shrines in hopes of experiencing a 
miracle. This practice was a common feature in the cult of the god of healing, Asclepius. Often 
when devotees were healed, they would bring offerings to the shrine in the form of the body part 
that had been healed.
78
 Even though Brown attempts to disassociate the cult with polytheism, 
some late antique Christians did not hesitate to draw parallels. In his sermon on the martyr 
Phocas, Asterius of Amasea explains that the benefits that polytheists seek in many gods are all 
dispensed by a single martyr, Phocas.
79
 Jerome admits that some forms of martyr veneration are 
residual polytheistic practices, but this fact does not bother him since it is done with a good 
conscience.
80
 These manifestations of the martyrs’ cults demonstrate the limitations of Brown’s 
groundbreaking work. While he manages to dispel the scholarly embarrassment surrounding the 
cult, he looks for too much uniformity in a phenomenon that had different meanings and uses for 
the various churches. 
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 The remainder of this work investigates a variety of roles that the martyrs through 
their cults filled for Christians at the turn of the fifth century. This narrative falls within the 
larger story of the empire’s Christianization, but while various churches attempted to use martyrs 
to “baptize” the Rome that they had inherited, they do not all use them in the same way. The 
churches around the Mediterranean, indeed individual Christians, all applied different meanings 
to the cult and expected different benefits from observing it. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
VOLUNTARY MARTYRDOM AND  
THE CULT OF MARTYRS 
 
 
 As Christian communities attempted to explain the purpose of this growing cult of the 
martyrs, one question they had to revisit was that of the legitimacy of voluntary martyrdom. 
Voluntary martyrdom, when martyrs precipitated their own deaths, was a significant aspect of 
the martyr phenomenon. From the beginning, Christian thinkers pondered whether these actions 
were appropriate, and by the turn of the fifth century, consensus still eluded the churches, but 
some patterns had emerged. A bishop’s position on this question indicated the value that he 
placed on the traditional beliefs and practices of the community. Those bishops who invested the 
martyrdom tradition with spiritual authority were more willing to accept these martyrs, while 
other bishops, notably Augustine, felt this phenomenon was contrary to revealed religion. 
Background to the Question 
 In the early church, voluntary martyrdom comprised three types, each with varying 
levels of approval.
1
 First, the most controversial form of voluntary martyrdom included those 
martyrs who were so overcome by events that they caused their own deaths. For example, during 
the reign of Marcus Aurelius, Agathonike became so excited while watching Carpus and Papylus 
die martyrs’ deaths that she believed she should join them on the pyre. The crowd tried to 
                                                
1
Ste. Croix, Christian Persecution, Martyrdom, and Orthodoxy, 153–200. Ste. Croix examines 
the martyrdom phenomenon with an extrodinary amount of skepticism, but his analysis and classification 
of the various types of martyrdom are very helpful. In Ste. Croix’s estimation, any martyr could be 
classified a voluntary martyr because escaping persecution should not have been difficult. 
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dissuade her after she announced her intentions, reminding her that her son needed her. She 
replied that God would take care of him, at which point she disrobed and threw herself on the 
fire.
2
 In the Latin recension of the text, however, Agathonike is arrested with the other two 
martyrs, which leads Musurillo to suggest, “The Latin redactor was attempting to colour the facts 
for a later age.”
3
 In the fourth century, the ecclesiastical historian Eusebius records similar 
martyrdoms. An elderly woman in Alexandria named Apollonia had all her teeth broken out in a 
time of persecution, and her persecutors threatened to burn her. They wanted her to join in their 
“impious cries,” but they released her when she begged. After her release, however, she “leaped 
eagerly into the fire and was consumed.”
4
 Eusebius also describes mass voluntary martyrdom in 
Nicomedia, when persecution broke out there. He writes, “It is reported that with a certain divine 
and indescribable eagerness men and women rushed into the fire.”
5
 This hysteria for martyrdom 
elicited concern from many bishops, most notably Clement of Alexandria, but the texts that 
preserve these tales of self-sacrifice speak of these voluntary martyrs with warm approbation. 
Eusebius and the other recorders of their martyrdoms viewed these martyrs as heroes. Their 
sacrifices demonstrated their strength of character. 
 The second type of voluntary martyrs accomplished their goals by forcing the 
authorities to execute them. In 304 in the city of Catania on the island of Sicily, the deacon 
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Martyrdom of Carpus, Papylus, and Agothonike 44. 
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Musurillo, Acts of the Christian Martyrs, xvi. 
4
Eusebius Historia ecclesiastica 6.41 (PG 20:605–607).  jAlla; kai; th;n qaumasiwtavthn 
tovte parqevnon presbuvtin  jApollwnivan dialabovnteV, tou;V me;n ojdovntaV, kovptonteV ta;V 
siagovnaV, ejxhvlasan ® pura;n de; nhvsanteV pro; th'V povlewV, zw'san hJpeivloun katakau'sai, eij mh; 
sunekfwnhvseien aujtoi'V ta; th'V ajsebeivaV khruvgmata. JH de; uJpoparaithsamevnh bracu; kai; 
ajneqei'sa, suntovnwV ejpephvdhsen eijV to; pu'r, kaiv katapevflektai. 
5
Eusebius Hist. eccl. 8.6 (PG 20:753).  jOte lovgoV e[cei, proqumia/ qeiva/ tini; kai; ajrrhvtw/, 
a[ndraV a{ma gunaixi;n ejpi; th;n pura;n kaqavllesqai. 
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Euplius approached the Roman prefect’s chamber yelling, “I am a Christian, and I desire to die 
for the name of Christ.”
6
 He even brought copies of the gospels with him in order to prove how 
worthy he was of martyrdom. The writer of this martyrology obviously admires Euplius for his 
rash willingess, and he also emphasizes the sacrificial nature of martyrdom in Euplius’s story. 
When the governor tells Euplius that he can go free if only he would sacrifice, Euplius replies, “I 
only sacrifice myself to Christ my God.”
7
 As with many texts, the strands of martyrdom and 
sacrifice are bound closely together, strengthening the legitimacy of the voluntary martyr. 
 Eusebius also strengthens these bonds when he writes about the martyrdom of his 
friend, Apphianus, the one he calls “innocent lamb.” Apphianus lived with Eusebius at the time 
of his martyrdom, and in his Martyrs of Palestine, Eusebius recollects that Apphianus attacked 
the governor of Palestine in order to keep the governor from offering libations to the pagan gods 
and that this rash action precipitated his martyrdom. Eusebius indicates that the governor and his 
entourage did not care for Apphianus’s disruption: “Thereupon, he of whom we are speaking 
[Apphianus], and that instantly, as might have been expected after so bold a deed, was torn by 
the governor and those who were with him as if by wild beasts.”
8
 Through his boldness and self-
sacrifice, Apphianus gained his prize in heaven and immortality in Eusebius’s book. 
 While both the direct and indirect forms of voluntary martyrdom had a number of 
criticizers, many Christians approved of the third type of voluntary martyrdom. They viewed 
Christian women who wanted to protect their virtue as justified in taking their own lives. 
                                                
6
Acta Eupli 1.1 Christianus sum, et pro Christi nomine mori desidero. 
7
Acta Eupli 2.6. Calvisianus praefectus dixit: Sacrifica, si vis liberari. Euplius dixit: Sacrifico 
modo Christo Deo me. 
8
Eusebius Mart. Pal. 4.10 (PG 20:1476).  jEpi; touvtoiV oJ peri; ou| oJ lovgoV, paracrh'ma 
me;n, o{sa eijkovV aujto;n, wJV a[n ejpi; toiouvtw/ tolmhvmati qhrw'n divkhn ajgrivwn pro;V tw'n ajmfi; to;n 
hJgemovna diasparacqei;V. 
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Eusebius tells of a woman who believed that soldiers would rape her and her two daughters. The 
mother convinced her daughters that their only escape was to flee to Christ. The three made an 
excuse to get some privacy and killed themselves by jumping into a river that was flowing by.
9
 
Eusebius also tells the story of a prefect’s wife in Rome, who committed suicide after her 
husband consented to allow Maxentius, Constantine’s rival, access to her. 
Having requested a little time for adorning her body, she entered her chamber and being 
alone, stabbed herself with a sword. Dying immediately, she left her corpse to those who 
had come for her. And by her deeds, more powerfully than by any words, she has shown to 
all men now and hereafter that the virtue which prevails among Christians is the only 
invincible and indestructible possession.
10
 
These women willingly died as a testimony to the importance Christians placed on sexual purity. 
There are interesting parallels in this passage with the Roman story of Lucretia, but it is 
surprising that a Greek speaker from Palestine is transmitting this trope of defending matronly 
virtue. Though there is probably some literary echo of Roman values, it was the idea of sacrifice 
that charged the imaginations of Christians like Eusebius. 
 This idea of the martyrs seeking to be a willing sacrifice was so compelling that 
martyrologies often depict martyrs who did not necessarily offer themselves up as sharing the 
same qualities as voluntary martyrs.
11
 In these martyr texts, Christians who were not voluntarily 
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Arthur J. Droge and James D. Tabor think this trope of willingness appropriate because they 
believe that all martyrs should be viewed as voluntary martyrs. They claim that the requirements the 
authorities placed on the Christians were minimal, so no Christian would have died against his or her will. 
See Arthur J. Droge and James D. Tabor, A Noble Death: Suicide and Martyrdom among Christians and 
Jews in Antiquity (New York: HarperCollins Publisher, 1992), 133. Droge writes with the agenda to 
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seeking death are portrayed as willingly embracing it. The chronicler of Polycarp’s martyrdom 
explicitly states, “We do not approve of those who come forward of themselves;”
12
 however, just 
before this statement of reticence, the same author lauds a certain Germanicus for his 
perseverance in martyrdom because “he drew the beast to himself by force, planning to depart 
more quickly this unjust and lawless life.”
13
 From the context, the author makes it clear that the 
reason voluntary martyrdom is discouraged is because the martyr might not be truly ready and 
fail his or her test. Germanicus, on the other hand, was ready, and the chronicler emphasizes his 
willing embrace of death. Even though Germanicus is not a voluntary martyr, he is cast as one. 
Similarly, Perpetua’s passion, which equates martyrdom with sacrifice and a second baptism, 
depicts Perpetua as a voluntary martyr, even though she did not offer herself to the authorities. 
Her martyrology reads, “She howled as she was struck to the bone, and she moved the uncertain 
hand of the young gladiator to her throat. Perhaps so great a woman, who was feared by the 
unclean spirit, could not be killed otherwise unless she herself were willing.”
14
 For some authors 
of martyr texts, the martyrs seem to have had to be willing in order for their deaths to be 
martyrdoms. 
 Some scholars suppose that Roman ideas regarding suicide helped influence the 
martyr phenomenon. Most notably, Glen Bowersock advocates the primacy of Rome’s role in  
                                                                                                                                                       
remove any stigma from suicide, and casting all martyrdom as suicide is an attempt to further that agenda. 
More will be said on some of Droge’s more questionable claims later in this chapter. 
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Mart. Pol. 4. dia; tou'to ou\n, ajdelfoiv, oujk ejpainou'men tou;V prosiovntaV eJautoi'V.  
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Mart. Pol. 3. eJautw/' ejpespavsato to; qhrivon prosbiasavmenoV, tavcion tou' ajdivkou kai; 
ajnovmou bivou aujtw'n ajpallagh'nai boulovmenoV (my translation). 
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Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis 21.9–10. Perpetua autem [...] inter ossa conpuncta exululavit, 
et errantem dexteram tirunculi gladiatoris ipsa in iugulum suum transtulit. fortasse tanta femina aliter non 
potuisset occidi, quae ab inmundo spiritu timebatur, nisi ipsa voluisset (my translation). 
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the creation of martyrdom. He writes, “Without the glorification of suicide in the Roman 
tradition, the development of martyrdom in the second and third centuries would have been 
unthinkable. The hordes of voluntary martyrs would never have existed. Both Greek and Jewish 
traditions stood against them.”
15
 Roman culture on the whole approved of suicide because the act 
conveyed dignity and strength of character in the Roman milieu. Romans viewed suicide as 
justifying the moral position of the one performing it.
16
 Tertullian, the earliest of the Latin 
fathers, explicitly incorporates this Roman view of self-death into his theology of martyrdom. In 
a passage reminiscent of the “cloud of witnesses” in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews, Tertullian 
lauds the Greco-Roman notables who died by their own hands.  
Let the spirit set clearly before both itself and the flesh, how these things, though 
exceedingly painful, have yet been calmly endured by many, and, have even been eagerly 
desired for the sake of fame and glory; and this not only in the case of men, but of women 
too, that you, O holy women, may be worthy of your sex. It would take me too long to 
enumerate one by one the men who at their own self-impulse have put an end to 
themselves. As to women, there is a famous case at hand: the violated Lucretia, in the 
presence of her kinsfolk, plunged the knife into herself, that she might have glory for her 
chastity. Mucius burned his right hand on an altar, that this deed of his might dwell in fame. 
The philosophers have been out-stripped, for instance Heraclitus, who, smeared with 
cowdung, burned himself; and Empedocles, who leapt down into the fires of Aetna; and 
Peregrinus, who not long ago threw himself on the funeral pile. For women even have 
despised the flames. Dido did so, lest, after the death of a husband very dear to her, she 
should be compelled to marry again; and so did the wife of Hasdrubal, who, Carthage being 
on fire, that she might not behold her husband suppliant at Scipio’s feet, rushed with her 
children into the conflagration, in which her native city was destroyed. [... and Regulus, ... 
and Cleopatra, ... and the Athenian courtesan, ... and the Spartan youths ...]
17
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He admonishes Christians that if pagans could die well for the lesser causes of fame and glory, 
Christians should have even greater motivation to do likewise in order to “obtain a celestial glory 
and a divine reward.”
18
 
 Bowersock believes that ideas about Roman noble death allowed many Christians to 
approve of voluntary martyrdom, but he also notes that a strong element within the Christian 
community condemned the practice.
19
 Plato and his followers had disapproved of suicide, and 
some Christians influenced by Platonic philosophy carried the same prejudices. Tertullian’s 
contemporary, Clement of Alexandria, was one such Christian Platonist. 
 While Tertullian in North Africa wrote an apology for and an encouragement to 
martyrdom, Clement explicated a theology of martyrdom that attempted to navigate between 
Scylla and Charybdis. On the one hand, Clement faced a gnostic sect that claimed any martyr 
was “a self-murderer and a suicide who makes confession by death;” on the other hand, he 
attempted to dissuade Christians from becoming voluntary martyrs, who “banish themselves 
without being martyrs, even though they are punished publicly.”
20
 The gnostics suggested that 
“true martyrdom” consisted merely of possessing knowledge of the one true God. In promoting 
this internal, spiritualized version of martyrdom, the gnostics denigrated actual martyrdom. 
Clement accuses them of impiety and cowardice, denying them the name Christian. Likewise, 
                                                                                                                                                       
cultrum sibi adegit in conspectu propinquorum, ut gloriam castitati suae pareret. Mucius dexteram suam 
in ara cremavit, ut hoc factum eius fama haberet. Nec minus fecerunt philosophi: Heraclitus, qui se 
bubulo stercore oblitum excussit; item Empedocles, qui in ignes Aetnaei montis desilivit; et Peregrinus, 
qui non olim se rogo immisit, cum feminae quoque contempserint ignes: Dido, ne post virum 
delictissimum nubere cogeretur; item Asdrubalis uxor, quae iam ardente Carthagine, ne maritum suum 
supplicem Scipionis videret, cum filiis suis in incendium patriae devolavit. 
18
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Bowersock, Martyrdom and Rome, 64–71. 
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Clement of Alexandria Stromata 4.4. 
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Clement questions the faithfulness of those who cause their own destruction in order to die a 
martyr’s death, comparing them to the Indian gymnosophists who died “vain deaths in useless 
fire.” 
 Faced with these twin dangers, Clement explicates his theology of martyrdom in much 
the same way that Augustine would two hundred years later when the bishop of Hippo was faced 
with his own dangerous sects. Clement defines martyrdom in biblical terms instead of within the 
framework of Christian experience and tradition. Clement makes the “witnessing” aspect of 
martyrdom the only aspect, an argument later made by Augustine.
21
 He writes, “If the confession 
to God is martyrdom, each soul which has lived purely in the knowledge of God, which has 
obeyed the commandments, is a witness [martyr] both by life and word, in whatever way it may 
be released from the body.”
22
 This etymological argument becomes the cornerstone for rebuking 
his opponents. Contrary to the gnostics, Clement says that Christians cannot lie with their lips to 
avoid death, while confessing in their hearts. Even so, he clearly minimizes the importance of 
actual death, undercutting the position of the advocates for voluntary martyrdom. This teaching, 
Clement claims, comes directly from the Christ. In Luke’s Gospel, Jesus says, “And I tell you, 
every one who acknowledges me before men, the Son of man also will acknowledge before the 
angels of God; but he who denies me before men will be denied before the angels of God.”
23
 
Even though Jesus does not use the word martuv", Clement claims that this text explicitly 
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demonstrates Jesus’ views on martyrdom.
24
 True martyrdom hinges on “acknowledgment” or 
“confession.” This confession manifests both a love for God and man. According to Clement, the 
gnostics might think they love God, but they cannot claim to love man if they fail to confess 
Christ in the face of persecution. Clement believes that giving the Christian witness to Christ’s 
enemies demonstrates love for those enemies. 
 Of course, love would also keep Christians from seeking martyrdom, and Clement 
suggests that they flee persecution when possible, a concept that would have baffled Tertullian. 
Christians must not engage in suicide martyrdom because, according to Clement, any man who 
kills a godly person sins against God, even if that man is himself.
25
 Moreover, Christians ought 
to flee whenever possible because voluntarily presenting themselves for judgment makes them 
partially guilty of their own deaths. Fleeing is the loving thing to do, and provoking martyrdom 
is unloving because voluntary martyrs cause the magistrates to be more guilty than they 
otherwise would have been. The Christian’s love for his fellow man ought to keep him from 
stirring up the authorities and causing them to blaspheme the name of Christ.
26
 
 In addition to citing the Bible in his explanation of martyrdom, Clement freely quotes 
from Plato, as well as other philosophers, but marshals his quotes from Plato as a supplement to 
the biblical text. Clement does not seem to impute to Plato authority, but rather he uses Plato as a 
word of common sense. Clement warns his readers not to be led astray; both the Christian texts 
and the Greek philosophers agree that violence against oneself is criminal. Clement’s 
argumentation closely binds Christianity and Platonism, but discerning which one affects the 
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other more is impossible. Does Clement use Plato because his philosophy is consistent with the 
biblical text, or is Clement’s interpretation of the scriptures colored by his Platonic worldview? 
 Bowersock views Clement’s Platonism as the opposite of Tertullian’s Roman 
traditionalism.
27
 Perhaps this dichotomy represents the differing views third-century Christians 
held with reference to voluntary martyrdom, but by the turn of the fifth century the situation had 
shifted considerably. In almost two hundred years of Christian growth, persecution, and political 
triumph, Christian communities still had not settled this question regarding the validity of 
voluntary martyrdom. If anything, the tangled Christian traditions make evaluating it more 
difficult. Bowersock moves seamlessly from Clement of Alexandria to Augustine of Hippo, who 
vigorously denounced voluntary martyrdom. Other bishops contemporary with Augustine, 
however, had their own ideas about the subject. Ambrose of Milan and John Chrysostom both 
approved of voluntary martyrdom in certain circumstances, but neither fit into the neat 
dichotomy exemplified by Tertullian and Clement of Alexandria. 
Fourth Century Approval for Suicide Virgins 
 Since Constantine’s Edict of Milan in 313, martyrdom, and consequently voluntary 
martyrdom, had ended in most parts of the Roman Empire. With this waning, enthusiasm and 
approval for voluntary martyrdom began to fade by the turn of the fifth century. Suicide, even in 
pursuit of martyrdom, was almost universally discouraged by the various Christian communities 
around the Mediterranean. However, many Christians still approved of the idea that a woman 
could gain a martyr’s crown through suicide when her chastity was threatened. Ambrose of 
Milan and John Chrysostom were two bishops with different backgrounds who held this 
common view. 
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 As bishop in Milan, Ambrose promoted interest in Platonic philosophy, without 
explicitly approving of it. In a number of sermons and other writings, Ambrose clearly alludes to 
the ideas of Plotinus and other Neoplatonists, but since Ambrose habitually hid his sources, 
scholars have much work left to do in analyzing his relationship to Platonic thought.
28
 Indeed, in 
Ambrose’s Milan, the young Augustine came into contact with the Platonists.
29
 
 Ambrose’s treatise on death, De bono mortis, exhibits much reliance on the Platonists, 
and in the work, Ambrose explicitly refers to Plato three times and alludes to his writings 
frequently. Additionally, he freely uses Plotinus and actually structured parts of the book on 
Plotinus’s Enneads.
30
 As any good Platonist, Ambrose rejects the idea of suicide, seemingly 
turning his back on the traditional Roman idea of noble death that Tertullian held so dear. 
Ambrose argues that God has placed humans in this world for a purpose and that they ought to 
fulfill that purpose, rather than hurrying into the next world. 
Christ is our king, and what a king commands we cannot reject or despise. How many men 
there are whom the emperor of this land orders to stay in remote regions because of their 
office or for some other duty. Can those men depart without the emperor’s leave? And how 
much greater thing it is to obey God than man! For the saintly man, then, to live is Christ 
and to die is gain. As a servant he does not flee the service of this life.
31
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Just as a soldier cannot leave his post until relieved of his duty, so also a Christian must not exit 
life prematurely. According to Ambrose, self-destruction in the hopes of a martyr’s crown was 
not an option. 
 Though Ambrose disapproved of suicide in general, he embraced the idea that women 
who committed suicide to protect their virginity received the martyr’s crown. In his ascetical 
treatise, De virginibus, Ambrose addresses this specific question posed by his sister. De 
virginibus promotes the ideal of virginity as being the best Christian lifestyle, and he begins the 
work by lauding the virginal martyr Agnes. He ends the work by explaining to his sister that 
suicide is preferable to losing one’s virginity. He admits, however, that as a general rule “divine 
Scripture forbids the Christian to use violence against himself,” but he does not actually supply 
any biblical warrant for that claim.
32
 
 He tells his sister that she can be confident suicide is permissible when protecting 
chastity because the Church has examples of martyrs who did that very thing. He then proceeds 
to tell the story of a teenager named Pelagia who lived in Antioch. She threw herself off a 
building to avoid lecherous pursuers. Ambrose even has her rationalizing her plans in his 
retelling. Ambrose’s Pelagia says, “God is not offended by the remedy [avoiding rape], and faith 
mitigates the misdeed [of suicide].”
33
 Though still a “misdeed,” Ambrose clearly views it as the 
lesser of two evils when a woman’s virginity is at stake. Fitting with Ambrose’s idea that 
virginity is marriage to Christ, Pelagia dons wedding attire before casting herself down. Finding 
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themselves thwarted, her pursuers then try to catch Pelagia’s mother and sisters, but they drown 
themselves in a river.
34
 
 In spite of his Platonic sympathies, Ambrose unreservedly approves these voluntary 
martyrdoms. His support does not reflect Tertullian’s approval of Roman noble death. Instead, 
Ambrose uses the importance of virginity and Christian tradition as his reasons for approving it. 
His position is similar to another bishop living in the East, John Chrysostom. 
 John Chrysostom’s stance regarding suicide and martyrdom is relatively close to 
Ambrose’s. John condemns suicide, believing it to be against God’s will, and claims that real 
martyrs do not commit suicide. Even though they do not kill themselves, John believed they 
must face death willingly. However, like Ambrose, Chrysostom accepts suicide for women who 
are attempting to protect their purity. 
 In his commentary on Galatians, which was probably composed in Antioch before 
392, John clearly gives his views on suicide. In a refutation of the Manicheans, he proves that the 
world itself is not evil, otherwise suicide would be a good thing. Since society obviously does 
not consider suicide a good thing, the world cannot be all bad. In explaining his case, John 
writes, “God punishes such men [suicides] more than murderers, and we all regard them with 
horror, and justly; for if it is base to destroy others, much more is it to destroy one’s self.”
35
 He 
provocatively continues, claiming that if suicide were acceptable then murderers should get a 
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crown instead of punishment since they rescue people from this evil life. On this count, John 
reflects the tradition of most Christian communities. 
 He carries this injunction against self-violence into his theology of martyrdom. When 
governmental authorities killed martyrs for their faith, God granted a victory to the church. John 
did not feel that shortcutting this system through voluntary martyrdom was acceptable. In his 
sermon on the martyr Julian delivered in Antioch, John describes the tortures and torments that 
the martyr suffered. According to John, Julian’s trials and beatings lasted an entire year while the 
magistrate attempted to persuade him to recant. John claims that these things were necessary to 
show God’s power, and that the martyrs could not attempt to hasten the process through suicide. 
He preaches, “My point is that the death of martyrs who kill [themselves] is an obvious defeat, 
yet of those who are murdered, a splendid victory.”
36
 Of course this prohibition against self-
violence only negates the most extreme forms of voluntary martyrdom, in which the martyrs 
destroy themselves. He does not necessarily condemn the practice of provoking the authorities, 
and he certainly admires and approves of the martyrs’ willingness to die. He actually claims that 
this willingness is necessary for true martyrdom. 
 In his homilies on 1 Corinthians, John contrasts the Christian martyrs with the 
prototypical pagan martyr, Socrates. For every Socrates who died for the sake of his convictions, 
John claims that he can produce ten thousand Christian martyrs, so the Christians win based on 
numbers. Moreover, John is not impressed by Socrates’ consumption of hemlock because he 
“drank when he was not at liberty to drink or not to drink.”
37
 This death is the death of all  
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condemned criminals. The martyrs, on the other hand, were “at liberty not to suffer.” John 
indicates that since they were not really criminals then there was no reason for them to suffer the 
penalties assigned them; they could have avoided their fates. John’s argumentation at this point, 
however, is a bit shaky. He merely asserts a difference between Socrates being compelled and 
the martyrs being willing, without actually demonstrating the difference between executing an 
innocent pagan and an innocent Christian. John probably sensed that his argument was weak, so 
he ends his discussion of Socrates by reminding his hearers that they need not admire the 
philosopher’s fortitude because drinking hemlock is a pleasant way to die.
38
 John’s main point in 
this passage, however, is that all martyrs are voluntary martyrs because they suffered and died of 
their own free will. 
 In this homily on 1 Corinthians, John ties the martyrs’ contempt for death directly to 
the virtues of self-denial and fortitude.
39
 This understanding is very much in keeping with John’s 
ascetical bent that he promotes in much of this preaching, and this asceticism will be discussed 
more fully in chapter five. As mentioned in an earlier chapter, John, like many of his 
contemporaries, highly prized virginity, and when he considered the importance of sexual purity, 
John rationalized behaviors that would otherwise be condemnable. Specifically, John advocated 
suicide for women when necessary to protect their chastity. In his sermon on Julian cited above, 
suicide is a defeat, though John probably had men in mind while preaching that sermon. In his 
sermon on Pelagia, suicide is victory over the enemies of God and over the Devil himself. 
 This Pelagia is the same martyr that Ambrose used as an example when explaining 
suicide-martyr virgins to his sister. Pelagia was an Antiochene martyr, and John probably 
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preached the surviving sermon about her early in his career there.
40
 He claims that she was 
prepared for torture and punishment but that she did not want to risk losing her virginity to her 
captors. Rape would have been shameful so she “snatched herself away.” John notes that none of 
the male martyrs attempted similar acts, but “women, by nature vulnerable to harm, conceived 
for themselves this manner of death.”
41
 Men display fortitude by suffering, while women display 
fortitude by abstaining from sex. He continues, “Were it possible both to preserve one’s virginity 
and attain martyrdom’s crowns, she wouldn’t have refused to go to court.”
42
 He claims that 
Pelagia was owed two crowns, and by throwing herself off her roof, she ensured that she would 
not die “half-crowned.” Of course in addition to suicide John also excuses her of her 
“deception.” She had to deceive her guards in order to be alone long enough to jump from the 
roof. John actually marvels that the deception worked because he claims that female martyrs 
were doing this sort of thing all the time.
43
 The guards should have known better than to let a 
Christian woman anywhere near a roof or a river. John demonstrates that the number of 
examples and the importance of virginity allow Christian women to engage in behaviors that 
would otherwise be taboo. 
 In another sermon John preached at Antioch about local female martyrs, he discusses 
the importance of voluntary martyrdom to preserve virginity, and even hints at something darker. 
Domnina, with her two daughters Bernike and Prosdoke, fled Antioch during Diocletian’s 
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persecutions in 302.
44
 Soldiers caught them in Edessa, and John claims that Domnina’s husband 
was with them. The three women deceive the soldiers and rush into the river. In John’s sermon 
probably preached in the 390s in Antioch, the story takes an interesting turn. The women do not 
just kill themselves; John suggests that the mother actually drowns her daughters. He preaches, 
“And so, the mother entered in the middle [of the river], restraining her daughters on either side.” 
Once in the river, John says, “That blessed woman [Domnina] ... lowered them down into the 
waters, and in this way they drowned.”
45
 Domnina then drowns herself to claim her martyr’s 
crown. Astonishingly, in this sermon, the protection of virginity not only justifies self-murder, 
but also John uses it justify murdering one’s children. He actually esteems Domnina because he 
claims that drowning her own daughters was an exceedingly painful form of martyrdom. 
Domnina could have suffered at the court, but then she would not have been able to ensure her 
daughters’ purity. 
She endured far greater tortures in the river [than she would have at court]. My point, as I 
started saying, is that it was truly far more cruel and painful than to see flesh scourged, to 
drown her own innards, I mean her daughters, by her own hand, and to see them 
suffocating, and it required far greater philosophy than to endure tortures for her to have the 
capacity to restrain her children’s right hands and to drag them along with her into the 
river’s currents. For it was not the same in terms of pain to see [her daughters] suffering 
badly at the hands of others and to herself act as death’s servant, to herself promote their 
end, to herself stand against her daughters in place of an executioner.
46
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John imputes extraordinary suffering to a mother who kills her young daughters, and he not only 
excuses the killing but also lauds it because she did it to preserve virginity. John commends these 
martyrs as prime examples for mothers and daughters in his congregation. No doubt, this sermon 
worried not a few daughters whose reputations were at risk.
47
 
 Ambrose and John Chrysostom complicate Bowersock’s thesis that the Roman point 
of view supported voluntary martyrdom and the Greek one rejected it. Ambrose is an old Roman 
with a healthy dose of Greek Platonism, and his attitude concerning female voluntary martyrs 
reflects this mixture. John, being very Greek, exhibits little influence from Roman ideas, but he 
embraces voluntary martyrdom even more warmly than Ambrose. Both bishops, however, took 
tradition seriously. By the turn of the fifth century, Christian communities had begun to honor 
these traditional voluntary martyrs, so they must really be martyrs. Christianity also had 
developed this tradition of sexual asceticism.
48
 These ideas influenced the attitudes towards the 
cult of martyrs in many locales in the fourth and fifth centuries. Not all bishops, however, 
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imbued these traditions with as much authority. Augustine of Hippo considered these traditions, 
but in his attempt to form a theology of martyrdom for his context, he gave more weight to the 
rational evaluation of the biblical texts. 
Augustine: A Minority Report 
 Augustine of Hippo and Ambrose had many things in common, a traditional Roman 
education, an interest in Platonic philosophy, and the authority of a Christian bishop, but the two 
men held differing views on voluntary martyrdom. Like Ambrose, Augustine condemned 
suicide, but Augustine expands that definition to include those women who killed themselves to 
protect their chastity. Augustine applies the rule equally to all. 
Augustine’s magnum opus, City of God, contains his classic condemnation of suicide. 
Augustine argues that suicide is a sin because it is self-murder and that it is never right to commit 
a sin even if trying to avoid another sin or someone else’s sin. He claims, “Indeed, he who kills 
himself is a murderer. He is the more guilty when he kills himself, the more innocent he is of the 
reason for which he considered himself needing death.”
49
 Martyrs of course were innocent of 
wrongdoing; therefore, Augustine rejects the appropriateness of voluntary martyrdom. 
According to Augustine, the voluntary martyrs place themselves in a catch-22. They are either 
justly guilty of the crime or justly guilty of murder. Augustine acknowledges that many 
Christians did indeed engage in voluntary martyrdom, but he claims that they should not be 
emulated. He writes, “We are not merely asking whether it has been done, but whether it ought 
to have been done. Certainly sound reason should be preferred to examples.”
50
 This idea is 
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directly contrary to Ambrose and John who accepted voluntary martyrdoms for chaste women 
merely because examples existed. 
When Augustine attacks self-destruction to protect chastity, the one form of voluntary 
martyrdom with enduring support, he hesitates to break totally with tradition by condemning 
those women whom the churches venerated for protecting their virtue. 
But, they say, in the time of persecution some holy women escaped those who menaced 
them with outrage, by casting themselves into rivers which they knew would drown them; 
and having died in this manner, they are venerated in the Catholic Church as martyrs. Of 
such persons I do not presume to speak rashly. I cannot tell whether there may not have 
been vouchsafed to the Church some divine authority, proved by trustworthy evidences, for 
so honoring their memory: it may be that it is so. It may be they were not deceived by 
human judgment, but prompted by divine wisdom, to their act of self-destruction. We know 
that this was the case with Samson.
51
 
Augustine teaches that destroying oneself for any reason is always immoral, unless God 
specifically tells the Christian to do so. Samson experienced this situation when he brought down 
a building on himself and some Philistines, but Augustine’s language indicates his grave doubts 
that anyone else would receive such a word from God. 
 Augustine believed that a proper view of martyrdom trumped the endorsement of 
sexual renunciation promoted by some bishops.
52
 Augustine explicitly claims that Christian 
women should not hold Tertullian’s beloved Lucretia as a proper example. Though Tarquin’s son 
violated her, she remained chaste because of her unwillingness; therefore, as the innocent party, 
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she should not have killed herself.
53
 Augustine claims that chastity is a matter of the heart and 
does not hinge on any sexual violence perpetrated by others.
54
 Christian communities should 
view women who were sexually assaulted as innocent victims, not as those who must atone for 
their shame by suicide. Indeed, Augustine believed, they had no shame. 
 Obviously Augustine’s theology of martyrdom differs from John Chrysostom’s on this 
point, but the differences run even deeper. This theology of voluntary death and its relationship 
questions that idea of willingness that John lauded. According to Augustine, martyrdom really 
was something to be endured. He thought, contrary to John, that true martyrs manifest a certain 
unwillingness to give up life, while a theology of voluntary martyrdom hinged on the 
“willingness” of the martyr. Most martyr texts, however, highlighted the willingness of the 
martyrs to face their own deaths. Even the Shepherd of Hermas, which probably dates to the 
early second century, claims that Christians who embrace martyrdom willingly will enjoy greater 
heavenly rewards than those who faithfully suffer after trying to avoid it.
55
 Tertullian at one point 
goes so far as to say that Christians must not flee from martyrdom. They are obliged to face 
persecution and death.
56
 
 Most Christian communities, even in Tertullian’s North Africa, understood that limits 
existed to Christian willingness to die. Cyprian, the bishop of Carthage, was executed in 258, but 
before his martyrdom he fled from the persecution in order to preserve leadership for his flock. 
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Even when confronted by the proconsul Paternus, Cyprian claimed, “Our way of life forbids that 
anyone voluntarily offer himself.”
57
 Other evidence in Cyprian’s martyr text, however, tempers 
this statement of reticence for martyrdom:  “After his [Cyprian’s] sentence, his supporters said, 
‘Let us be beheaded with him too!’”
58
 Augustine follows the example of Cyprian rather than that 
of Cyprian’s supporters. He often quotes Cyprian’s words when celebrating his feast day.
59
 
The emphasis Augustine placed on the martyrs’ testimony makes their willingness to 
die less important. In spite of what many martyr texts claim, Augustine taught his flock that the 
martyrs did not long for death at all; rather, they longed for life. In a sermon on the feast of Peter 
and Paul in 418, Augustine claims, “Death cannot be loved; it can be borne.”
60
 After all, 
Augustine continues, if death were enjoyable for the martyrs then their feats of faith would be 
commonplace: “If we saw them delighting themselves at banquets, would we call them great 
men? would call them courageous men?”
61
 It is interesting to note that this reflects Augustine’s 
complaint that the martyrs’ feast days became times of partying rather than times of pious 
reflection. Augustine teaches his congregation that the martyrs unwillingly submitted to death 
because they loved life so much. Temporal death gave way to eternal life. Indeed, this is why 
Christians called the martyrs’ death days their birthdays. Their martyrdom was their birth into 
eternal life. 
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Augustine did not form his condemnation of voluntary martyrdom merely for 
theoretical purposes. The issue was still current in his day. North Africa was home to two rival 
communions of churches; the Catholics had imperial support, but the Donatists were in the 
majority in many areas of North Africa. This situation led to the Donatists suffering persecution 
and sometimes martyrdom at the hands of the Catholics.
62 
Additionally, the Donatists of North 
Africa embraced the tradition of voluntary martyrdom, and they engaged in all three types 
discussed above. Donatists did not find the idea of voluntary martyrdom repugnant; rather, they 
viewed an active struggle against oppression as noble. They had precedents for their views on 
voluntary martyrdom in Tertullian and many martyr texts. In many ways, they preserved a 
distinctly North African tradition of martyrdom that had been passed down from pre-
Constantinian Christianity.
63
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Donatist sources indicate that sometimes these North African Christians precipitated 
their own deaths, much like Eusebius’s friend Apphianus. In the Donatist Passion of Maximian 
and Isaac, Maximian instigates the events that would lead to his martyrdom. The writer claims:  
With the speed not of feet but of a well-prepared mind, [Maximian] quickly sprang up on 
his own to incite this contest. He scattered the dismal little pieces [of the imperial edict] 
with his rapid hands just as if he were tearing the devil limb from limb. Immediately he was 
taken up to the tribunal.
64
  
In the Donatist literature, women also embrace martyrdom in order to protect their virginity. In 
the Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs, Victoria throws herself off a cliff in order to avoid an 
unwanted marriage.
65
 In The Passion of Saints Maxima, Donatilla and Secunda, Secunda 
similarly jumps from her window in order to avoid marriage and joins some passing Christians 
on their way to their deaths.
66
 The Circumcellions, a group portrayed by Augustine as Donatist 
extremists, had reputations for dying by their own hands in their pursuit of martyrdom.
67
 
Evidence suggests that these Circumcellions were loosely organized and operated outside the 
Donatist hierarchy, but Donatist bishops occasionally used them to attack Catholic buildings and 
holy sites. The Circumcellions harassed magistrates asking for martyrdom, and they sometimes 
committed suicide if the magistrates refused to give them the death penalty.
68
 Circumcellions 
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also had a proclivity for jumping off cliffs in their pursuit of martyrdom.
69
 Even though this 
group operated on the fringe of Donatist life, in his sermons, Augustine attacks them when 
speaking on the Donatist toleration of voluntary martyrdom. 
In his sermon delivered on Cyprian’s feast day September 4, 410, Augustine embarks 
on a sustained assault on his Donatist enemies that focuses on their conception of martyrdom. In 
this sermon, Augustine tells his listeners that voluntary martyrs, like the Circumcellions, are not 
martyrs at all because they do not heed the proper examples. Augustine sharply criticizes his 
opponents, saying, “The Donatists, who falsely boast that they belong to Cyprian, [...] if they 
paid attention to his martyrdom, they wouldn’t cast themselves [off cliffs].”
70
 Augustine 
maintains that true martyrs would follow the example of Cyprian who waited for his persecutors 
to come to him. In doing this, he imitated Christ, who waited for the guards to seize Him in the 
garden.
71
 By following this line of argument, Augustine claims that the Donatists are failing to 
follow the example of both the founder of Christianity and the supposed founder of their sect. 
Furthermore, Augustine attacks the Donatist “jumping” motif directly, claiming that it is not an 
avenue to martyrdom but that its origin is demonic. He reminds his hearers of the story of 
Satan’s tempting Jesus on the pinnacle of the temple. Satan encourages Jesus to hurl himself 
down so that the angels will save him, an act that would prove Jesus’ status as the Son of God. 
Jesus refuses, telling Satan that it is not proper to test God. Augustine believes that Donatists 
who jump to their deaths fall for this same temptation. He claims, “For the devil is also 
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suggesting to the Donatists, saying, ‘Cast yourselves down, the angels will catch you; with such 
a death you do not go to punishment, but you proceed to a crown.’”
72
 Thus, Augustine claims 
that these so-called martyrs are not even Christians because in jumping from cliffs they listen to 
the devil. The harshness of Augustine’s critique evinces the sense of urgency he felt. His 
audience needed to understand the dangers of aligning with a shadow church. 
Not only do these voluntary martyrs follow the wrong examples, but according to 
Augustine they also lack patience, the Christian virtue necessary for avoiding suicide. Patience 
allowed the martyrs to endure the ills and hardships inflicted on them. Augustine contrasts this 
patience with impatience, which is an unwillingness to endure hardship.
73
 Augustine accuses 
Donatist voluntary martyrs of demonstrating their impatience by preferring to end their lives 
rather than endure the hardships of governmental oppression or marriage. 
 Arthur Droge, however, disapproves of Augustine’s condemnation of suicide, 
believing that Augustine’s dismissal of voluntary martyrdom rests solely on Platonic 
influences.
74
 Augustine bases his disapproval of suicide, however, on his belief that suicide is 
sin, a belief absent in pagan Platonists.
75
 Augustine grounds his conclusions regarding the 
inappropriateness of voluntary martyrdom on the Bible, but Droge claims that Augustine’s 
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exegesis is dishonest:  “On occasion he [Augustine] reads into the text ideas that are not present; 
at other times he denies what the text explicitly says.”
76
  
Droge’s own interpretations, however, leave much to be desired. Droge lists eight 
examples of biblical figures who took their own lives. He claims that Augustine did not address 
these texts when teaching that the Bible provides no support for voluntary martyrdom. Droge 
asks, “What happened to Saul, Zimri, and Razis? All three killed themselves in order to avoid 
falling into the hands of their enemies. For obvious reasons Augustine consigns them to 
silence.”
77
 Augustine does mention Razis, the elder of Jerusalem, who in 2 Maccabees turns his 
sword against himself after being cornered by five hundred soldiers. Augustine thinks it 
significant that Razis had no escape available to him, but he also claims that the text merely 
narrates Razis’s suicide without praising it.
78
 Furthermore, Augustine points out that 
2 Maccabees does not carry the same level of canonicity as the rest of the Old Testament.
79
 
In the above quotation, Droge implies that Augustine ignores the tales of Saul and 
Zimri because they would refute his thesis. Actually the “obvious reason” he ignores them is 
because no Christian would consider imitating them. Saul and Zimri were kings who did not 
walk in the ways of God. Droge’s other examples prove equally compelling. Saul’s armor-bearer 
fell on his own sword; Abimelech, who had murdered his seventy brothers, asks his armor-bearer 
to kill him after suffering a fatal head wound from a woman; and Judas hung himself after  
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betraying Jesus. Why would Droge think that Augustine or his flock would consider these 
examples as biblical support for voluntary death? Besides Razis, whose authority Augustine 
questioned, Samson alone is a biblical hero who takes his own life. Augustine notes, however, 
that he is an exception because he had a divine imperative to do so. Regarding all these 
examples, Droge writes, “Despite Augustine’s claim to the contrary, these individuals killed 
themselves in order to avoid shame and dishonor.”
80
 Augustine, however, believed that eternal 
shame came from avoiding temporal shame and dishonor. According to Augustine, by enduring 
the shame and dishonor, martyrs manifested the humility that warranted their position of honor 
in the church. This martyrdom of endurance proposed by Augustine is consistent with his ideas 
about a martyr’s unwillingness. Martyrdom was a necessary tragedy that God turned into victory. 
 Augustine explicated his opposition to voluntary martyrdom in diplomatic terms. He 
freely condemns the Donatists, but he does not overtly attack Catholic traditions. He merely 
expresses some grave doubts. He focuses on returning to the biblical material, while bishops like 
Ambrose and John Chrysostom cite Christian tradition as sufficient for faith and praxis in this 
matter. Of course the contexts of these three bishops were very different, which certainly colored 
the way in which each viewed the cult of the martyrs. Ambrose and John did not have 
contemporary suicide martyrs to deal with. Augustine did not form his stance on suicide solely in 
opposition to Donatists, but perhaps their presence caused him to ask some questions and think 
about matters that did not occur to other bishops around the Mediterranean. 
 Not all bishops dealt with schism (though the Donatists were hardly the only 
schismatics), but all the bishops in the empire had to reckon with the popularity of the Roman 
games. The next chapter will discuss how bishops shaped their theology of martyrdom and the 
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cult of martyrs into an alternative to traditional Roman entertainments. Even though the games 
where ubiquitous, like questions over suicide, Christian bishops came to different conclusions 
about how the cult of martyrs could function as spectacle. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
SANCTUM SPECTACULUM: 
MARTYR CULTS AND ROMAN SPECTACLES 
 
 
 In the popular imagination, martyrdom took place within the context of the Roman 
games. The painting by nineteenth-century French artist, Jean-Léon Gérome, The Christian 
Martyr’s Last Prayer exemplifies this idea. The setting of the painting is a Roman arena with 
chariot tracks from the races from earlier in the day still in the dirt. The perimeter of the arena’s 
floor is circled by crucified Christians, some of whom are on fire. In the foreground, a massive 
lion slowly contemplates a group of men, women, and children huddled in the middle ground. 
All these soon-to-be martyrs pray on their knees, except for one old, emaciated man dressed in 
white, who stands with hands splayed and calls out to both God and the throng of onlookers. In 
the arena, Christian piety intersected pagan brutality. 
 Of course, this popular conception has its root in historical reality. Some Christians 
did die in the amphitheater as part of the Roman games, but Christianity’s relationship to Roman 
spectacles goes beyond the old man praying on the arena floor. Roman society had a rich 
tradition of public entertainments and spectacles, which usually did not require the death of pious 
Christians. Both during and after the age of persecution, Christian communities in the empire had 
to define how they would relate to traditional forms of Roman entertainment, and the language of 
martyrdom and the cult of the martyrs provided those communities with the interpretive key they 
needed for both rejection and assimilation of traditional Roman spectacle. 
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Context of Roman Spectacles 
 Spectacles played an integral part within the society of the Roman Empire, and 
entertainments as diverse as theatrical performances, chariot races, and gladiatorial combats all 
fell under this umbrella of spectaculum. During the days of the Roman Republic, public games 
marked the major religious festivals, but as Rome moved towards its imperial era, the number of 
religious holidays that required games increased, while the spectacles themselves grew in 
magnitude and duration.
1
 In this context of the growth of spectacles, the Christian movement 
experienced its own initial growth and had to define its relationship to the entertainments of a 
society it often viewed as its antithesis. 
 Theatrical performances made up the vast majority of the spectacles provided for the 
Roman people, and many ancient and late-antique thinkers believed that civilization without a 
theater was not civilized at all.
2
 The Romans adopted the Greek forms of drama during the 
republican era but quickly began to develop their own theatrical conventions. Roman theater, just 
as its Greek forerunner, usually dealt with themes from Greco-Roman mythology. As was 
somewhat fitting for the religious festivals that they commemorated, the plays usually depicted 
stories about Rome’s traditional gods and heroes. In City of God, Augustine famously noted the 
irony that most of the plays performed in honor of the gods depicted them behaving badly.
3
 
Mythology and adultery seemed to be the favorite themes of Roman theatergoers.  
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 Early Roman theater followed the forms of Greek tragedy and comedy, but the 
Romans also developed other forms of drama. Many Roman intellectuals considered innovation 
vulgar and attempted to maintain the traditional genres, but professional playwrights invented 
new forms that continued to delight their audiences, while still nodding to Greek models. Though 
scholars debate the subject because of sparse evidence, most likely, the classics were performed 
alongside the new styles throughout the imperial period. By the late empire, the most popular 
dramatic forms were the mime and the pantomime, both of which almost always reflected 
mythological themes. In the pantomime, actors silently danced the plot, in a sort of ballet, as a 
chorus sang an accompaniment. These actors, who were usually men, would play up to five male 
or female roles, wearing a different close-mouthed mask for each role. The mime, which was 
even more popular, was a comic genre in which unmasked actors, both male and female, 
participated, acting out bawdy scenes that caricatured the gods.
4
 
 Equal to the theater in both popularity and antiquity were the races. Chariot racing, as 
well as other athletic competitions, provided the foundation for the Greek games. Homer himself 
supplies the first literary evidence for the sport in the Greco-Roman world, when the Greeks 
honor Patroclus at his funeral by racing their chariots to a stump and back.
5
 John Humphrey 
notes that Homer’s description contains the basic elements that would characterize chariot racing 
through the end of the Roman Empire: drawing lots to determine position, racing down a long 
straightaway, and turning counterclockwise around a post of some kind.
6
 Though the mechanics  
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changed little, the Romans developed further how these races would be organized. By the first 
century BC, the four circus factions had emerged to oversee the process: Reds, Whites, Blues, 
and Greens. Races ran with competitors in multiples of four, with twelve teams total being 
favored by the Romans. By the late Roman Empire, the Blues and Greens dominated the sport 
and won for themselves ardent supporters around the Mediterranean.
7
 
 Competing toe to toe with the circus in sheer heart pounding excitement was the 
amphitheater, the home of the gladiatorial games, a place with strong connections to Christian 
martyrdom. Usually called munera (gifts), gladiatorial spectacles were relative latecomers to 
Rome. In 264 BC, the sons of Junius Brutus Pera supplied a gladiatorial show as part of the 
funeral games held in honor of their father.
8
 During the late republic, gladiatorial munera were 
sporadic, but memorable, aspects of aristocratic funerals in which two men would fight with 
weapons before a crowd, sometimes to the death. Julius Caesar and the emperors who were 
spawned by his politics moved gladiatorial combat from the realm of a funeral donation by an 
aristocrat to a gift from the state.
9
 Throughout the imperial era, these spectacles became more 
lavish and more expensive. Combat between a pair of gladiators or a series of pairs provided the 
emperor with the adulation he needed. The emperor Augustus claimed to have provided eight 
gladiatorial shows for the people of Rome in which ten thousand men fought.
10
 Many of these 
men, however, were probably condemned criminals or captives of war. In the amphitheater, the 
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emperor could combine justice, conquest, and entertainment for the benefit of the Senate and the 
people of Rome.  
 These entertainments, however, were not merely for entertainment. Spectacles had 
political dimensions because they provided Romans from every stratum with a place to see each 
other as well as the show. Increasingly during the imperial period, the Romans looked to the 
emperor to provide the spectacles by which he would demonstrate both this authority and his 
benevolence. At the same time, the people could use the spectacle as a political tool. In the 
theater, circus, or the amphitheater, crowds demonstrated loyalty to the government by 
appreciating the entertainments of the emperor. Conversely, a dissatisfied populace often felt the 
freedom to voice its disquietude in the safety that a spectacle’s crowd afforded. Circus factions 
frequently got out of hand on race days.
11
 In AD 387 the theatrical claque, a paid organization 
who applauded dramas and could be hired to show approval at other state functions, provoked 
riots in Antioch, which began with street violence and shouting and ended with the mob 
destroying official images of Emperor Theodosius. The punishment fit the crime; the emperor 
closed all Antioch’s theaters and suspended the races, a burden that the city claimed was 
unbearable.
12
 Rarely did emperors resort to so drastic a punishment because even though 
spectacles often led to this kind of trouble, they alleviated the dreariness of life for so many 
people.
13
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 Even so, spectacles occupied a sort of ambiguous area in Roman society. Though the 
Roman people attached social and political importance to the spectacles, they viewed those 
participants in the spectacle as being of low social standing. Romans often thought of actors and 
dancers as occupying the same social realm as prostitutes. Professional charioteers could gain 
great fame, but high social standing usually eluded them because they were performers. In the 
amphitheater, most people who died were noxii, condemned criminals and captives with no 
social standing whatsoever, but the trained gladiators did not rate much higher. The combatants 
of the arena floor were socially untouchable.
14
 
 The amphitheater’s spectacles often became a day’s worth of entertainment for the 
crowds.
15
 The morning would begin with venationes (hunts), in which gladiators would kill 
exotic beasts for the crowd’s amusement. Around noon, the meridiani, which were public 
executions of criminals or war captives, would begin. Often these executions were staged in 
order to entertain the spectators. The condemned sometimes were forced to fight each other until 
they were all dead, or at other times they fought against trained gladiators, whom they had no 
chance of defeating. Josephus claims that Titus celebrated his brother’s birthday in Caesarea by 
providing bloody spectacles in the theaters. According to Josephus, over 2,500 Jewish captives 
died as they were thrown to wild beasts and forced to fight each other.
16
 Occasionally, as in the 
Passion of Perpetua, spectacles collided, and the condemned were dressed in costumes and 
forced to act out mythological scenes in which the characters died.
17
 During these “midday 
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games,” martyrdom first met Roman spectacle. In the afternoon came the main event, in which 
trained gladiators would fight singly or in groups against one another, not always to the death, 
but always with that possibility. 
 Understandably, modern scholars recoil from the popularity of the munera and try to 
explain the fascination that gladiatorial spectacles held for the Romans. Some scholars have 
attempted to equate munera with religious human sacrifice, drawing analogies with the Aztecs 
and Incas in fifteenth-century Central America.
18
 Others have highlighted the socio-political 
motivation, claiming that arena deaths were a means to restore broken routine and a guard 
against the threat of disorder.
19
 The gladiatorial games began as ritualized killing, not purely 
secular but also not a sacred element of Roman religion, which gives them a different meaning 
than human sacrifice.
20
 Even so, these games disturbed some Romans. In one of his letters 
written around AD 63, Seneca, the Stoic philosopher, condemns gladiatorial combat because of 
its effect on the populace. 
 But nothing is so damaging to good character as the habit lounging at the games; for 
then it is that vice steals subtly upon one through the avenue of pleasure. What do you think 
I mean? I mean that I come home more greedy, more ambitious, more voluptuous, and even 
more cruel and inhuman,—because I have been among human beings. By chance I attended 
a mid-day exhibition, expecting some fun, wit, and relaxation,—an exhibition at which 
men’s eyes have respite from the slaughter of their fellow-men. But it was quite the reverse. 
The previous combats were the essence of compassion; but now all the trifling is put aside 
and it is pure murder. The men have no defensive armour. They are exposed to blows at all 
points, and no one ever strikes in vain. Many persons prefer this programme to the usual 
pairs and to the bouts “by request.” Of course they do; there is no helmet or shield to deflect 
the weapon. What is the need of defensive armour, or of skill? These mean delaying death. 
In the morning they throw men to the lions and the bears; at noon, they throw them to the 
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spectators. The spectators demand that the slayer shall face the man who is to slay him in 
his turn; and they always reserve the latest conqueror for another butchering. The outcome 
of every fight is death, and the means are fire and sword. This sort of thing goes on while 
the arena is empty. You may retort: “But he was a highway robber; he killed a man!” And 
what of it? Granted that, as a murderer, he deserved this punishment, what crime have you 
committed, poor fellow, that you should deserve to sit and see this show? In the morning 
they cried “Kill him! Lash him! Burn him! Why does he meet the sword in so cowardly a 
way? Why does he strike so feebly? Why doesn’t he die game? Whip him to meet his 
wounds! Let them receive blow for blow, with chests bare and exposed to the stroke!” And 
when the games stop for the intermission, they announce: “A little throat-cutting in the 
meantime, so that there may still be something going on!”
21
 
In this passage, Seneca describes witnessing the execution of noxii. He does not suggest that the 
victims deserved to live; he merely notes that watching their deaths coarsened the  morals of the 
crowd. 
 Sentiments like those of Seneca and the growth of Christianity led to the gladiatorial 
shows being the first form of Roman spectacle to pass away. When Constantine became emperor 
in 312, he began issuing laws he thought consistent with the Christian faith; for example, he 
outlawed crucifixion and disfiguring the faces of criminals.
22
 Naturally, Christian persecution in 
the amphitheater ceased, but his opposition to gladiatorial shows as a whole took some time to  
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develop. In 315 Constantine declared that slaves and freedmen who were convicted of 
kidnapping should be thrown to the beasts and that freeborn men convicted of the same crime 
should be sent to a gladiatorial school and cut down without being taught how to defend 
themselves. By 325, however, Constantine seems to have outlawed gladiatorial combat 
completely, but munera persisted in some places, most notably Rome, in spite of the new law.
23
 
Indeed, Augustine tells how his dear friend Alypius, while living in Rome in the 380s, was 
dragged to a gladiatorial show by a group of friends. Even though Alypius planned to show his 
disapproval by not watching, the excitement of the crowd got the better of him. Augustine 
records, “For, upon the fall of one in the fight, a mighty cry from the whole audience stirring him 
strongly, he, overcome by curiosity, and prepared as it were to despise and rise superior to it, no 
matter what it were, opened his eyes, and was struck with a deeper wound in his soul than the 
other, whom he desired to see, was in his body.”
24
 Becoming enamored with the violence, he 
returned many times. A decade or so after Augustine and Alypius returned to North Africa, 
Honorius, the western emperor, attempted to outlaw the munera again. The church historian 
Theodoret records the circumstances for Honorius’s newest law prohibiting gladiatorial combat. 
A certain man of the name of Telemachus had embraced the ascetic life. He had set out 
from the East and for this reason had repaired to Rome. There, when the abominable 
spectacle was being exhibited, he went himself into the stadium, and stepping down into the 
arena, endeavoured to stop the men who were wielding their weapons against one another. 
The spectators of the slaughter were indignant, and inspired by the mad fury of the demon 
who delights in those bloody deeds, stoned the peacemaker to death.
25
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When Honorius heard about Telemachus’s death, he proclaimed the monk a martyr and once 
again tried to end the violent spectacles in Rome. Long after governmental persecution had 
ended, the amphitheater still managed to produce some Christian martyrs. 
 The purpose of Roman spectacle, however, was never to persecute Christians or to 
undermine their faith and values. The theater was licentious, the hippodrome was distracting, and 
the amphitheater was brutal. But these spectacles were meant to entertain. Some Christians, 
however, were not amused by such entertainments. 
Christian Attitudes about Spectacles 
 For the most part, Romans viewed their spectacular entertainments as an essential, 
though perhaps morally ambiguous, necessity for civilization. Christian bishops living within the 
empire, however, tended to take a rather different stance. Most bishops expressed disapproval of 
the games, but the frequency with which they attended this topic demonstrates that their 
congregations often ignored their protests. Throughout the history of Christianity, the laity often 
failed to meet clerical expectations. 
 Writing at the turn of the third century, Tertullian condemned spectacles in his book 
De spectaculis. With characteristic straightforwardness, he claims that the pleasures of public 
shows are sins forbidden to Christians. His opposition to them rests on two points. Naturally, 
Tertullian disapproved of spectacles because the shows were dedicated to the traditional gods; 
therefore, attending would be tantamount to idolatry. He also condemned the shows because too 
many unbelievers attended spectacles. Tertullian suspected that no good would come from being 
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associated with “so vast a gathering of heathens.”
26
 His rhetoric at this point evokes Seneca’s 
warnings about associating with the crowd gathered at the arena. Tertullian countenances no 
form of spectacle. The theater is idolatrous and full of immorality, the amphitheater is demonic 
and cruel, and the circus is plainly too much fun for pious Christians. Tertullian claims, “Since, 
then, all passionate excitement is forbidden us, we are debarred from every kind of spectacle, and 
especially from the circus.”
27
 Lest any Christians be tempted by these impious spectacles, he 
warns that Christians who attend the theater risk demon possession and death.
28
 However, 
Tertullian comforted his readers with the fact that they would enjoy the greatest spectacle of all, 
when Christ returns to judge the world: “But what a spectacle is that fast-approaching advent of 
our Lord!”
29
 Tertullian joyfully hopes for the day when Christ will throw all the actors, 
charioteers, and wrestlers into the flames, writing:  
I shall have a better opportunity then of hearing the tragedians, louder-voiced in their own 
calamity; of viewing the play-actors, much more “dissolute” in the dissolving flame; of 
looking upon the charioteer, all glowing in his chariot of fire; of beholding the wrestlers, 
not in their gymnasia, but tossing in the fiery billows.
30
 
This spectacle would truly be worthy of the Christian’s attention. Indeed, these prejudices 
against spectacles colored the Christian experience long after Tertullian’s death. 
 Two hundred years after Tertullian, most bishops still took a dim view of the shows. 
In Antioch, John Chrysostom condemned the shows on a number of counts. He felt that they 
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were licentious and coarse and that they caused men to become dissatisfied with their family 
life.
31
 Of course the mime was particularly dangerous because of the female performers. John 
referred to these shows as harlotry on the stage.
32
 In fact, John tried to comfort his congregation 
during the calamity following the riots in 387 by telling them that the closing of Antioch’s shows 
was a blessing. He was pleased that imperial displeasure caused citizens of Antioch to flee into 
the churches rather than attend the hippodrome.
33
 After his promotion to archbishop of 
Constantinople, his views on spectacles did not become any softer. If anything, with the 
proximity of the hippodrome to the great church, his preaching against games and shows became 
even harsher. In a sermon given in 399 specifically against the games and theater, John takes his 
congregation’s attendance at spectacles personally. He professes not to understand how someone 
can listen to his scriptural teachings and then head to the hippodrome. He claims to be even more 
displeased when, after the excitements of the hippodrome, Christians head to the theater the next 
day. In this sermon John seems to have reached the limit of his patience and threatens to 
excommunicate anyone who attends these spectacles.
34
 
 In spite of apparent consistency regarding some Christian attitudes towards Roman 
spectacles, the religious landscape had altered considerably since Tertullian’s day, and during the 
fourth century, spectacle experienced many changes because of the growth of Christianity 
around the Mediterranean. As noted above, gladiatorial spectacles diminished considerably 
because of Christian disapproval of the violence. Also, the theatrical shows became separated  
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from traditional cult practices, moving them from the quasi-religious realm to a wholly secular 
realm.
35
 With these modifications, it seems that most Christians were more than happy to attend 
spectacles, in spite of their bishops’ condemnations. In fact John Chrysostom assumed that his 
hearers frequented the shows, alluding to spectacles and using them as illustrations in his 
homilies. In his sermons concerning the riots of 387 in Antioch, John favorably compares Job to 
a gladiator because Job had to be stripped of his wealth so that the world could see how strong he 
was. He preaches: 
For just as in the contests of the outer world, the combatants that are vigorous, and in high 
condition of body are not so well discerned, when they are enwrapt all around with the 
garment soaked in oil; but when casting this aside, they are brought forward unclothed into 
the arena; then above all they strike the spectators on every side with astonishment at the 
proportion of their limbs, there being no longer anything to conceal them; so also was it 
with Job.
36
 
The thing to note in this passage is that John assumes his hearers are familiar with the contests, 
and this theme of the Christian life as athletic combat recurs in John’s preaching when he wants 
to emphasize patience and perseverance.
37
 His admiring language may belie a personal interest in 
the city’s entertainments. Some other clergymen did not voice the same harsh stance that John 
took. In fact, one of John’s enemies, Porphyrius who became bishop of Antioch in 404, not only 
enjoyed theatrical performances and horse racing but also associated with the performers.
38
 
Jerome, no lover of frivolity, relates a story in which a Christian holy man influenced the 
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outcome of a chariot race in Gaza by having some holy water sprinkled on the horses. He claims 
that the crowd viewed the race as a contest between Christianity and the old religion and that, 
when the holy man’s team won, the people believed that Christ had won. Jerome approvingly 
notes that this race, along with successive victories for “team Jesus,” caused many people to 
convert to Christianity.
39
 In spite of horse racing’s evangelistic potential, most bishops still 
disapproved of their congregants spending so much time at the circuses. 
 Martyrdom originally had a close connection with spectacles through the execution of 
Christians as noxii in the amphitheater, and by the turn of the early fifth century this connection 
had been reestablished through the cult of the martyrs. Roman Christians wanted spectacles and 
entertainment, just as their pagan forebears had. Augustine, who feared the distractions of the 
circus, proposed that the martyrs’ feasts could replace the traditional spectacles provided by 
Roman culture. In a sermon probably preached on September 14, 401, Augustine rails against the 
traditional games and offers the martyrdom of Cyprian as a suitable substitute. 
What evils vulgar, shameless curiosity is the cause of, the lust of the eyes, the avid craving 
for frivolous shows and spectacles, the madness of the stadiums, the fighting of contests for 
no reward!  The charioteers compete for some prize; for what prize do the crowds fight over 
the charioteers?  But the charioteer delights them, the hunter delights them, the player 
delights them.  Is this the way it is, then, that vile baseness delights the decent man?  You 
can also change your consuming addiction to shows and spectacles; the Church is offering 
your mind more honest and venerable spectacles.  Just now the passion of the blessed 
Cyprian was being read.  We were listening with our ears, observing it all with our minds; 
we could see him competing, somehow or other we felt afraid for him in his deadly peril, 
but we were hoping God would help him.
40
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Augustine preached this sermon at one of Cyprian’s shrines in Carthage, a city that provided a 
number of distractions for those so inclined. Augustine knew the allure that Carthage’s 
traditional spectacles could have because his own friend Alypius had fallen prey to them. Before 
Alypius went to Rome, where as noted above he became enamored with gladiatorial combat, he 
frequented the circuses of Carthage. Only a passing rebuke from Augustine could cure him of his 
circensian madness.
41
 
 Augustine admits that the shows compel, but he attacks their baseness and frivolity. 
As a substitute, Augustine offers that the recounting of Cyprian’s martyrdom is equally 
compelling. The story instructs the church spiritually, but it also elicits an emotional response 
from the hearer. Augustine continues this sermon from 401 by offering proof that the holy 
spectacles are more worthy than the secular spectacles of the city. 
Anyway, do you want to know, in a word, what the difference is between our shows and 
spectacles and those of the theaters? We, to the extent that we are of sound and healthy 
mind, would love to imitate the martyrs whose contests we are watching; we, I repeat, 
would love to imitate the martyrs whose contests we are watching. Decent spectator, when 
you are watching a show in the theater, you’re off your head if you have the audacity to 
imitate the performer you love.
42
 
As noted above, gladiators and actors had dubious reputations, even among the pagan Romans. 
Christians, however, could be thrilled by the martyrs’ victories, esteem them as most honored in 
the kingdom of heaven, and imitate their holy lives. 
When considering the deaths of his fellow North Africans Perpetua and Felicity, 
Augustine exclaims to his congregation, “What could be sweeter than this spectacle? What more 
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courageous than this contest? What more glorious than this victory?”
43
 When the church read 
aloud the Passion of Perpetua, the invisible struggle of faith that every believer experiences 
suddenly burst forth into the visible realm. As a crowd cheering the victorious gladiator, the 
congregation honored the martyrs who conquered death. When these martyrs died, North 
Africans cheered for ignoble purposes. Augustine notes, however, with a sense of irony that now 
more North Africans cheer their deaths in order to honor them than cheered their deaths to mock 
them: “Neither then was the theater of cruelty filled with as great a crowd to kill them, as the one 
that now fills the church of piety to honor them.”
44
 The spectacle provided by the Roman 
persecutors failed to have the desired effect. While providing some transitory entertainment for a 
few “gentiles,” it should have slowed the growth of Christianity. The opposite occurred. 
Augustine believes that the spectacle was orchestrated by God in order to teach the North 
Africans and grow the Church. 
 Although the accounts of struggle and death made good stories and gave real pleasure 
at their recounting, according to Augustine, God did not give this holy spectacle merely for 
entertainment. Augustine emphasized the didactic element of the spectacle. After the reading of 
Saint Vincent’s passion on January 22, 411, Augustine says, “Our spirits have just taken in a 
great and very marvelous spectacle; it was not a wholly vain and pernicious pleasure that we 
derived from it, such as is usual in the theaters with all their tinsel triviality, but plainly a most 
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useful and fruitful pleasure that we drank in with our inner eyes.”
45
 The martyrologies taught the 
congregation the necessary virtues such as patience, and they reiterated Christianity’s central 
theme of conquering death. 
 This attempt to cast martyr feasts as holy spectacles seems to have been a common 
idea at the turn of the fifth century. In a sermon delivered in Antioch, John Chrysostom exhorts 
his congregation to be as insatiable for the martyrs’ feasts as the ungodly are for what he calls 
“unnatural spectacles.” He presents the feast as a holy spectacle and wonders why anyone would 
wish to watch “devilish pageantry” or see “horses simply running for no good reason.”
46
 God, as 
the president of the games, has given humans something infinitely more spectacular to witness. 
The cult of the martyrs reminded Christians about the ultimate triumph of good over evil, a 
spectacle more exciting than watching stories of false gods or competitions between teams of 
horses. 
 By presenting the martyrs’ feasts as spectacles, bishops resurrected the excitement of 
the munus, the gladiatorial show, for their congregations. As noted above, gladiatorial spectacles 
were becoming increasingly infrequent during the fourth century; however, some of their appeal 
remained in the popular imagination. Augustine especially taps into the violence, the excitement, 
and the courage of the amphitheater as he attempts to provide an alternative to the remaining 
traditional Roman spectacles. Since the arena had all but died out completely and since it had a 
real connection to martyrdom from the beginning, bishops like Augustine and John Chrysostom 
could cognitively revive the event and apply it in a spiritual and educational manner to their 
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congregations. What Christians once viewed as the most hated of the Roman spectacles could 
now be used to compete with the frivolity of the remaining ones. 
Gendering Spectacles 
 Martyrdom’s connection with spectacle reinforced traditional Christian ideas about the 
similarities between the spiritual life and the athletic contest. Viewing the spectacle of 
martyrdom allowed early Christians to see their martyrs as athletes engaged in a competition that 
transgressed the boundary between the spiritual and earthly realms. From the beginning, 
Christians viewed faith in terms of an athletic contest. The apostle Paul wrote, “For I think that 
God has exhibited us apostles as last of all, like men sentenced to death; because we have 
become a spectacle to the world, to angels and to men.”
47
 Paul used frequently this metaphor of 
the athletic contest for the interior life of faith. The motif of the athlete in a spectacle also 
worked well for Christians who found themselves engaged in exterior struggles. In Roman 
society, however, all athletes were men. Martyrdom, which knew no preference of gender, 
included both men and women. The men became athletes. The women made the same shift, 
taking on Roman virtues of manliness.  
 The martyrs went into the arena as criminals (noxii), but once there, they played the 
part of the trained athlete or gladiator.
48
 Not only did Christians view their martyrs in this light, 
but also the martyrs themselves often viewed their struggle as some sort of athletic competition. 
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Before her martyrdom, Perpetua had a vision in which she sees her coming death in terms of a 
gladiatorial struggle.
49
 
My clothes were stripped off, and suddenly I was a man. My seconds began to rub me 
down with oil (as they are wont to do before a contest). Then I saw the Egyptian on the 
other side rolling in the dust. Next there came forth a man of marvelous stature, such that he 
rose above the top of the amphitheatre. He was clad in a beltless purple tunic with two 
stripes (one on either side) running down the middle of his chest. He wore sandals that were 
wondrously made of gold and silver, and he carried a wand like an athletic trainer and a 
green branch on which there were golden apples.
50
 
After her vision, Perpetua claims, “I realized that it was not with wild animals that I would fight 
but with the Devil.”
51
 This vision provides insight into the way some martyrs viewed their 
deaths. Perpetua saw herself as a trained fighter; in the vision she becomes a man in order to win 
the contest. Her adversary was the devil, symbolized by the Egyptian. Significantly, God 
himself, who makes his appearance as the giver of the contest, orchestrated the martyrdom. 
 In her vision, God gives Perpetua a branch when she overcomes the Egyptian.
52
 
Christians commonly referred to the reward of martyrdom as a crown, the kind of prize an 
athlete received after winning his competition. Thus as martyrs move from being criminals to 
athletes, the martyrdom itself moves from being punishment to an opportunity. Augustine tells 
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his congregation, “He [God] instructed his athlete what to do, and set before him what he would 
receive.”
53
 God did not send martyrdom as punishment, but as a chance to gain reward.   
 If both God and the martyr view the martyrdom as an athletic contest, Christians ought 
to use the metaphor as well. In his writings, Tertullian uses this language frequently. Since he 
himself was no martyr, he cast himself in the role of a spectator cheering for his favorite. In his 
Ad martyras, Tertullian compares his exhortations to the encouragement the crowd gives a 
performer. 
Not that I am specially entitled to exhort you, yet not only the trainers and overseers, but 
even the unskilled, nay, all who choose, without the slightest need for it, are wont to 
animate from afar by their cries the most accomplished gladiators, and from the mere 
throng of onlookers useful suggestions have sometimes come.
54
 
These cries of exhortation were meant to spur the martyrs on towards greater “manliness” in the 
face of their trials. The martyrs earned their crowns with virtues that Roman society viewed as 
masculine. Endurance, strength, activity, agency, these traits belonged to the athlete. These traits 
gave victory to a competitor. Though these traits were masculine, not all martyrs were men. 
Perpetua “became” a man. Likewise, Tertullian believed that women martyrs had to act like 
men.
55
  
 Writing a century after Tertullian and in a much different context, Eusebius of 
Caesarea advocates this same need for manliness in martyrdom. He depicts the martyrs as bold in 
action, conflating manliness of spirit with manliness in the body. He speaks unreservedly of his  
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friend Apphianus who seized the governor and physically stopped him from offering sacrifices. 
Eusebius asks, “Who, that hears of it, would not justly admire his courage, boldness, constancy, 
and even more than these the daring deed itself, which evidenced a zeal for religion and a spirit 
truly superhuman?”
56
 In another vignette, Eusebius records the daring of the Nicomedian who 
publicly shredded an anti-Christian edict.
57
 Eusebius’ text evidences a deep admiration for those 
martyrs who successfully played the man in both spirit and bodily action. 
 This Christian preoccupation with playing the man undergirded one of their strongest 
critiques of Greco-Roman theatrical spectacles. At the theater gender roles blurred and bent, 
leaving moralists, both Christian and pagan, uncomfortable. The plays themselves, usually 
depicting bawdy situations, often relied on unexpected gender reversals to provoke laughter from 
the spectators. In a tradition reaching back to Lysistrata, comedies used gender bending to 
delight the audiences.
58
 Though Christians viewed the subject matter itself as questionable, the 
manner in which the actors performed offended many Christians. In the classical dramas and the 
pantomime, men played all the parts. When playing a female role, the actor would alter his voice 
and adopt effeminate gestures. For a man to portray a woman was doubly immoral because 
acting inherently involved falsehood and acting as a woman transgressed gender boundaries.
59
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To make matters worse, not only did men act like women, but women inappropriately acted like 
men by their brazen appearance in the mime.
60
 
 Though gender confusion in the theatrical spectacle was condemned by some 
Christian thinkers, it was praised in the holy spectacle of martyrdom. In her passion, Perpetua 
“became” a man, and other female martyrs are similarly described as possessing the manly 
virtues. When preaching on those suicide virgins described in the previous chapter, John 
Chrysostom often imputed to them qualities he considered masculine, like courage and strength. 
When describing Domnina and her daughters, John says, “if, that is, one must call them women; 
for although in a female body, they display a male mind but exceeded even nature itself and 
clashed with the bodiless powers.”
61
 Their fortitude makes John hesitant to even call them 
women. Similarly, when discussing Pelagia he lauds her for courage and noble resolve.
62
 In his 
sermon on the female martyr Drosis, who was thrown on a pyre, John claims that he especially 
loves female martyrs because when the women strip off their clothes for the contest of 
martyrdom they reveal manly strength that puts the soft men in his congregation to shame.
63
 
 Augustine, however, taught that these masculine virtues were located not in the 
martyrs, whether they be male or female, but the virtues were possessions of Christ. In stark 
contrast with most other bishops, Augustine admires the passivity and feminine qualities of the 
martyrs. Though some of his language may be merely rhetorical overstatement befitting the  
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occasion, when preaching on Perpetua and Felicity’s feast day, Augustine indicates that these 
women epitomized the martyr spirit. He preaches, “What, after all, could be more glorious than 
these women, whom men can more easily admire than imitate?”
64
 At another time he calls their 
martyrdoms a “greater miracle” than those of the men who died with them.
65
 Moreover, 
Augustine does not gloss over the frailty of the women or congratulate them on playing the man 
(even though, as noted above, Perpetua herself emphasizes this aspect). In fact, he savors their 
feminine weakness, even as he exalts them as the preeminent martyrs. Augustine dwells on the 
tears that Perpetua shed when her father was beaten because of her adherence to Christianity. He 
tells his congregation, “In fact that pain in no way undermined the strength of her resolve, and 
also added to the renown of her sufferings.”
66
 Augustine believed that Perpetua’s frailty was her 
greatest strength.  In the same sermon, Augustine says, “For there is a more glorious crown for 
the weaker sex, because clearly a manly spirit has done more in women.”
67
 This “manly spirit” is 
not something that the martyrs work up on their own. Augustine speaks of the spirit of Christ 
working through the martyrs.  
 According to Augustine, the true martyrs did not work their marvelous feats of 
endurance by their own fortitude, a point other bishops do not make, presumably because it 
might lead to congregational laxity. Rather, Christ worked in the martyrs to produce the patience 
necessary for martyrdom. In a sermon on the Scillitan Saints probably preached in Carthage 
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early in his career, Augustine says, “The strength of Christ’s martyrs, both men and women, is 
Christ.”
68
 Indeed, Augustine supposed martyrdom should not be attempted apart from this 
indwelling of Christ’s strength. In 250 during Decius’s persecution, Castus and Aemilius failed 
during their first encounter with martyrdom and burned the incense required by the imperial cult. 
At a later date, however, they remained faithful and were martyred.
69
 Preaching on their feast 
day in 397, Augustine says, “Perhaps they too, to begin with, relied presumptuously on their own 
powers, and that’s why they fell away. He showed them who they really were, in themselves, and 
who he really was.”
70
 The power and strength for martyrdom dwell within the martyrs but 
originate outside them. 
This strength is best viewed through the martyr’s personal weakness. The weaker the 
martyr, the greater the martyrdom. Embracing this weakness was in itself an imitation of Christ. 
Augustine taught his people, “The one who had made himself weak for them was shown to be 
undefeated in them.”
71
 While men from Tertullian to John Chrysostom encouraged women to act 
like men, Augustine encouraged his hearers to embrace the qualities that society thought of as 
feminine. Passivity and frailty belonged to the martyr; activity and strength belonged to Christ. 
The martyr could be perfected only by “witnessing” to the manly virtues of Christ.
72
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 This shift in thinking relates to Augustine’s concern that Christians view martyrdom in 
light of New Testament witness bearing, which will be examined closely in chapter six. Exalting 
the weakness or passivity of the martyrs also bears directly on the questions surrounding 
voluntary martyrdom, which were examined in the previous chapter. When Augustine claims 
that the active element in martyrdom is the spirit of Christ, he is emphasizing that martyrdom 
first and foremost is about the witness bearing. The martyrs were the athletes of the Church, but 
Augustine shifts the attention from the martyr-athlete to the Christ-athlete in the martyr. This 
shift takes attention off the sufferings of the martyr in the holy spectacle and highlights the 
message of Christ behind the sufferings, giving Augustine’s persecution-free congregation a 
more spiritual form of imitation. Of course, this teaching cannot be divorced from his North 
African context because Augustine’s new emphasis allowed him to question the sufferings that 
his Donatist neighbors experienced at the hands of Catholic magistrates. Suffering was no longer 
enough because a Christian must suffer for the cause of Christ. 
 John Chrysostom’s more traditional ideas about manliness and martyrdom are 
consistent with his own pastoral agenda. John believed that the Christian life entailed hard work 
and that Christians ought to strive for asceticism. Through hard work and manliness the Christian 
could achieve the ideal life by mastering the body and its passions. As a moralist, John 
concerned himself with communicating to his hearers what they could do to please God on their 
Christian journey. Augustine, with his famously dim view of human ability, emphasizes that  
                                                                                                                                                       
more subversive in that he advocates the “feminine” virtues for all Christians. Shaw’s analysis goes awry 
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screwing up the will is counterproductive and that Christians need to trust that Christ will work 
things out. 
 For both these bishops, however, viewing the martyr cult as spectacle aided in the 
Christianization of those people within the Church. Their emphases differ: John Chrysostom 
sought to transform the civic culture by co-opting traditional virtues of manliness, while 
Augustine seemed more interested in supplying an alternative to Rome’s enticements by 
subversively advocating a realignment of “virtue” to the feminine. The cult became a key 
component in building a Christian culture. Even though bishops around the Mediterranean found 
the cult useful, its context was never the same, and the next few chapters highlight the diverse 
ways in which honoring the martyrs could be applied to a variety of situations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
AMBROSE OF MILAN: 
GIVING NEW LIFE TO MARTYRS 
 
 
 Perhaps no one in the fourth century did more to promote the cult of the martyrs than 
Ambrose of Milan. Ambrose’s inventio, or “finding,” of two previously unknown martyrs and 
his translation of their relics, moving them from one place to another, became prototypical of the 
cult of martyrs in the western Roman Empire. Many scholars have interpreted his actions as 
having political motivations because of his often stormy relationship with the imperial court, but 
he is also the product of his late antique religious context.
1
 During Ambrose’s time as bishop, the 
Arian controversy still divided the churches around the Mediterranean, and this controversy was 
especially contentious in Ambrose’s Milan. 
 Early in the fourth century, Arius, a priest in Alexandria, began teaching the doctrine 
that Christ was subordinate in every way to God the Father.
2
 Arius believed that his explanation 
of the Christian faith accorded with Origenist theology, but many bishops disagreed, most  
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notably, Athanasius of Alexandria. Emperor Constantine called together bishops from around the 
empire to the Council of Nicaea in 325 to settle this question, and the council condemned Arius’s 
teachings, promoting the doctrine that God the Father and God the Son were of the same 
substance. The council’s debates, however, did not settle the question because many bishops felt 
the Nicene Council’s theological formulation too extreme. These bishops proposed a via media 
in which they described Jesus as homoiousios—being “like” the Father, but remaining silent on 
whether he was of the “same” substance. In the generation after the Council of Nicaea, this 
homoean position, which attempted compromise, gained momentum, due in no small part to 
Constantine’s son, Constantius, who favored it over the Nicene formulation.  
 When Ambrose became bishop of Milan in 374, his congregation was divided between 
Nicene and homoean factions. His predecessor had been a vocal supporter of the homoean 
faction, and when he died, the church argued over which faction would supply the next bishop. 
The people of Milan forced Ambrose, who was the governor at the time, to be their new bishop, 
probably in hopes that he would be impartial.
3
 It quickly became clear, however, that Ambrose 
favored Nicene Christianity. In this context of theological conflict, Ambrose formed his ideas 
about asceticism and martyrdom, becoming a key individual in the growth of the cult of martyrs. 
Death: Asceticism and Martyrdom 
 In order to understand Ambrose’s views on martyrdom’s relationship to his 
theological battles with the homoean party, it is beneficial to first investigate his general 
theology on martyrdom. This task, however, is complicated by the fact that Ambrose, though 
intimately connected to the martyrs, did not produce any systematic treatises on the subject. 
Though he must have preached sermons on martyr’s feasts, none have survived, so gleanings 
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from other works must provide clues to Ambrose’s attitudes towards martyrdom. Ambrose 
viewed martyrdom and asceticism as twin manifestations of death, which he claimed should be 
embraced rather than feared. To understand his theology of the death of martyrdom, we will first 
examine his ideas about the death of asceticism. 
 Ambrose practiced asceticism broadly, but he is most closely identified with his 
promotion of virginity. Ambrose, the youngest of three children, was born into a relatively 
affluent Christian family, and contrary to societal norms, neither Ambrose nor his two older 
siblings married. During his life he wrote at least four treatises on the subject of virginity, his 
most notable being De virginibus, which was written in 377 just a few years after he became 
bishop of Milan. Ambrose addressed the work to his sister, Marcellina, who lived in Rome as a 
consecrated virgin.
4
 This treatise attempts to demonstrate the superiority of virginity to married 
life and promotes the idea of the virgin as being wedded to Christ himself. Ambrose also 
provides examples of pious virgins, Mary being the most notable, and addresses practical issues 
about how virgins should organize their lives.
5
 Roman society understood the roles of married 
people, but those wishing to remain unmarried needed guidance regarding the roles and 
responsibilities they would fulfill in relationship to both the church and the broader society.
6
 
 Ambrose begins De virginibus by praising Agnes, the virgin martyr, and he asks for 
the martyr’s aid in composing his work, like Homer invoking the muse.
7
 He marvels at her  
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ability to suffer martyrdom at the tender age of twelve, pointing out that most girls her age are 
fearful of their parents’ angry looks. He uses language laden with sacrificial imagery as he 
commends her ability to teach the church in spite of her youth.
8
 Her dedication to virginity and 
her willingness to be a martyr proclaim to the church that a new era has dawned. Life for 
Christians is not like it was before. In fact the Christian life is in a real sense unnatural. Ambrose 
admits that it is not normal for young girls to forswear marriage, and in the same way, young 
girls do not stare down death. Ambrose writes, “That which is beyond nature is from the author 
of nature.”
9
 Here Ambrose suggests that this natural world, which he views suspiciously, cannot 
understand these prodigious events, demonstrating that women like Agnes were inspired by God 
himself. Ambrose blends and blurs the ideas of virginity and martyrdom, seeing them both as 
manifestations of fleshly mortification, and this mortification is made possible by the 
incarnation. 
 At Christ’s coming, Ambrose believed that Heaven started to infuse itself into the 
earthly realm, repairing the effects of sin. He claims, 
But, after the Lord entered into this body and joined the Deity to a body without any stain 
of confusion, this custom characteristic of the heavenly life [virginity] spread throughout 
the world and implanted itself in human bodies. It is this that the angels who minister upon 
the earth declared would come to be, which would offer to the Lord the obedient service of 
an unsullied body. This is that heavenly army which the host of praising angels prophesied 
would exist on earth.
10
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Virginity, and martyrdom along with it, was evidence of Christianity’s truth because the earthly 
world was passing away. Before Christ’s advent, the “natural” life characterized human 
relations, but now self-mortification, whether it be martyrdom or virginity, characterized God’s 
people. In spite of the fact that not all martyrs were virgins, Ambrose intertwines the two, 
intimating that sexual renunciation is the foundation for martyrdom.
11
 Practicing death in the 
body opened Christians up to the heavenly virtues, allowing Christians to live like angels who 
exist in a perpetual state of glorious chastity. 
 It is important to remember the context in which Ambrose wrote De virginibus. In 377 
Ambrose was still trying to heal the rifts in the divided Milanese church. Though this writing 
mainly addresses behavior, he peppers the work with subtle endorsements of Nicene theology. 
For example, in the quotation above, Ambrose says, “the Lord entered into this body and joined 
the Deity to a body without any stain of confusion,” casting the incarnation in decidedly Nicene 
terms. According to Ambrose, martyrdom and virginity did not witness to just any form of 
Christianity, but rather exclusively to Trinitarian Christianity in which the Father, Son, and Spirit 
are all of the same substance.  
 In the years after Ambrose wrote De virginibus, Ambrose’s promotion of Nicene 
Christianity became more complicated by the presence of the imperial court in Milan. Due to the 
court’s frequent stops in Milan and the emperor Gratian’s interest in promoting ecclesiastical 
unity, Ambrose found himself the standard-bearer for Nicene Christianity in the Latin-speaking 
part of the empire. In 380 Ambrose produced his first two volumes of De fide for Gratian, in  
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which Ambrose launched a detailed attack on Arianism in all its various forms, and he 
supplemented this work with three more volumes the next year.
12
 In De fide, Ambrose enlists the 
martyrs as witnesses to his version of Christianity.
13
 The martyrs shine, giving light to the world 
by reflecting the light of truth coming from Christ himself. The Jesus for whom the martyrs died 
is the Jesus who is of the same substance as the Father.  
 Ambrose enjoyed a brief period of success against the enemies of his church during 
the rule of Gratian, but after Gratian’s death in 383, life became more difficult for the bishop of 
Milan. Valentinian succeeded Gratian, and Valentinian favored the homoean faction, putting 
Ambrose on the defensive. In the midst of his struggle with a resurgent homoean faction, 
Ambrose wrote De bono mortis, On the Good of Death, which provides insight to his theology of 
martyrdom since death was the most visible prerequisite for martyrdom. Various scholars date 
De bono mortis anytime between 386 and 391, and during these years Ambrose was still in the 
midst of his fiercest conflicts with the homoean party in Milan.
14
 De bono mortis, a treatise that 
probably began as at least two sermons, explores the nature of death, and Ambrose claims in this 
work that there are three types of death. First, sin is death, and this death is evil because it causes 
separation from God. The second type of death that Ambrose recognizes he calls “mystical 
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death,” mors mystica. This death is good because it is the death by which the Christian “dies to 
sin and lives to God.” He equates this death with baptism, which symbolizes the Christian’s 
burial with Christ.
15
 Most of the treatise, however, examines the third type of death, natural 
death. In this death, the soul is separated from the body, and Ambrose suggests that Christians 
should view this death as an unalloyed good. Merging Platonic theories with passages from the 
apostle Paul, Ambrose claims that the body is the locus of sins and earthly delights. Death cannot 
be evil since it frees the immortal soul from these burdens. Using syllogism, Ambrose claims, “If 
this life, then, is full of burdens, surely the end of life is a consolation. But consolation is a good, 
and the end of life is death. Therefore, death is a good.”
16
 He continues by claiming that the soul 
of a dying man frees itself from its body as a prisoner frees himself from his chains. Death 
allows the immortal soul to free itself from worldly burdens that drag it down. 
 This free soul achieves purity in death, and the soul can only truly please God after 
death. Ambrose claims that once the bonds of sin and worldly pleasure have been broken the 
soul can bring a “sacrifice of praise.”
17
 Ambrose uses King David as his model for this passage, 
claiming that David exposed himself to death and appeased God’s wrath by offering to give his 
own life on behalf of the people. Believers themselves will be this sacrifice of praise to Christ at 
their deaths if they, like David, live with perseverance. He writes, “No praise is perfect before 
death; no one in this life can be lauded with definitive praise, because his later actions are 
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uncertain.”
18
 Death is the moment of cleansing that enables the Christian to become a sacrifice to 
Christ, and Ambrose believes that nothing could be more excellent than this.
19
 Ambrose’s 
readers would naturally see allusions to martyrdom throughout this passage that depicts death as 
a purifying sacrifice. 
 Part of Ambrose’s goal in De bono mortis is to ease Christians’ fear of death in light 
of its being a good. One way that Ambrose suggests removing the fear of death is by conforming 
oneself to death during life. He writes, “He conforms himself to death who divests himself of 
pleasures, raises himself from earthly delights, and lifts his mind and places it in that heavenly 
home where St. Paul dwelled while he still lived here below.”
20
 Here Ambrose suggests that 
asceticism provides a path to preparing for the goodness of death before the time of death, 
demonstrating a consistency with his theology of virginity explicated the decade before. The 
body is the locus of sin and evil, and the soul is immortal and pure. Therefore, asceticism, which 
attempts to lessen the body’s influence on the soul through discipline and denial, is a 
foreshadowing of the goodness of death, which can usher some of the blessed virtues of the 
eternal state into the temporal one. 
 The above considerations demonstrate some important ideas about how Ambrose 
viewed his struggles against the homoean faction in Milan. Ambrose was a stalwart supporter of 
Nicene Christianity, and one of the proofs that he uses to support his position is that the martyrs  
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testify to his version of the truth. Of course this enlistment of the martyrs to his cause was mere 
assertion. All the martyrs he speaks of died before the Arian controversy erupted. But the 
implied syllogism in his rhetoric was powerful. The martyrs would only sacrifice themselves for 
God; they sacrificed themselves for Christ; therefore, Christ must be God. Ambrose was also 
very much concerned with the promotion of virginity and asceticism. He believed that his 
virginity, along with his other ascetic practices, gave him a living death, which prepared him for 
the goodness of natural death that would separate his pure soul from his corrupt body. Given 
these attitudes, it is unsurprising that Ambrose hoped to provide Milan with a local martyr who 
would insure the triumph of the Nicene faction in the city over the homoeans. 
Seeking Martyrdom in the Easter Crisis 
 Ambrose’s battle with the homoean faction approached the point of crisis in 385. 
Emperor Gratian, who had supported Nicene Christianity more often than not, died during a 
rebellion in 383, and his half-brother, Valentinian II, assumed control of the western half of the 
empire, housing his imperial court in Ambrose’s Milan. Valentinian, however, was still just a 
child when he donned the purple and was guided by his mother Justina until her death in 388. 
Justina, like her late husband, favored the homoean version of Christianity, and through her son, 
supported that faction in Milan. Ambrose, Augustine, and Paulinus of Milan all reserve their 
harshest criticisms for Justina, though Neil McLynn credits the young Valentinian with taking an 
active part in the ensuing religious struggle.
21
 
 In the spring of 385, Valentinian summoned Ambrose to his court to discuss imperial 
use of a basilica located just outside Milan, presumably for organizing a homoean worship  
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service for Easter. Ambrose, realizing he would be unable to block this move, organized a 
creative response. While he met with the imperial officials, an unruly crowd gathered to protest 
the “handing over” of a basilica to the emperor.
22
 In a sermon describing this event a year later, 
Ambrose suggests that he was timid until the people gathered to support him, and he casts the 
mob as martyrs ready to defend God’s truth. He says, “Do they not remember that the people, 
when they knew I had gone to the palace, made such a rush that they could not resist its force; 
and all offered themselves to death for the faith of Christ as a military officer came out with 
some light troops to disperse the crowd?”
23
 The mob cowed the imperial court, who then asked 
Ambrose to smooth things over with the people. His condition was that the emperor give up his 
claim to the basilica. A year later, however, the imperial court would make another attempt to 
secure a basilica for itself. 
 The fourth century saw the construction of numerous basilicas in Milan. S. Thecla, 
also known as the new cathedral, stood in the center of late-antique Milan, and this building 
existed by at least 355 and was perhaps started between 345 and 350.
24
 The new cathedral served 
as the center for the Milanese church. Ambrose delivered most of his sermons and celebrated the 
Eucharist almost daily in this building, as did his homoean predecessor before him. This 
cathedral, however, was not the basilica that Valentinian and Justina aimed to use. The sources 
refer to the building desired by Valentinian as the Portian Basilica, a suburban basilica with no  
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attached martyr relics. The imperial court seems to have believed it had certain prerogatives 
concerning this particular building, and perhaps the basilica was originally built in the mid 370s 
to give the homoean faction a place of worship.
25
 This basilica’s exact location is unknown, but 
most scholars agree that the Portian Basilica is likely the same building as S. Lorenzo in Milan 
today. S. Lorenzo is an elegant building that would have suited imperial use, and as a new 
basilica, outside the city walls and lacking theological associations, it would be an ideal meeting 
place for a group viewed as heretics. 
 Naturally the emperor would not have attempted to use the other suburban basilicas, 
which had strong associations to Ambrose personally. During his tenure as bishop, Ambrose 
oversaw the construction of three more basilicas built in cemeteries in the suburbs of Milan, two 
of which were completed during 386 in the midst of conflict with the court. His goal was to turn 
Milan into a Christian capital on par with Rome and Constantinople, so he planned to ring Milan 
with martyr shrines in imitation of Rome. The first building project planned was probably the 
Basilica Ambrosiana, which Ambrose named after himself and planned to use as his own burial 
place. The second building he planned, though it was completed a short time before the 
Ambrosiana, was the Basilica Apostolorum, now known as S. Nazaro. Ambrose likely used 
Constantine’s Church of the Holy Apostles in Constantinople as a model for this building; no 
other western churches of this kind predate it. It was laid out in a cruciform plan, with the wings 
being shorter than the nave. The basilica housed relics of some apostles that were translated to 
Milan. The sources do not explicitly say which apostles were the original inhabitants of the 
basilica, nor is it known where the relics came from. Krautheimer believes that the relics were 
donations from Theodosius in Constantinople of Andrew, John, and Thomas, while McLynn 
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suggests that they were contact relics, pieces of cloth that had touched a martyr’s remains, of 
Peter and Paul from Rome.
26
 Regardless, eventually relics from all these apostles came to dwell 
in the Basilica Apostolorum. 
 Ambrose’s Basilica Apostolorum not only increased the prestige of the city, but also it 
sent a message regarding the city’s theological views. Ambrose used the burgeoning cult of 
martyrs to support his Nicene theology through the construction of this basilica. The name and 
cruciform blueprint of the Basilica Apostolorum recreate a landmark of Constantinople within 
the city of Milan. While the basilica was under construction, Ambrose was dealing with a 
Milanese imperial court sympathetic to homoean theology. The religious climate in 
Constantinople, however, was decidedly different. Constantinople had been a hotbed of Arian 
theology, but by 385 Emperor Theodosius, along with the city’s unofficial bishop Gregory of 
Nazianzus, had made Constantinople a stronghold for Nicene Christianity.
27
 By founding the 
Basilica Apostolorum, Ambrose proclaimed that Milan too was a Nicene city with no patience 
for Arianism of any sort. Not only was he proclaiming this message to the broader Christian 
Church, but also he was specifically letting both emperors, Valentinian and Theodosius, know 
with whom the church in Milan stood. 
 On January 23, 386, Valentinian fired the first salvo in his second attempt to secure a 
basilica for himself and his partisans. He issued a law granting freedom of assembly to the 
homoean party and declared that anyone interfering with this right would be guilty of treason 
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against the emperor.
28
 The week before Easter, the emperor demanded that Ambrose allow him 
the use of the New Cathedral and that Ambrose ensure “that the people should make no 
disturbance;” Ambrose naturally declined.
29
 This demand was only an opening bid, and the court 
quickly began preparing the Portian Basilica for their Easter observances.
30
 The people of Milan 
reacted by seizing the Portian Basilica themselves, refusing to leave even though the emperor 
surrounded the building with his soldiers, many of whom were Arian Germans. Augustine of 
Hippo testifies to the city’s precarious situation during the standoff, noting that his own mother, 
Monica, was one of the Nicene faithful holding the basilica.
31
 Eventually, the emperor backed 
down, relinquishing his claim to the Portian Basilica. 
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 Many scholars note the confidence, skill, and luck that Ambrose possessed, traits that 
saw him safely through this ordeal, getting him the desired outcome of causing the emperor and 
his homoean party to abandon their plans for establishing a rival liturgy in Milan. Ambrose’s 
goals, however, might have been quite different in this situation, and he may have, in a very real 
sense, been disappointed with the outcome. It seems likely that Ambrose did not expect to 
survive this encounter with Valentinian and Justina. Given his ideas about the goodness of death 
and preparing oneself for death through asceticism, Ambrose probably expected, and wished, to 
die a martyr’s death. 
 In a letter to his sister in which he chronicles the events of that week in 386, Ambrose 
repeatedly indicates that he was ready to die at the hands of the imperial court. When the 
situation first began to unravel, magistrates came to Ambrose demanding that he force the people 
to abandon the Portian Basilica. He tells Marcellina that he told them, “If my patrimony is 
required, enter upon it, if my body, I will go at once. Do you wish to cast me into chains, or to 
give me to death? it will be a pleasure to me. I will not defend myself with throngs of people, nor 
will I cling to the altars and entreat for my life, but will more gladly be slain myself for the 
altars.”
32
 In this letter, Ambrose is not posturing for his sister; he admits that he was afraid. 
However, he was more afraid for his parishioners, and he claims to have been offering himself as 
a sacrifice on their behalf.
33
 He then tells his sister that he went to his own home so the soldiers 
would know where to find him when the time came.
34
 Ambrose writes that the next day he gave  
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a sermon on Job in which he tells those gathered that Christians must not give up faith and truth 
in the face of “danger of death.”  In the sermon, a disappointed Ambrose laments over the fact 
that “the Lord God knows that I am weak.” Ambrose declares that even though he was willing, 
God has withheld martyrdom from him because God judged him as not ready for the struggle of 
martyrdom.
35
  
 As soon as the soldiers removed the emperor’s colors from the Portian Basilica, 
Ambrose sent some priests to those congregants inside. Valentinian looked upon this aid as the 
treachery specifically addressed in the law of January 23, and he sent an envoy accusing 
Ambrose of treason and warning dire consequences. McLynn suggests that by sending the priests 
“Ambrose had at last declared his hand,” and that he had been premature in assuming victory, an 
act which once again almost cost him his life.
36
 Perhaps, however, this reaction from the emperor 
was exactly what Ambrose had hoped for. Upon seeing the first signs that the emperor was 
backing down, Ambrose might have sent the priests as an intentional, personal provocation, 
hoping to gain the martyr’s crown at the very last. In his letter to Marcellina, Ambrose writes 
that he explained his innocence to the envoy, but he asked why Valentinian does not execute him 
if he really considered Ambrose to be a usurper (tyrannus).
37
 At the end of the letter, which was 
written shortly after the events it describes, Ambrose still seems hopeful that he might yet die as 
a martyr. He tells Marcellina that the emperor is still referring to him as a usurper and that threats 
have been made on his life. He closes by writing, 
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 Lastly, too, Calligonus, the chief chamberlain, ventured to address me in peculiar 
language. Do you, said he, whilst I am alive treat Valentinian with contempt? I will take 
your head from you. My reply was, God grant you to fulfil your threat; for then I shall 
suffer as bishops do, you will act as do eunuchs. Would that God might turn them away 
from the Church, let them direct all their weapons against me, let them satisfy their thirst 
with my blood.
38
 
Ambrose’s actions have been interpreted as confidence in his position with the Milanese people, 
but perhaps he sought martyrdom by the hand of those he considered to be heretics. By offering 
himself for martyrdom, he would be giving Milan a precious gift. 
 In 386, Milan had no local martyrs; all of the city’s relics had been imported from 
other areas. Ambrose was preparing himself to fulfill that role for the city. He would be Milan’s 
local martyr, its protecting spirit. He believed his death would be the end of the crisis and that in 
death he would act as patron to the Milanese Nicene Christians. The very existence of the 
Basilica Ambrosiana confirms this interpretation. Ambrose had planned to be buried under the 
altar of the basilica. This exalted place for a grave was novel for a bishop, but for a martyr it 
would have been the perfect place.
39
 Ambrose wanted to give Milan a local martyr cult. He 
attacked the heretics, provoked the emperor, and prepared his own martyrium, but his desire for 
death at the hands of the imperial authorities went unfulfilled. 
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Seeking Martyrs for the Church in Milan 
 After the Easter crisis, Ambrose continued to flout the emperor’s authority, refusing to 
appear before the court and debate a homoean bishop. He cast his situation in martyrological 
language and suggested to his people that he was willing to head to his death.
40
 McLynn views 
this episode as Ambrose masterfully manipulating the populace to ensure that he would not have 
to fulfill Valentinian’s request.
41
 Ambrose, however, probably hoped that the emperor would at 
last carry out his threats, when faced with another adamant refusal to cooperate with secular 
authority. Once again, the emperor gave up, but the situation remained tense. 
 By June 386, the time had come to dedicate the Basilica Ambrosiana, and Ambrose 
perhaps was surprised that he had lived to dedicate the building instead of having his remains 
installed in it. Writing to his sister Marcellina, Ambrose describes the remarkable turn of events 
that began at that dedication. He tells her that during the dedication, the people demanded, 
“Consecrate this [Basilica Ambrosiana] as you did the Roman basilica [Basilica Apostolorum].” 
That basilica had martyr relics, and the people wanted this new one to possess relics as well. 
Ambrose replied that he would oblige them if he could find some. Undoubtedly, those in 
attendance believed he would procure some from Rome or some other relic-rich city, but 
Ambrose had a different idea. He tells his sister that at that moment he felt a “prophetic 
ardour.”
42
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 On the next day, Ambrose went in search of his martyrs, and Augustine claims that 
Ambrose was aided in this task by a dream.
43
 Ambrose and his clergy began digging in a 
cemetery near the shrine to Felix and Nabor, a pair of imported martyrs. They did not dig in 
known graves, rather Ambrose claims to have looked for promising signs, and Paulinus of Milan 
claims that they dug up the path on the way to the shrine.
44
 After a bit of digging, Ambrose and 
his clerics found two complete, giant skeletons along with “much blood.”
45
 Their status as 
martyrs was confirmed by exorcisms, and Ambrose began to call the two skeletons Gervasius 
and Protasius.
46
 
 The following day, Ambrose introduced his martyrs to the people of Milan and 
preached a sermon on Psalm 19. The psalm says, “The heavens are telling the glory of God,” and 
in his sermon Ambrose claims that those “heavens” are actually these relics that he found. The 
grace of God has raised these martyrs to the skies, and from there they bear witness to God’s 
truth in a perilous world.
47
 He then notes that God uses the lowly things of the earth for his glory, 
and therefore, Christians should esteem the martyrs as “princes of the people.” He declares 
triumphantly that at last God has provided Milan with its own martyrs.
48
 His wording reminds  
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the reader of the context of crisis in Milan. Because of the homoean imperial court, Christians in 
Milan faced persecution and lived in a perilous world, and Ambrose proclaims that Protasius and 
Gervasius are the true “princes of the people,” an implicit denial of Valentinian’s authority.  
 A miracle had occurred, and Ambrose mentions that many people were calling this 
“the resurrection of the martyrs.”
49
 According to Ambrose, the martyrs effected numerous 
healings to prove their authenticity. Merely touching the robe of the martyrs or falling in their 
shadow could cure sickness, and Ambrose excitedly told of how the people were pressing 
handkerchiefs and clothing to the relics and then using those pieces of cloth as healing relics in 
their own right.
50
 Protasius and Gervasius had recreated the apostolic age described in the book 
of Acts. However, these martyrs had not merely come to Milan to bring physical healing, but 
rather they had been revealed during the Nicene community’s great need: Protasius and 
Gervasius had come to protect the church from its enemies. Ambrose says, “Thanks be to Thee, 
Lord Jesus, that at this time Thou hast stirred up for us the spirits of the holy martyrs, when Thy 
Church needs greater protection. Let all know what sort of champions I desire, who are able to 
defend, but desire not to attack. These have I gained for you, O holy people, such as may help all 
and injure none.”
51
 Ambrose’s communion could rejoice now in the confidence that God had not 
abandoned them to the heretics. Moreover, Ambrose attributes their previous success in resisting 
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imperial authority to these martyrs. He claims that even though the church did not know of the 
existence of Protasius and Gervasius, the martyrs had been protecting them invisibly all along.
52
 
He ends the sermon by announcing that he will install these martyrs in the altar of the Basilica 
Ambrosiana. Perhaps with some regret, Ambrose tells the crowd, “Since I myself am not worthy 
to be a martyr, I have obtained these martyrs for you.”
53
 At last Milan had its own local martyrs, 
and Ambrose yielded his place of honor to these newfound saints. 
 The next day, the people deposited the relics at the basilica, and Ambrose preached 
again, directly addressing the religious and political climate of Milan. Justina and other members 
of the homoean faction had been mocking Ambrose’s inventio of Protasius and Gervasius and 
questioning the truthfulness of the miracles that attended it.
54
 Ambrose took the opportunity to 
attack the homoeans, explaining that their lack of enthusiasm for the martyrs proves that they are 
not Christians at all.
55
 In the sermon he claims that because of the martyrs, the demons were 
testifying to the truth of the Nicene formulation and saying,  
That no one can be saved unless he believe in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit; that 
he is dead and buried who denies the Holy Spirit, and believes not the almighty power of 
the Trinity. The devil confesses this, but the Arians refuse to do so. The devil says: Let him 
who denies the Godhead of the Holy Spirit be so tormented as himself was tormented by 
the martyrs.
56
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Through the martyrs, Ambrose accuses the homoean party as being worse than devils. Devils 
acknowledge the truth about the Trinity and confirm the validity of Protasius and Gervasius. The 
Arians at the imperial court deny both. 
 Ambrose deposited the relics in his own tomb in the Basilica Ambrosiana and 
vigorously promoted the cult of Protasius and Gervasius. Here, at last, was the tool he needed to 
silence his theological enemies; martyrdom brought unity to the church in Milan. By the end of 
386, Ambrose and Valentinian had reconciled, but Valentinian’s imperial authority never fully 
recovered from his conflict with Ambrose. As McLynn says, “The bishop had gambled, and 
won.”
57
 But perhaps Ambrose viewed all outcomes in which he resisted compromise as winning; 
if he weathered the storm, then the church would be stronger because of his leadership, but if he 
died, the church would be stronger because it would have a local martyr to protect it from 
heterodoxy. In a way, he achieved both. 
 Though Protasius and Gervasius protected the Milanese church, these martyrs were 
Ambrose’s martyrs. He found them, he placed them in his own tomb, and he promoted their cult. 
Both his enemies and supporters identified the martyrs so closely with the bishop that they 
seemed to become an extension of his person.
58
 As such, he could use them as he best saw fit, 
and Ambrose exported relics of Protasius and Gervasius to various locations throughout the 
empire. Dismembering human remains, however, even those of martyrs, and moving them about 
had been made illegal in early 386.
59
 Ambrose probably knew of this law, but he disregarded it 
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since he had already demonstrated that the throne had no claim to regulate the church’s property. 
Ambrose sent bits of his martyrs far and wide—from Rouen in northern Gaul to Hippo in the 
province of Africa. Augustine, who was in Milan during this crisis of 386, possessed relics of 
Protasius and Gervasius at a shrine near his see by the 420s.
60
 In 396, Victricius of Rouen 
presided over the arrival of relics from Ambrose and preached a sermon, which he sent to 
Ambrose for approval, justifying the translation of martyr relics.
61
 Through dispersing his relics, 
Ambrose could promote his brand of theology and give the Christian communities in the western 
empire tangible evidence of an ethereal catholicism. 
 As his career as bishop of Milan continued, Ambrose gained a reputation for martyr 
relics flocking to him. In 393, the bishop of Bologna had a dream that previously unknown 
martyrs lay in a local Jewish graveyard. This bishop enlisted Ambrose’s help in finding the 
martyrs, and the two men sifted through Jewish bodies until they “found” the martyrs. The 
excavators found bits of wood and nails, which they took as evidence of crucifixion. The bishop 
of Bolonga took the bodies, and Ambrose got to keep the nails and wood.
62
 Back in Milan in 
395, Ambrose found another martyr for the Milanese church in a private garden. This one 
Ambrose named Nazarius, and Paulinus of Milan notes that, other than his being a martyr, no 
one knew anything about him. His status as a martyr, however, was unquestionable because he 
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was found to be well preserved with his blood still being fresh and, though decapitated, his 
appearance kempt.
63
 
 On Holy Saturday 397, Ambrose, who had advocated cultivating death through ascetic 
practices, died at the age of 57 or 58. Though he did not die as a martyr, the people of Milan 
honored him as such, and he was placed in the same tomb as his alter egos, Protasius and 
Gervasius. Paulinus of Milan reports that even the Jews and pagans came to pay their respects 
and that Ambrose’s death and funeral sparked miracles throughout the region.
64
 Ambrose played 
a key role in the triumph of what would become orthodox theology and the spread of the cult of 
martyrs, and in many ways, he ensured that the two would be seen as inseparable. His people 
honored him for his achievement, and as he lay in the Basilica Ambrosiana on Easter Sunday, 
faithful men and women wept and pressed handkerchiefs to Ambrose’s body.
65
 
 Ambrose was not the only bishop in an imperial capital who used the cult of the 
martyrs to further his agenda. To the east, John Chrysostom promoted the cult during his brief 
ministry in Constantinople and also earlier when he was presbyter in Antioch. As with Ambrose, 
John Chrysostom used martyrdom and the living death of asceticism to promote his vision of 
Christian living and to combat ideas that he felt were dangerous to the churches. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
JOHN CHRYSOSTOM AND THE CULT OF MARTYRS 
IN ANTIOCH AND CONSTANTINOPLE 
 
 
 John Chrysostom was perhaps the most famous preacher of the end of the fourth 
century, and his ministry provides a unique view of the cult of martyrs in the eastern half of the 
Roman Empire. In 386, the same year that Augustine experienced his conversion in a Milanese 
garden, John was ordained as a presbyter in Antioch in Syria. Twelve years later, John was 
summoned to serve as bishop of Constantinople, the imperial capital of the relatively young 
emperor Arcadius. During his career in these two prominent, yet very different, eastern cities, 
John helped to develop the growing cult of the martyrs so that the martyrs could be useful agents 
in promoting pious change in the empire. John’s relationship to the martyr cults is a story about 
one bishop’s attempt to Christianize this Christian empire. 
 By John Chrysostom’s day, Antioch was already an ancient and important city.
1
 Even 
before the Hellenistic kingdom of the Seleucids turned Antioch into one of its capitals at the end 
of the fourth century before Christ, the city was probably a thriving center of trade.
2
 After the 
Romans incorporated the city into their expanding empire, Antioch continued in its role as the 
premiere city in the eastern Mediterranean, being favored by various generals, officials, and 
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emperors. Not only was the city important politically and commercially, but also Antioch had a 
rich religious history. Its cults to the Greek gods were so numerous and ancient that the emperor 
Julian planned to use the city as the center for his pagan revival in AD 362.
3
 The city also had a 
long history as a Jewish population center. According to Josephus, Antioch was home to the 
largest concentration of Jews outside the Jewish homeland.
4
 In addition to the Greek and Jewish 
religions, Antioch could claim to have one of the earliest Christian churches planted by the 
apostles themselves. Both Paul and Peter spent time ministering in Antioch, and in Antioch the 
Jesus movement received the name Christians.
5
 In fact, over the centuries a tradition developed 
that Peter was the first bishop of Antioch, a claim that allowed the church at Antioch to see itself 
as equal or superior to the church at Rome.
6
 
 Not surprisingly, sometimes Antioch’s strong political traditions and its rich religious 
background clashed. Because of this situation, the city of Antioch was home to many martyrs 
and martyr shrines. As mentioned in chapter one, one of the earliest bishops of the Antiochene 
church, Ignatius, was sent to Rome in the early second century to die a martyr’s death, and over 
the next two hundred years many citizens of the city followed his example. By John 
Chrysostom’s time, Christians in Antioch celebrated the lives and deaths of many homegrown 
martyrs as part of their liturgical calendar. Most of these martyrs were buried locally in a 
cemetery outside the city walls on the way to Antioch’s upscale suburb of Daphne because 
Roman custom forbid the presence of corpses, deemed impure, within the city limits. Even 
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Ignatius himself found a resting place near his old episcopal see, his relics translated from Rome 
to Antioch at some point before John’s ministry.
7
 John’s sermons from Antioch reflect this deep 
martyr tradition, but at the same time they demonstrate an agenda of Christianization and 
ecclesiastical identity building. In Antioch the cult of martyrs was a tool to combat traditional 
Greek religion and to differentiate Christians from Jews, who happened to have their own 
popular cult in Antioch dedicated to venerating the Maccabean martyrs.
8
 
 In 397, however, John’s world changed when he was suddenly chosen to be the bishop 
of Constantinople. Interestingly, imperial agents snatched him from Antioch at a martyr’s shrine 
outside the city.
9
 Constantinople, though politically important, did not have the same ancient 
history that Antioch had. A new city, it had been founded by Constantine in 324 to be a new 
imperial capital but did not become the permanent home to emperors until the 370s.
10
 With its 
newfound political prestige, came new religious clout too. From the beginning, in planning this 
new city, church buildings and other religious sites were to be an integral part of civic life. When 
John Chrysostom became the bishop of Constantinople, the city was growing into its role as the 
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leading bishopric of the eastern Mediterranean, but as a new religious center Constantinople was 
disadvantaged because of its lack of local martyrs. 
 The city did have a few local martyrs, but the most notable, like the city itself, was of 
recent vintage. During the Arian controversy, Paul, a Nicene bishop, was expelled from the city 
around 350, then strangled, and Theodosius I brought his remains back to the city in 381 to 
establish his cult.
11
 The importation of relics became standard practice for the city of 
Constantinople. The new political center of the East needed enough relics to rival the other 
religious centers in the Mediterranean. John Chrysostom himself oversaw the translation of at 
least two important martyrs into Constantinople during his short tenure as bishop.
12
 Unlike in 
Antioch, these martyrs’ remains usually resided within the city in specially built churches and 
shrines. By John’s episcopacy, two emperors, Constantine and Theodosius, were interred in 
Constantine’s Church of the Holy Apostles, along with relics from the apostles Luke, Andrew, 
and Timothy.
13
 The old Roman prejudice against corpses no longer applied to men and women 
who maintained their holiness and purity even in death. 
 In this context, John, a preacher with a moralizing bent, used the cult of the martyrs as 
a means of Christianization. The martyrs provided John with spiritual models that he could apply 
to his congregation for the purposes of behavior modification with the promise of spiritual 
benefit. The cult also provided more tangible benefits in protecting Christians, and John used the 
martyrs to attack those that he considered enemies of the church. Undergirding this use of the 
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cult for Christianization was John’s theology of martyrdom, a theology consistent with earlier 
traditions because it recognized various meanings in the martyrs’ experiences.  
Meanings of Martyrdom 
 As noted in chapter one, notions of sacrifice quickly attached themselves to the 
Christian communities’ ideas about martyrdom. Martyrs die for their faith, and giving up one’s 
life is the ultimate sacrifice for God. John Chrysostom embraces this sacrificial aspect in his 
theology of martyrdom, seeing it as an imitation of Christ’s sacrifice.
14
 In his sermon on the 
Antiochene proto-martyr Ignatius, John claims that Peter, Paul, and Ignatius were all sacrificed 
in the city of Rome.
15
 John uses the verb ejtuvqhsan, from quvw, a common sacrificial word that 
could be applied to pagan cult sacrifices, the Jewish Passover, and the crucifixion of Christ. 
Peter’s, Paul’s, and Ignatius’s deaths in Rome reaffirmed and actualized the sacrifice that Christ 
had made on behalf of that city. According to Chrysostom, all these sacrifices of the martyrs 
were imitations of that ur-sacrifice made by Christ. His death was a “common sacrifice” with 
global implications that cleansed the soul, canceled sin, and made a path to heaven, restoring 
hope.
16
 Christ was the sacrifice that the Jewish cult pointed forward to and that the martyrs’ 
sacrifice pointed back to. 
 Though John Chrysostom viewed a martyr’s death as sacrifice, he imputed a number 
of meanings to that sacrifice. In his sermon on Ignatius, he claims that the sacrifices of Peter, 
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Paul, and Ignatius were sacrifices of purification and that at their deaths “they might purify with 
their own blood the city stained with the blood of idols.”
17
 This theme of sacrifice as purification 
is also found in his sermon on another Antiochene martyr, Drosis. John tells his hearers that 
Drosis’s executors burned her on a pyre and that the smoke from her body was like a cleansing 
sacrifice that purified the air of all its idolatrous smoke.
18
 Therefore, martyrdom, according to 
John, could be a sacrificial act of purification, which combated idolatry and paved the way for 
Christianization. 
 According to John, in addition to purification, the death of a martyr could benefit the 
community in other ways. In many of his sermons on the martyrs, John endorses the idea that the 
death of a martyr could have atoning or expiating value. While a presbyter in Antioch, John 
preached on the local martyrs Juventinus and Maximinus, emphasizing the idea that their deaths 
in some way covered the sins of the city. Juventinus and Maximinus were relatively recent 
martyrs, executed during Julian’s stay at Antioch from 361 to 363. They were shield bearers in 
the military and devout Christians who did not appreciate Julian’s Greek revivalism and were 
bold enough to say so in “warm language.”
19
 When Julian orders their execution for insolence, 
they look upon it as an opportunity for martyrdom. In John’s sermon, the two faithful soldiers 
claim that their impending death will atone for the sins of their fellow soldiers who 
compromised. They claim that since God loves humankind, he will pardon their fellows’ lapses 
because of their sacrifice. At this point John has his martyrs break out into the song of the three 
Hebrew children whom Nebuchadnezzar threw into the fiery furnace. In this song, found in the 
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third chapter of the Septuagint’s version of Daniel, the three children pray that God would 
consider their deaths as a substitution for the deaths of bulls and rams and that he would show 
mercy to the people because of their humble sacrifice. In the same way, Juventinus and 
Maximinus atoned for some of the evil Julian caused in the city of Antioch. Of course that 
atonement did not extend to the evil emperor himself, but merely applied to the suffering 
people.
20
 
 Because it is a purifying and atoning sacrifice, John Chrysostom indicated that 
martyrdom produced horizontal blessing in that the benefits of the martyr applied to the people. 
However, according to John, this horizontal aspect is merely a collateral blessing from 
martyrdom’s primary vertical purpose, which is directed towards God. John explicates this 
situation in a sermon on the martyr Julian (not to be confused with the evil emperor), which he 
preached in Antioch, perhaps late in his tenure there. Julian was a Cilician bishop who was 
martyred at sea and whose relics seem to have found their way to Antioch where he warranted a 
two-day annual celebration.
21
 Commenting on the crowds that had gathered for the festival, John 
tells his hearers that even though they flock to honor the martyrs, the martyrs did not die for 
them, but for Christ, and that Christ is indebted to them. 
Afterall, he’s [Christ’s] a generous giver and loves humankind. Yet it’s not for just this 
reason that great honours await them [the martyrs], but because he is also in their debt. The 
martyrs weren’t butchered for our sake and yet we rush together to honour them. If we, for 
whose sake they weren’t butchered, rush together, what won’t Christ do, for whose sake 
they lost their heads? If Christ has given such great blessings to those to whom he owed 
nothing, with what valuable gifts won’t he repay those to whom he’s in debt?
22
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This language adds a startling dimension to the theology of martyrdom. No longer do the martyrs 
owe themselves to God. They have not even paid back what Christ did for them at the 
crucifixion. Rather, according to John, by spilling their blood for the faith, the martyrs have put 
Christ in the position of debtor. Not only do they receive eternal life, which all Christians get, but 
also they are owed more blessing and special attention from Christ. John seems to be turning 
grace on its head in this passage because God is under obligation to the martyrs, when 
traditionally Christians viewed themselves as obliged to God. In John’s preaching, however, 
expounding grace usually ranks a distant second behind moralizing about proper behavior. His 
first concern is generally the Christianization of society. Regardless, John is very clearly 
indicating that the primary meaning of martyrdom is this sacrificial aspect. The act of martyrdom 
is aimed at God, and this act is a supererogation that makes God the martyr’s debtor. Tied up in 
this primary meaning of sacrifice is a secondary one of suffering. 
 The suffering of the martyrs enhances sacrificial death, and the more suffering 
experienced by the martyr the greater the rewards. In this same sermon, on the Cilician bishop 
Julian, John Chrysostom dwells at length on the sufferings of the martyr. John claims that 
Julian’s martyrdom was special in that he suffered not one contest but many because the 
magistrate continually brought him to court for a whole year before finally having him executed. 
During that year Julian was interrogated, tempted, and shamefully put on display. His 
perseverance during this time makes his martyrdom all the sweeter. In fact, in the course of the 
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sermon, John compares Julian to one of his fellow Cilicians, the apostle Paul who also suffered 
much during his Christian ministry.
23
 
 Paul was John’s favorite apostle,
24
 and he frequently casts Paul in the role of a martyr 
when preaching on Paul’s life. In contrast to the other martyrs that John preaches about, John 
rarely references the traditions about Paul’s death in Rome, even though he was clearly familiar 
with them. Perhaps John was skeptical of the stories about Paul’s martyrdom, or perhaps he was 
disappointed that a clean beheading robbed him of the opportunity for rhetorically embellishing 
an excruciating death, which was his habit with other martyrs.
25
 Regardless of the reason, John 
focuses instead on Paul’s letters, emphasizing his place as a martyr-apostle through the suffering 
he experienced during his ministry. In one homily on the life of Paul, John claims that Paul made 
a sacrifice far superior to the sacrifice of Abel. Paul’s sacrifice was his sufferings on behalf of 
Christ. John points to Paul’s statement in 1 Corinthians 15:31 in which he claims, “I die every 
day!” as proof that Paul did not experience the sacrifice of martyrdom once, but daily he was a 
martyr for Christ. Immediately after this statement, John refers to 2 Corinthians 4:10 in which 
Paul, after listing forms of suffering, claims to be “always carrying in the body the death of 
Jesus.”
26
 In another sermon on Paul’s life, John explains why this suffering has a salvific 
component. Paul’s sufferings were an imitation of Christ’s sufferings for humanity.
27
 This 
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imitation of Christ’s suffering, dying daily, entitles the Christian to the martyr’s crown, and 
according to John can be a further example for the congregation’s imitation.  
 John presents this suffering, however, as one that is not onerous for the martyr. The 
martyrs endure these sufferings joyfully because they have their eyes fixed on eternity. In a 
sermon on some unspecified martyrs preached in Antioch, John tells his listeners that the tortures 
were real but only lasted a “brief flash of time” when compared to the future blessings. He then 
mentions Stephen the proto-martyr who, he claims, did not notice the stones that were raining on 
him because he was busy counting up his prizes.
28
  
 In another sermon, which seems to have been to honor a large group of martyrs, John 
discusses this idea of the martyrs’ sufferings. He goes into great detail about the torments and 
tortures experienced by the martyrs, particularly explaining how some were stretched over iron 
ladders and then laid across burning coals. According to John, these martyrs viewed the flesh 
melting off their bodies with great joy, and instead of feeling as though they were on a grill they 
considered the coals to be a bed of roses. Always ready with moral application, John chastises 
his congregation for whining like “little children” when they experience a fever, while these 
martyrs stayed joyful in the midst of real flames. He ties their sufferings and deaths back to the 
idea of atoning sacrifice by claiming that the martyrs’ deaths imitated Christ’s sacrifice. John 
claims that the blood of these martyrs was “saving blood, holy blood, blood worthy of heaven” 
(ai|ma swthvrion, ai|ma a|gion, ai|ma tw'n oujranw'n a[xion). Not only did this blood wash away 
sins, but it also made the Devil himself tremble.
29
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 This idea of cleansing blood causes John Chrysostom to view martyrdom as another 
baptism. He most clearly argues this point in his sermon on Lucian, which was probably 
preached in Antioch, and John must have had baptism on his mind because he claims to have 
preached on Jesus’ water baptism the day before. He calls Lucian’s martyrdom a baptism in 
blood and even tells his congregation not to be astonished that he uses such language. According 
to John, when martyrs are washed in their own blood, “an obliteration of sins takes place.”
30
 
Martyrdom washes away the sins of the martyr, and sometimes John implies the sins of the 
community as well, since a martyr would not have too many sins to atone for. This idea of 
martyrdom as baptism is a reoccurring one in John’s preaching. In his sermon on Bernike, 
Prosdoke, and Domnina, the three suicide martyrs who drowned themselves in chapter two, John 
clearly draws connections between their deaths and baptism, even referring to Domnina as the 
“priest” who performed the ritual. But of course, this baptism does not depend on the river’s 
water because John compares the women with James the son of Zebedee whose baptism came 
when Herod Agrippa ordered his beheading.
31
 John also found baptism as a fruitful metaphor for 
martyrs who were burned to death. As the gospels of Mathew and Luke record, John the Baptist 
claimed that Jesus would baptize with fire. According to John Chrysostom, the martyr Drosis, 
mentioned above, who was burned on a pyre, experienced a personal baptism during her 
martyrdom. John says, “Christ himself held the martyr’s holy head in his invisible hand and 
baptized her in fire as if in water.”
32
 Interestingly baptism by water and fire mix in one of John’s 
homilies on the Maccabean martyrs. John claims that the youngest of the seven brothers 
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martyred by Antiochus Epiphanes threw himself into boiling cauldrons, so as not to escape 
martyrdom, pretending that they were a cool spring, “considering them a divine washing and 
baptism.”
33
 Thus for John, the sacrificial aspect of martyrdom, supported by a baptism of 
suffering, is the primary meaning of martyrdom, but he does not totally neglect the other strand 
that makes up a theology of martyrdom. 
 Even though the idea of giving testimony or witness is the etymological foundation for 
the word mavrtuV, this notion is subsidiary in John Chrysostom’s theology of martyrdom. The 
martyrs, however, do have a message or testimony to give, but John is sometimes hazy regarding 
what they are actually witnessing to. In his sermon on the martyrdom of Ignatius, John comes 
closest to affirming the original witnessing function of martyrdom. John explains to his hearers 
that part of Ignatius’s martyrdom was his long journey from Antioch to Rome. During this 
journey he was a witness to the cities that he passed through. Everyone in these cities understood 
that Ignatius was heading towards his death, but through his attitude Ignatius was able to testify 
to the fact that he was not headed for death but rather for a heavenly translation into eternal 
life.
34
 In this sermon, Ignatius fulfills the classic model of witnessing to faith in Christ and the 
resurrection from the dead. 
 Some of John’s other sermons, however, take the idea of the martyrs’ witness in new 
directions. Eusebius records the death of a certain Romanus, a clergyman from Caesarea who 
died in Antioch during Diocletian’s persecution. Before his death, however, the magistrates cut 
out his tongue, presumably to preclude him from manifesting a verbal testimony in his 
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martyrdom, but Eusebius declares that his courage was testimony enough.
35
 In his sermon on 
Romanus’s feast day, John claims that after the Devil cut out Romanus’s tongue, God gave him a 
spiritual tongue with which he could edify the church. John is not speaking metaphorically; he 
clearly explains to his hearers that God performed a miracle for the martyr to thwart the Devil’s 
schemes. Through this miracle, John suggests that God confirmed the witness of martyrdom 
because just as Romanus’s “voice both died and rose again,” so too the Christian can hope in the 
resurrection of the body.
36
 Death is still central to this story of martyrdom because John ties 
witnessing to the dying voice. Eventually, in spite of the miracle, Romanus dies in both John 
Chrysostom’s and Eusebius’s accounts. 
 As John focuses on the sacrifices and the exciting deaths, the witnessing purpose of 
the martyr seems to recede in his narratives. Often the testimony does not even have to come at 
the martyr’s death; it can come afterwards, as in the case of Juventinus and Maximinus. John 
claims that their spilled blood had a voice that could only be heard with the conscience, although 
he leaves it somewhat ambiguous as to whether this voice exhorts the church or condemns its 
enemies.
37
 According to John, the martyrs could actively witness long after death. Perhaps the 
most famous of the local Antiochene martyrs was Babylas, a bishop killed in 250 during the 
persecutions of Decius. Babylas was buried in a cemetery outside Antioch, and about a hundred 
years later, his relics were moved to a shrine in the suburb of Daphne. This shrine was next to the 
temple that housed an oracle of Apollo, and Babylas’s presence kept the oracle from functioning. 
In 361 Julian the Apostate wanted to restore the oracle, so he had Babylas disinterred and moved  
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back to his original resting place. The martyred bishop, not appreciating being moved against his 
will, burned down the temple of Apollo in retaliation and perhaps had something to do with 
Julian’s ill-fated campaign in Persia.
38
 By the 380s, when John Chrysostom probably preached 
his sermon on Babylas’s feast day, the martyr had been moved again into a new church building 
built in his honor. In his sermon, John notes that Babylas had been quite active in the 130 years 
since his death. Admitting that this might be somewhat unusual, he says, “For an ordinary person 
couldn’t accomplish achievements after death. But a martyr could accomplish numerous 
achievements of substance.” He continues, saying that these actions of the dead martyr are done 
with the purpose of demonstrating to the unbeliever that “death is not death.” The martyrs 
“confess to all about the resurrection.”
39
 The witnessing of the martyr does not necessarily come 
from the act of the martyrdom. The act of the martyrdom, for John, is primarily about sacrifice 
and imitation of Christ, and then that sacrifice gives a martyr the ability to witness by means of 
the martyr’s cult long after the actual martyrdom. 
 But, according to John, this witnessing need not merely be a traditional testimony to 
faith in Christ and hope in the resurrection. Through the cult, the martyrs could be used to 
witness to a variety of things and provide the congregation with a variety of messages. When 
preaching on the Cilician bishop Julian, whom we discussed above, John claims that God left to 
the church the martyrs’ “holy bones as a constant reminder of virtue.”
40
 The witness of 
martyrdom became much more elastic in John’s theology because he was a preacher focused on 
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morality and proper behavior. The martyrs wanted to tell the church in Antioch, as well as 
Constantinople, how the Christian life should be lived. The early Church might have sprung from 
the blood of the martyrs, but John lived in a different context. The Church had spread; he needed 
his martyrs to oversee the Christianization of the Roman Empire’s culture. And for that they 
needed a new message. 
Living Martyrdom 
 In his preaching on martyrdom, John Chrysostom emphasizes his hearers’ need to 
imitate the martyrs as best they could. Imitation is the truest form of veneration. However, John’s 
context lacked the opportunities for Christian persecution and death that earlier Christians 
enjoyed. Therefore, John spins the message of the martyrs to suit his purpose of moralizing. In 
John’s sermons, the martyrs testify less to faith in Christ’s conquest of death and more to the 
necessity of behaving like a Christian. 
 In a sermon on the martyr Barlaam delivered probably in Antioch, John explains to his 
listeners how imitation of the martyrs is the proper way to honor them. He begins by asserting 
that the martyrs know when they are honored and that they feel most honored when Christians 
imitate their actions.
41
 The most notable aspect of Barlaam’s martyrdom was that he allowed his 
hand to be burned without flinching rather than offer a sacrifice, but John does not actually 
expect his listeners to follow suit. He poses the hypothetical question, “How is it possible for us 
to imitate martyrs now? After all, it isn’t a time of persecution.”
42
 John answers that though 
persecution is over, martyrdom is not because demons still pursue even if humans persecutors do  
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not. John explains to his congregation that the fires of persecution that withered Barlaam’s hand 
are no more real than the fires of desire that inhabit the soul. Imitation of the martyrs means 
modifying behavior through the extinguishing of desire “by pious thoughts.”
43
 At the end of the 
sermon, John indicates that pious thoughts are thoughts centered on the martyrs themselves. He 
says, “When worldly concerns attack and are about to dim your mind, wipe it clean through the 
memory of the martyrs. For if you keep this memory in your soul, you will not admire wealth, 
will not weep over being poor, will not praise glory and power, and in general of human affairs 
you will suppose that nothing joyous is great and nothing grievous unbearable.”
44
 When 
Christians dwell on the martyrs, those martyrs live again in the Christians, allowing Christians to 
eschew the luxuries that a city like Antioch could provide. 
 The martyrs provided John with ample means for condemning behaviors of which he 
disapproved. In his sermon on Lucian, John reminds his hearers that Lucian went on a hunger 
strike before his martyrdom because his captors would only offer him food that had been 
sacrificed to idols. John claims that starvation is one of the cruelest forms of torment and death. 
From Lucian’s story, John draws a helpful moral for his hearers: don’t overeat.
45
 In a sermon on 
some martyrs from Egypt, the moral is do not be lazy.
46
 John believed that Christians should be a  
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serious, disciplined people, and the martyrs exemplified seriousness and indicated how 
Christians should live their lives. 
 Though Antioch was a city with a rich and varied religious past, John Chrysostom did 
not appreciate much of that history. In his sermon on Julian the martyr, John indicates that on the 
following day one of the traditional festivals would be taking place in the suburb of Daphne. He 
notes that this festival features picnicking and watching male dancers and that under no 
circumstance should any of his listeners attend. He says that being in the martyr’s presence today 
will do them no good if they head to the suburb tomorrow, emphasizing that imitating the martyr 
keeps them from evil. Julian provides them with spiritual food and holy theater, which are much 
better than the worldly pleasures of Daphne. Besides, he tells them, they can go to Daphne to 
have a pleasant picnic another day. Since the next day is associated with a pagan festival he 
wants to see them all back in church with a friend.
47
 
 Perhaps, one might think that the move from Antioch to Constantinople might reduce 
the moralizing tone in John’s sermons on the martyrs. After all, Constantinople was founded 
with the purpose of being an exemplary Christian city, while Antioch, containing sizable pagan 
and Jewish populations, was still in the process of Christianization. The citizens of 
Constantinople, however, needed to imitate the martyrs just as much as those in Antioch did. 
Constantinople was a Christian city, but the luxury in which some citizens of the capital indulged 
shocked John’s sensibilities. In a martyr sermon given in Constantinople, John returns to his 
familiar territory about behavior modification. He claims that in an age lacking in frequent 
miracles, a changed life indicates that Christianity is true. Christians need to give up their 
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luxuries of clothing, food, drink, and theater and become “harder than iron.” Only through 
changing their own lives will Christians see the world become a better place.
48
 
 Imitation of the martyrs could hold great rewards. For example, John says, “Imitating 
the virtue of these saints here, we may be able to share their crowns too there.”
49
 In a sense, 
anyone could become a martyr through hard work, perseverance, and self-denial. In fact, in his 
sermon on Babylas, John suggests that Antioch’s former bishop Meletius should properly be 
called a martyr. Meletius had died in 381, while visiting Constantinople, but his body had been 
moved to the church in Antioch that he had built in the 370s to house the relics of Babylas.
50
 
Even though he had died of natural causes, John claims that Meletius, who was much beloved, 
had achieved the rank of martyr. Partially, this is due to Meletius’s actively cultivating the cult of 
martyrs in Antioch by building shrines and increasing the number of feasts. John emphasizes, 
however, that the most important aspect of Meletius’s life that entitles him to the name martyr is 
his imitation of martyrs like Babylas. John preaches: 
He copied their life, he was an enthusiast of their courage, through every action, in so far as 
he could, he preserved in himself the martyrs’ image. Consider! They gave up their bodies 
to slaughter. He mortified the components of his flesh that are on earth. They stood firm 
against fire’s flame, he quenched the flame of his will. They fought against the teeth of wild 
animals, but he quelled even the most savage of the passions in us—rage.
51
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The key to Meletius’s “martyrdom” was his asceticism. Martyrdom, for John, means death and 
sacrifice. In a world that lacked persecution of Christians, martyrdom could come through 
sacrificing the comforts of this world and mortifying the flesh. 
 John Chrysostom had a long association with asceticism. After finishing his rhetorical 
studies under Libanius in 367, John became increasingly interested in the issues surrounding the 
formation of a uniquely Christian lifestyle. He underwent baptism, and then spent some time 
studying in an ascetic school in Antioch.
52
 This school was not necessarily a monastery, being 
perhaps merely an organization of young men who agreed to renounce certain comforts of civic 
life. In 372, however, John left Antioch for Mt. Silpius where many holy men lived in semi-
seclusion. For four years, John’s lifestyle could be described as “communal hermitage.” The 
monks spent most of their time alone but did cooperate with one another for provision, worship, 
and spiritual guidance. At the end of these four years, John began a series of more rigorous 
attempts at asceticism in which he left the community of hermits and lived in a cave for perhaps 
two years. During this time of intense solitude, John cultivated traditional Syrian ascetical 
practices, such as sleep deprivation, uninterrupted standing, and long-term fasting. According to 
his biographer Palladius, John’s health never recovered from the self-inflicted mortification of 
these two years.
53
 After his sojourn in the mountains, John returned to Antioch where he was 
consecrated as a deacon and later a priest, but he never gave up his ascetic ideals. One of his 
goals in returning was to provide Christians of the city with the tools for embracing asceticism as 
well. 
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 The growing cult of martyrs provided Chrysostom with excellent opportunity to cast 
his vision of the Christian life as asceticism. As noted above, John cultivated a theology of 
martyrdom as sacrifice and suffering, which allowed him to tie this martyrdom directly to 
asceticism. In a homily on the book of Acts, John tells his hearers that if they want the reward of 
the martyrs, then they must live like the monks. He notes that martyrdom has passed but that 
demons continue to persecute. John’s ideas about the continuing persecution by demons are 
reminiscent of C. S. Lewis’s The Screwtape Letters. When once the church was persecuted with 
swords and fire, now, warns John, it is persecuted with “ease.” According to John, “ease” is a far 
worse persecution than what the church faced before because “it induces sleep in the soul, an 
excessive yawning and drowsiness, it stirs up the passions on every side, it arms pride, it arms 
pleasure, it arms anger, envy, vainglory, jealousy.”
54
 He calls his hearers to live as though they 
still faced the kinds of persecutions the martyrs experienced. In a sermon on the epistle to the 
Hebrews, John explains that martyrdom and asceticism are both sacrifices to God. He 
encourages all his hearers to live in voluntary poverty for the sake of God and their fellow 
Christians.
55
 God will count this sacrifice as martyrdom. 
 In one of his martyr homilies, John uses his rhetorical skill to paint a portrait for his 
hearers about how they can achieve martyrdom. He preaches, “They [the martyrs] despised life. 
You, despise luxury! They threw their bodies on the fire. You, now throw money in the hands of 
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the poor! They trampled on the burning coals. You, extinguish the flame of desire!”
56
 He goes on 
to say that in addition to poverty, the best way to achieve martyrdom is through the traditional 
ascetic practices of fasting and sleep deprivation. He chides his congregation for their laziness: 
“So, you’re tossing and turning, lying on a soft mattress, and can’t bear the thought of getting 
up? Reflect on the martyrs lying today on the iron ladder, not with a mattress lying underneath, 
but live coals strewn under it.”
57
 The message is clear; the martyrs would have been ascetics had 
they lived in a time of peace, and Christians should do likewise. 
 Related to the idea of asceticism is John’s exaltation of virginity. Advocating virginity 
provided John with a powerful tool in his quest to transform the late-antique city into a spiritual 
community, because ideas about marriage, family, and sexuality were at the heart of civic life. 
By refusing marriage and procreation, Christians could subvert the traditional values of their city 
and replace them with an expectation of the imminent heavenly kingdom.
58
 While John viewed 
asceticism proper as a form of martyrdom, it seems that he probably viewed virginity in a like 
manner because of the necessity to mortify the temptation for marriage, temptations stemming 
both from sexual desires and social pressures.
59
 He does not explicitly equate virginity with 
martyrdom but does imply it on a number of occasions. In his homily on the virgin martyr 
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Pelagia, John calls her virginity a “crown,” the metaphor commonly applied to martyrdom, and 
he refers to her dead virginal body as “the purest gold.” Throughout the homily he refers to her 
“double crown” and admonishes his hearer to imitate her as best they can.
60
 
 This imitation is a crucial component in John’s preaching. John’s purpose is to 
produce action on the part of his hearers. God desires his people to have strong wills and actively 
engage in holiness. The martyrs present the examples for this idea. God helps his people, but 
according to John, God’s people need to first behave in a Christian manner if they expect God to 
save them. In his sermon on Pelagia, John states, “He [Jesus] didn’t do these things [give help to 
Pelagia] at random, but because the martyr had made herself worthy of his help.”
61
 According to 
John, God helps those who help themselves. 
Role of the Cult of Relics 
 Through the martyrs, John attempted to normalize his vision for Christian morality, 
and he focused this agenda around the cult of the martyrs’ relics. He expounded his theology of 
martyrdom and imitation during the feasts of the martyrs, which had become more elaborate and 
organized in Antioch during the episcopacy of Meletius, and usually these sermons took place in 
the presence of the relics. The martyrs were not merely present with the congregation through the 
retelling of their narratives, but rather John claimed that they were still, in some way, present in 
their relics.
62
 The martyrs were reigning with Christ, but they were also still attached to their 
bones, dwelling in the spiritual and earthly realms simultaneously. John Chrysostom would have 
affirmed Peter Brown’s suggestion that the cult of the martyrs was about the “joining of Heaven 
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and Earth.”
63
 The relics provided the church with great power that it could tap for spiritual 
blessing and protection from the enemies of God. 
 According to John Chrysostom, the relics of the martyrs held miraculous power, 
which made them invaluable. In his sermon on Drosis, he claims that the dust and ash that 
remain from Drosis’s body are more valuable than any gold, perfume, or gemstone. Those things 
were valuable in an earthly sense, but John notes that they have no power. On the other hand, the 
martyrs’ relics can raise the dead and cure disease, though John admits that it has been a while 
since they have raised the dead.
64
 However, John emphasizes the spiritual blessings of these 
relics more than he does the tangible miracles associated with them. 
 When preaching in the presence of relics, John often refers to them as a “warehouse” 
of spiritual goods that can never be emptied. In his sermon on Ignatius, John claims that this 
warehouse provides those in attendance with perpetual blessings, confidence, good thoughts, and 
courage.
65
 As noted above, John claimed that Christians ought to imitate the martyrs, but this 
imitation is founded upon participation in the cult. Christians approach the relics, remembering 
the martyrs, and this contact enables the imitation that John advocates. In another sermon, after 
referring to the relics as a warehouse, John uses another metaphor, calling the martyrs’ relics a 
“safe harbor.” John tells his hearers, “Indeed, just as harbours render safe the ships they receive 
swamped by numerous waves, so too do the martyrs’ coffins render our souls quite calm and safe 
when they receive them swamped by day-to-day affairs.”
66
 The martyr relics dispense blessings 
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to the church, but also provide protection. John knew that the cares of civic life could distract a 
Christian from the path towards asceticism. He suggested that his flock regularly wait on the 
martyrs so as to have their minds focused on righteous behavior. Through constant contact with 
the martyrs’ relics, the Christian would receive the blessings necessary to please God and be 
protected from outside distractions. 
 In John Chrysostom’s mind, the martyrs really do fill a sort of mediating role between 
God and his church by virtue of their sacrifice. The martyrs dispense the blessings needed by the 
church, and they do this when Christians honor them through visitation and imitation. In one of 
his sermons on the Maccabean martyrs, John compares those gathered to the widow who gave 
two pennies (Lk 21:2–4). The gift of honor that the church gives the martyrs is small and 
unworthy, but it still reaps a huge spiritual blessing. The martyrs do not mind repaying those 
gathered with superabundance, since God has blessed them so generously in light of their gift to 
him.
67
 Indeed, John suggests that the martyrs can act as mediators with God and provide 
whatever the church needs because of their close relationship with him. In his sermon on 
Juventius and Maximinus, those soldiers condemned by their evil emperor for treachery, John 
compares the relationship between God and the martyrs to that of an emperor to his loyal 
soldiers. He says, “For just as soldiers, showing off the wounds which they received in battle, 
boldly converse with the emperor, so too these [martyrs], by brandishing in their hand the heads 
which were cut off and putting them on public display, are able easily to procure everything we 
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wish from the King of heaven.”
68
 The martyrs, inhabiting their relics, stand between God and the 
church, as channels of blessing from heaven that can be accessed when Christians indicate their 
needs. Approaching the saint’s coffin could even be compared to approaching the throne of 
God.
69
 In this way, John could use the cult of the martyrs to define for his people their identity in 
relation to God, but he also used the cult to define the enemies of God and provide protection 
from them. 
 During his ministry in Antioch, John complained bitterly about the influence the 
Jewish population had on his congregation.
70
 Many Christians participated in the Jewish 
festivals, blurring the lines between the two communities. One matter complicating the situation 
was the Christians’ relatively recent adoption of the Jewish cult of the Maccabees, which was 
centered in Antioch.
71
 At the time of John’s ministry in Antioch, many people in the city viewed 
the line between Christianity and Judaism as fairly blurry. John’s verbal attacks on the Jews are 
infamous, but of interest is how he enlists the martyrs in his camp. His sermon Adversus Judaeos 
6 was delivered on a martyr’s feast day, but John tells his listeners that he will be explaining the 
evils of Judaism instead of giving a proper martyr homily. He claims that the martyrs would 
rather hear him criticize the Jews than hear him laud their martyrdoms.
72
 He even goes so far as 
to claim that the martyrs have a special hatred for the Jews since the Jews crucified Jesus whom 
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they love.
73
 In other sermons, as he differentiates his Christian hearers from his Jewish enemies, 
John incorporates the martyrs as examples of why Christians should reject Jewish traditions. 
John notes that yes, both Christians and Jews fast, but he says that the two disciplines do not both 
produce spiritual benefit. He notes that both martyrs and criminals were put to death, but only the 
martyrs received a crown, while the criminals received condemnation. In the same way, 
Christian fasting, a form of self-mortification, feeds the soul, but Jewish fasting merely increases 
their guilt.
74
 In another sermon, he claims that Jews cannot be considered holy merely because 
they possess the Scriptures. John says that during the days of persecution, the magistrates 
handled the holy martyrs but their dealings with the martyrs did not make them holy by 
association. The magistrates violated holy martyrs to their own condemnation, and the Jews 
violate the Scriptures, through misinterpretation, to judgment.
75
 
 Once he became the bishop of Constantinople, however, the Jewish threat was not as 
urgent as it had been in Antioch. In addition to the threat of luxury that existed in the capital, 
John also had to contend against lingering sympathies with the Arian heresy. While bishop of 
Constantinople, John Chrysostom used the cult of the martyrs provided as another way by which 
he could denounce Arianism. In his homily preached in honor of the martyr Phocas, John uses 
most of his time to refute the heretics. The second half of the sermon has little to do with the 
martyr, and John explains to his hearers why the father and son are equal in spite of their 
differing titles. Interestingly, he uses the athlete trope, which is so common when speaking about 
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the martyrs, to describe himself as he prepares to wrestle with the heretics in his sermon.
76
 In a 
way, he seems to assimilate himself to the martyrs with this metaphor. Even though he rebukes 
the Arian teaching, John is quite charitable towards the Arians themselves in this sermon. He 
explicitly states that he loves the heretics and wants to do them no harm; he merely wishes to 
destroy their false beliefs and enlighten them to the truth.
77
 His gentle approach with the 
remaining Arians leads one to wonder if he saw them as less of a threat to the church than Jews 
and luxury or if he was courting particular Arians in the crowd that day. 
 The greatest enemy of God and his church, whether in Antioch or Constantinople, was 
the Devil and his demons. Often, John would associate the demons with traditional Greco-
Roman religion, but he considered their influence to be much broader. John believed that he 
lived in a world with a spiritual dimension more real and powerful than the physical one that he 
experienced with his senses. John believed that demons still persecuted his church, and he cited 
the martyrs as being critical in defending against them because demons are impotent against the 
power of the martyrs’ sacrifice. While he preaches on the virgin martyr Pelagia, who threw 
herself from a rooftop, John compares her falling body to a thunderbolt. He says, “Her body, 
brighter than any flash of lightning, tumbled down and struck the Devil’s vision. A thunderbolt 
released from the heavens isn’t as frightening to us as the martyr’s body (more severe than any 
thunderbolt) put terror into the ranks of the demons.”
78
 The demons cannot bear the presence of 
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the martyrs’ moral purity. Similarly, John compares the smoke rising from Drosis’s burning 
corpse to purifying incense that drove away the demons of the realm of the air.
79
 
 According to John, the martyrs kept these demon-thwarting powers long after the 
event of their martyrdoms. In Antioch, he tells his listeners that demons continue to flee before 
the dust that remains from Drosis’s burned corpse.
80
 In Constantinople, as he oversees the 
translation of some relics in the presence of the empress, John proclaims that the martyrs’ relics 
release flashes of light brighter than the sun. He says, “After all, demons experience no adverse 
effects when they look at the rays of the sun. But, unable to bear the brilliance that bursts forth 
from here, they’re blinded and flee and take refuge at a considerable distance.”
81
 Cultivating a 
strong cult of the martyrs was essential in defending the church from its most powerful enemies, 
and a multiplicity of shrines and reliquaries could act as a protective hedge around a city. 
 John viewed the bodies of the martyrs as weapons wielded by Christ himself, weapons 
too powerful for either angels to use or demons to resist.
82
 These weapons protected the church, 
but also they could be used offensively to attack the various enemies of God. But the manner in 
which they accomplished these things hinged on their ability to act as mediators between God 
and living Christians. They channeled divine power in the form of spiritual blessings to the 
church, and this ability hinged on their sacrifice given to God. 
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 John believed that the relics of the martyrs would be the weapons with which the 
battle of the empire’s Christianization would be won. Christianity’s enemies were legion, but 
Christ would win the victory through wielding his martyrs. In fact, in his letter to the presbyter 
Rufinus, John seems to view the possession of relics as a prerequisite for missionary endeavor 
and Christianization. Rufinus was trying to plant a church in a rural area, and John sent him a 
letter of encouragement, telling him that he’s earning many crowns for his work. John closed the 
letter by telling Rufinus of a friend who will send him some relics. John says, “For he has relics 
that are indisputable and numerous and inside of a few days we shall send them to you in 
Phoenicia.”
83
 John indicates that all Christian communities needed their protective relics. 
 As he oversaw the translation of relics into the city of Constantinople, John must have 
felt that he was making great progress in his quest to create a Christian society. Around the year 
401, John paraded new relics into the city, and the sermon he delivered that day attests that he 
was in high spirits. The world was at peace, demons were fleeing, and even the empress herself 
was walking humbly beside the martyr. Eudoxia, the wife of Emperor Arcadius and elevated 
recently to the status of augusta, had spent the whole night waiting on the martyr and walking 
beside the relics as they processed through Constantinople. On that day John preached, “I mean 
that she [Eudoxia] alone among empresses has escorted martyrs with such great honour, with 
such great zeal and piety, mingling with the crowd, dispensing with her entire retinue, and 
banishing virtually the entire inequality of her lifestyle to a high degree.”
84
 John probably felt  
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that his years of moralizing had started to bear fruit. The mightiest woman in the empire was 
embracing renunciation because of her love for the martyrs. Only a couple of years later, John 
and Eudoxia became disenchanted with one another. He grew bitter because in spite of his 
moralizing she continued to live ostentatiously, and she became angry with him because she 
perceived his homiletical attacks on ostentatious women as personal affronts.
85
 Because he was 
out of favor at court, John’s ecclesiastical enemies succeeded in removing him from the 
bishopric of Constantinople in 403, and he died in exile in 407. 
 John’s theology of martyrdom and the cult of martyrs, which he linked closely to his 
views on asceticism and sacrifice, did not die with him. His moralizing and his desire for 
Christianization continued in both the East and West. Not every bishop, however, subscribed to 
these views. Augustine of Hippo formed a strikingly different theology of martyrdom within the 
context of the Donatist conflict, and it is to his North Africa which we turn. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO, DONATISM,  
AND THE CULT OF MARTYRS 
 
 
 In Carthage, Maximian and Isaac became martyrs for their North African church. The 
account of their sufferings and deaths indicates that the authorities brutally tortured the two 
before killing them. 
Thus a war was waged between his [Maximian’s] body and the torturers, between 
sacrilegious people and a devout man, between strength of soul and butchers, between a 
soldier of Christ and soldiers of the devil, between an enduring person and his judge.  One 
miserable man was enough to fight so gloriously against so much torture and against such a 
multitude of the enemy that in this one contest, the enemy could not report a single victory. 
[...] These very servants of sacrilege hardly had their fill with one victim before handing 
over another [Isaac] to be sacrificed at their hands in the same way so that they might 
openly surpass the standards of their ancestors.
1
 
After their deaths, the authorities dumped Maximian’s and Isaac’s bodies in the sea so that their 
supporters could not honor the martyrs’ remains. God provided a miracle, however, causing the 
martyrs’ bodies to wash up on the shore. Rejoicing, their community of faith recovered the 
bodies and provided them with the proper rites of burial. 
 This tale of martyrdom contains the hallmarks of its genre: faithful Christians, evil and 
cruel government officials, torture, death, and God’s seal of approval on the actions of his  
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people. The Passion of Maximian and Isaac, however, is not as typical as it might first seem. 
Maximian and Isaac died on August 15, 347, decades after Constantine claimed Christianity as 
his most favored religion.
2
 When the text refers to “soldiers of the devil,” it refers to other 
Christians. In North Africa at the beginning of the fourth century, two rival associations of 
churches emerged. One gained the support of the Roman emperor; the other suffered his wrath.  
The two groups shared the same liturgy, but each had its own hierarchy.
3
   
 When Augustine began his preaching career as bishop of Hippo in 395, he found 
himself in a rather unenviable position. His communion was the persecutor in the above scenario, 
but he still needed to preach about martyrdom to his congregation because the celebration of 
feast days for the martyrs was an integral part of church life. Augustine had to convince his 
hearers that the traditions of martyrdom lay with his communion, not his rivals’. This was a 
tough sell considering that those Christians in Augustine’s communion had been free of 
persecution for almost a century, while the rival congregations, the Donatists, recently had 
experienced persecution at the hands of those aligned with Augustine. 
 The roots of this North African schism began early in the fourth century, when the 
emperor Diocletian instituted a systematic persecution of Christian congregations throughout the 
empire that did not end until Constantine gained power and began favoring Christianity.
4
 Many 
Christian communities suffered during Diocletian’s reign, but in North Africa the persecution 
incited rifts between Christians that would never fully heal.  Many North African Christians,  
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even bishops, abandoned the faith, and North African Christians viewed the unfaithfulness of 
these bishops as especially egregious because often they surrendered the Scriptures to the 
Romans. Those who stayed faithful labeled these bishops traditores, i.e., “those who had handed 
over.” When the persecution ended, much acrimony existed within and among the North African 
congregations. Many of those who had succumbed under persecution wanted to reunite with their 
congregations, but the return of lapsed bishops posed a special problem. North African 
Christians argued over whether they should allow these bishops to return to their posts, and 
whether the sacraments they performed had any value. 
 The schism of North African Christianity officially began when Caecilian was 
consecrated as bishop of Carthage in 311.
5
 The more rigorous elements in North African 
Christianity objected to Caecilian’s election because they claimed that one of the bishops who 
consecrated him had been a traditor, which invalidated the consecration. They even suggested 
that Caecilian obstructed aid that was meant for some Christian prisoners awaiting martyrdom 
during Diocletian’s persecution.
6
 Quickly Caecilian’s opponents elected a rival bishop for 
Carthage, Majorinus. Neither bishop surrendered his claim, and separate hierarchies emerged. 
Majorinus’s successor, Donatus, lends his name to this rival faction, which came to be called the 
Donatists. Both factions appealed to Constantine for support.
7
 When Constantine and the bishops 
he consulted decided that the Christians in communion with Caecilian were the Catholics, the 
Donatists decided that the new Roman administration was reprobate. Rome confirmed their 
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suspicions when it attempted to unify the churches through force. Occasionally, Roman 
magistrates arrested Donatist bishops and seized Donatist congregations’ property. This new 
stance towards Christianity was merely the old persecution in a new disguise. 
 When Augustine began preaching on the martyrs, he had to deal with North Africa’s 
strong tradition of martyrdom, exemplified in the turn of the third-century writings of Tertullian, 
and apply it to Christians who found themselves at peace with the government. Simultaneously, 
he had to explain why the Donatist congregations had no claim to this same tradition, even 
though they seemed to embody it. The North African congregations were a battleground in 
which bishops waged war through their sermons. The spoils of war were the souls of men and 
women. Every sermon that Augustine delivered on a martyr’s feast day either explicitly or 
implicitly explained why those in attendance ought to be in his communion. 
 Augustine’s approach in this situation was to redefine martyrdom for his congregation, 
restoring to it a more primitive meaning. Since the second century, martyrdom had carried 
connotations of religious sacrifice interwoven with its purpose of bearing witness. This 
sacrificial tradition was especially strong in North Africa, where the Donatists claimed to be the 
only true Church because of their faithfulness in suffering and sacrificing themselves in order to 
protect the Scriptures. Augustine, however, preaches to his congregation only the witness 
bearing aspect of martyrdom, ignoring the sacrificial aspect, in spite of the churches’ traditional 
language that unified witnessing with sacrifice. 
Testimony of Martyrdom 
 Augustine communicated to his congregation a new tradition of martyrdom, free of the 
notion of martyrs as sacrifices. Augustine based his conclusions about martyrdom in the New 
Testament, in which mavrtuV primarily means “witness.” Thus, Augustine reconceived the 
Christian experience of martyrdom solely in light of New Testament witness bearing. Even 
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though the connotations of sacrifice were strong in Christian martyrdom, Augustine tended to 
avoid sacrificial language when talking about martyrdom to his congregation. He had theological 
justification for truncating the martyrdom tradition. The apostle Paul taught that Christ’s passion 
had made full atonement for the sins of his people.
8
 Christian suffering was not another sacrifice, 
but it was a sign of the eschaton.
9
 Augustine, therefore, tried to persuade his listeners that 
witness bearing constitutes the whole of martyrdom. This was no mean feat since on a martyr’s 
feast day the martyr texts, laden with sacrificial language, were read directly before Augustine 
delivered his sermon. Augustine used all his skill as a preacher and rhetorician to direct his 
listeners’ attention to the strand of the tale he thought most profitable for their lives as Christians. 
In his sermons he describes what and how the martyrs confessed, and he even recasts the martyr 
texts most clearly leaning towards atoning sacrifice as primarily martyrdoms of confession. 
 Martyrdom, according to Augustine, did not perform any redemptive work for the 
martyr, as the North African tradition of martyrdom being a second baptism indicated.
10
 Instead, 
Augustine maintained that a clear distinction existed between the blood of Christ and the blood 
of the martyrs. In 425, Augustine preached a sermon to dedicate the relics of Stephen that had 
recently been brought to Hippo. In this sermon, Augustine tells those North Africans who had 
gathered for the dedication, “Those who poured out their blood for their redeemer, they were 
redeemed by his blood. He poured out his in order to buy their salvation; they poured out theirs 
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in order to spread his gospel.”
11
 Only the blood of Christ redeems the Christian; the Christian’s 
blood provides the testimony by which the Church grows. 
 Augustine taught his people that the martyrs were martyrs because they bore witness, 
not because they offered themselves in sacrifice. One year, on the feast day of the Scillitan 
martyrs, a group of North Africa’s earliest martyrs, Augustine opened his sermon as he typically 
did by defining martyrdom. He says, “This solemn feast day is calling for something about the 
martyrs of Christ, that is about the witnesses of Christ, who were not ashamed to confess his 
name before men.”
12
 In this same sermon, Augustine continues to define martyrdom and detail 
its importance.   
“Martyrs,” the word is Greek, are called “witnesses” [testes] in Latin. Therefore the holy 
martyrs, not false witnesses but true ones, brought forward a witness with their blood that 
there is another life preferable to this life, because they bravely scorned the passing one. 
You heard the confessions of the martyrs whose feast is celebrated today, when they were 
recited.
13
   
This definition of martyrdom, characteristic of Augustine, contains no hint of sacrificial 
language. The martyrs died, but that death was a witness in blood to “another life preferable to 
this life.” Again and again, Augustine emphasized this confessional aspect of martyrdom to his 
congregation.  
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 Augustine believed that God himself provided this message in the martyrdom; this 
was no mere testimony of the martyrs themselves. This being the case, Augustine naturally gives 
a testimony of God preeminence over any supposed sacrifice of a martyr. Augustine claims that 
the Spirit of God inspired the verbal witness of the martyrs. On Vincent’s feast day in 412, 
Augustine preached: 
For in the gospel Christ promised this too to his witnesses, when he was preparing them for 
this kind of contest. For thus he said: “Do not consider beforehand how or what you should 
say. For you are not the one who speaks, but the Spirit of your Father is the one who speaks 
in you.” Therefore the flesh was suffering, and the Spirit was speaking.
14
   
Augustine teaches the view that the Spirit spoke through the martyrs because if the martyrs 
spoke under their own power, then their testimony would be flawed since all humans are flawed.  
According to Augustine, the Spirit not only provided this verbal testimony but also the dramatic 
witness in deed that testified to the Christian’s eternal life. In Augustine’s thinking, martyrdom is 
almost a divine, didactic drama in which the martyrs’ deaths remind people that earthly life is 
secondary to a future, eternal life. Augustine says, “And so by believing they seized life, and by 
speaking they found death, but a death in which the body is sown perishable and reaped 
imperishable.”
15
 Just as in any morality play, the message is more important than the drama 
itself. 
In a sermon delivered in Carthage on the North African martyrs Marian and James, 
Augustine explains that God inspired the patience to bear a martyr’s death, just as he inspired the  
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words the martyrs spoke. He explains, “Patience descends from the unchangeable fount into 
changeable human minds, to make them unchangeable also. From where can humans gain the 
ability to please God, except from God?”
16
 Augustine gives the witnessing aspect of martyrdom 
preeminence over the sacrificial aspect because it is the part of martyrdom that God does. The 
divine message, whether explicit in word or implied in deed, is perfect, and Augustine gives it 
primacy by ignoring the human contribution to the equation. 
 As in the case of Marian and James, the martyr texts often allude to the sacrificial 
nature of the martyrs’ deaths. In his sermons, however, Augustine conspicuously ignores this 
point. His sermons on the Maccabean martyrs make an interesting case study. Augustine’s 
treatment of these texts is both typical and extreme—typical because he employs the avoidance 
tactic that he uses in many of his martyr sermons, extreme because the language in the 
Maccabean text is so laden with sacrificial language.  
 The Maccabean martyrs died during persecution of the Jews by the Seleucid 
Antiochus IV from 167 to 164 BC. The Jewish communities responsible for the composition and 
transmission of the Maccabean texts viewed the deaths of these martyrs as sacrifices of 
atonement. Throughout the text, the Jews are bemoaning God’s judgment that has fallen on them 
and are using language of atonement to describe their coming deaths. In 2 Maccabees, Antiochus 
attempts to force seven brothers to eat pork, and they all embrace death rather than violate their 
Law. These martyrs located the cause of their misery in God’s wrath. God had abandoned his 
people because they had abandoned his Law. The seventh brother tells Antiochus, “I, like my 
brothers, give up body and life for the laws of our fathers, appealing to God to show mercy soon 
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to our nation [...] and through me and my brothers to bring to an end the wrath of the Almighty 
which has justly fallen on our whole nation.”
17
 The author of 4 Maccabees even more explicitly 
emphasizes the atoning nature of a Jewish martyr’s death. In 4 Maccabees, Eleazar says, “Make 
my blood their purification, and take my life in exchange for theirs.”
18
 Summing up the entire 
persecution, the narrator claims, “And through the blood of those devout ones and their death as 
an expiation, divine Providence preserved Israel that previously had been afflicted.”
19
 The text 
explicitly communicates that these deaths served as atoning sacrifices to God. 
 In order to avoid this sacrificial laden language, Augustine could have avoided the 
Maccabean martyrs entirely, claiming that Jewish martyrs were not properly Christian. However, 
as noted in chapter one, the Maccabean cult was expanding rapidly at this time. Perhaps the cult 
had already reached North Africa by the time Augustine began preaching and Augustine did not 
want to break tradition. Equally likely, Augustine introduced the cult in order to bring his North 
African communion in line with the other churches around the Mediterranean in an attempt to 
maintain their status as “Catholic.” Regardless, instead of neglecting this new tradition, 
Augustine redefined the tradition of the Maccabees to suit his purposes. Sounding much like 
Gregory of Nazianzus justifying the cult a generation earlier, Augustine plainly states, “They 
were Christians; but with their deeds they anticipated the name Christian that was publicized 
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much later on.”
20
 As in his sermons on other martyrs, Augustine ignores the sacrificial language 
in the text that describes their martyrdoms. Instead, he emphasizes the witness bearing aspect of 
their martyrdoms. According to Augustine, even though these Jewish martyrs could not 
explicitly witness to Christ, since he had not been born yet, they implicitly witnessed to him. By 
witnessing to the Law of Moses, the Maccabean martyrs witnessed to Christ. Augustine believed 
that the Old Testament spoke the same truth as the New Testament, but behind a veil.
21
 
Augustine, therefore, accords the Maccabean martyrs the same honor as their Christian 
counterparts: “The [Christian] martyrs confessed plainly the same one whom the Maccabees at 
that time confessed secretly. The former died for Christ unveiled in the gospel; the latter died for 
the name of Christ veiled in the Law. Christ held both, Christ aided both as they struggled, Christ 
crowned both.”
22
 Augustine teaches his parishioners that these proto-Christian martyrs bore the 
same defining features as their later brethren. They bore witness for Christ in their words and 
action, and on this witness bearing their status as martyrs hinged. 
 In Augustine’s preaching, he conspicuously ignores the sacrifice of the martyrs and 
emphasizes their testimony. This testimony of the martyrs, which witnessed to eternal life, was 
the message from God. Augustine gives no evidence that he sees the shedding of a Christian’s 
blood as having any expiating value. In fact, he notes, “God does not delight in the shedding of 
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blood.”
23
 This idea runs contrary to the notion that martyrdom had to involve blood sacrifice, and 
contradicts traditional Roman ideas, which can be exemplified in a Stoic like Seneca, who 
believed that the gods gladly look upon the deaths of good men.
24
 Augustine truncates the 
received traditions of martyrdom to a vision of witness bearing that he believes is faithful to the 
New Testament and useful for his congregation. 
In his sermons, Augustine breaks with the previous traditions concerning martyrdom. 
While the martyr texts indicate a multiplicity of functions and meanings for martyrdom, 
Augustine forsakes all meanings except that of New Testament testifying. This is no mere 
theological quibble. It provides Augustine with the means to reinvent the martyrdom experience 
for his North African congregation, who had little experience with persecution in the  post-
Constantinian age. On the other hand it also allowed him to distinguish his communion from that 
of the Donatists, who derived their foundational narrative from the martyrs and who often found 
themselves experiencing various levels of persecution because of their refusal to recognize the 
Catholic hierarchy. Since martyrdom is not sacrifice, the physicality of the punishment becomes 
less important to this new theology of martyrdom. Witness bearing, according to Augustine, is 
the most important aspect of martyrdom, but the martyr must bear witness to the correct cause. 
Not all testimonies are equal.  
Occasionally, however, Augustine did use sacrificial language, and it would be 
disingenuous not to note those instances and explain their significance. When preaching on the 
feast day of Peter and Paul on June 29, 404, Augustine could not avoid the sacrificial language 
since he was preaching from inspired Scripture instead of a martyr text. Quoting 2 Timothy 4:6, 
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“For I am already on the point of being sacrificed [immolor],” Augustine admits, “[Paul] knew 
that his suffering [passionem] would be a sacrifice to God.” At first glance this use of sacrificial 
language seems out of character for Augustine. Augustine makes, however, an unexpected point 
with this text.  Emphasizing the passive voice of the verb immolor, Augustine claims that Paul 
did not willingly offer himself but that he was offered by someone else. He says, “Those who 
killed him did not offer such sacrifice to the Father, but it was that high priest who had said, ‘Do 
not fear those who slay the body.’”
25
 Augustine claims that Paul did not make a willing sacrifice 
but that Jesus willingly sacrificed Paul.  
Preaching on this same text about fifteen years later, Augustine notes that though 
martyrdom is a sacrifice, technically the martyr sacrifices nothing since he did not have anything 
good to give but what God had already provided. Embracing a view of God that will make some 
modern readers uncomfortable, Augustine preaches, “So he [God] made the sacrificial victims 
for himself, he himself devoted the sacrifices to himself, he himself filled the martyrs with the 
Spirit, he himself equipped the confessors with strength. Certainly it was to them he said, ‘For 
you are not the one who speaks.’”
26
  In this way, Augustine takes on the language of the martyrs’ 
sacrifice and bends it until it is no sacrifice of the martyrs’ at all. Instead he turns it squarely back 
to martyrdom as bearing witness to the divine work of Christ in the martyrs’ lives. 
In his last years, however, Augustine may have begun to accommodate his language to 
reflect some of that sacrificial tradition of martyrdom. In 428, just a couple of years before his 
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ipse implevit Spiritu martyres, ipse virtute instruxit confessores. Eis quippe dixit, Non enim vos estis qui 
loquimini (my translation).   
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death, a weary and disappointed Augustine complains about the turn out for Peter and Paul’s 
feast. 
Really, we should have been celebrating the feast of such great martyrs, that is of the holy 
apostles Peter and Paul, with a much bigger crowd than this. After all, if we flock in big 
crowds to the celebration of the birthdays of lambs, how much more should we do so for 
those of the rams?
27
 
Here Augustine calls the apostles “rams” and the other martyrs “lambs,” the animals most 
closely identified with sacrifice. Perhaps in his old age, Augustine had softened to notions of 
sacrifice in martyrdom. The religious landscape had shifted since Augustine’s days as a young 
bishop, and by 428 the Donatist threat was receding, so perhaps Augustine did not feel that he 
had to be as guarded when speaking of the martyrs. Perhaps, though, this reference to sheep does 
not indicate sacrificial language.
28
   
 Augustine often alludes to sheep and lambs in sermons on Peter and Paul. When 
speaking of Peter, Augustine often quotes the words of Jesus to Peter: “Feed my lambs” (John 
21:15–17).
29
 When speaking of Paul, Augustine calls Ananias, the man to whom God sent Paul 
after his conversion, a sheep. Augustine enjoys this metaphor because he claims Saul the “wolf” 
had to visit Ananias the “sheep” for healing.
30
 Though Augustine uses neither of these examples  
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Augustine Serm. 295.4,5; 296.1; 299.7; 299A.3; 299B.2. 
30
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Ananias, in order to be able to talk of the wolf ... being brought to the sheep for healing and 
transformation.” Hill, Sermons (273–305A), 69, n.8.  
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in his sermon in 428, these favored illustrations possibly influenced his speech due to familiarity. 
Perhaps Augustine was not using sacrificial language but was incorporating the martyrs into the 
“flock,” that is the Church. In a sermon on Cyprian in 405, Augustine preaches, “The blessed 
apostles, the first rams of the holy flock, saw the Lord Jesus himself hanging [on the cross].”
31
 
The apostles were the “rams” because they were first in authority in the “flock,” certainly not 
because they were first to be sacrificial martyrs. In 428 Augustine notes this fact when he 
explains that Stephen, martyred before Peter, was dependent on Peter.
32
 
Suffering Does Not a Martyr Make 
 In his sermons, Augustine exalted the martyrs’ cause over the martyrs’ sufferings in 
order to define the boundaries of martyrdom for his flock, boundaries that would exclude the 
schismatic Donatists. He says, “Let us love in them [the martyrs], not their sufferings, but the 
causes of their suffering. For if we loved only their sufferings, we are going to find many who 
suffered worse things in bad causes.”
33
 When preaching on the martyrs and martyrdom, 
Augustine frequently cites Psalm 43:1, in which the persecuted psalmist asks God to “distinguish 
my cause.” After citing this passage Augustine often says, “The punishment does not make the 
martyr, but the cause does.”
34
 Augustine freely admits that Donatists suffered, but their suffering 
was not martyrdom because their cause was outside the Catholic communion. He illustrates this 
point by reminding his hearers that Jesus was crucified between two criminals. Though all three 
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Augustine Serm. 298.1. 
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Augustine Serm. 335.2 (PL 38:1471). Amemus in eis, non passiones, sed causas passionum. 
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Augustine Serm. 327.1 (PL 38:1451).  Non facit martyrem poena, sed causa. Cf. Sermons 
274, 283, 285, 325, 335, 335G, and 359B. 
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men received the same punishment, only Jesus’ suffering had a just cause; the other two men 
suffered for their own iniquity.
35
 In another sermon, Augustine provocatively asserts that if 
suffering makes the martyr, then even the Devil could claim the name. 
If suffering is what is to be boasted about, then the devil himself can also do some boasting. 
Notice how much he is suffering, with his temples everywhere being pulled down, his idols 
everywhere being smashed, his priests and soothsayers everywhere being beaten. Can he 
say, do you suppose, “I too am a martyr, because I am enduring such great sufferings”?
36
 
As in the case of the Devil, Donatists did not suffer unjustly, but reaped the consequences of 
their choices. 
 Likewise, many Donatist martyrs suffered at the hands of Catholic magistrates. 
Nonetheless, Augustine teaches that they did not exhibit patience, which was a God-given virtue 
that enabled the martyr’s perseverance. Instead, they succumbed to patience’s shadow vice, 
stubbornness. Augustine says, “Endurance in the form of a vice is stubbornness. For 
stubbornness imitates patience, but it is not patience.”
37
 Augustine compares the Donatist 
martyrs to a criminal who receives his punishment with defiance instead of repentance. He tells 
his hearers, “He is prepared to be tortured for Donatus. Neither does he conceal this with a 
denial, but he confesses, nor is he ashamed, he boasts of his iniquity.”
38
 According to Augustine, 
Donatist martyrs did not receive a martyr’s crown; instead, they only compounded their guilt by 
holding to their schism in the face of persecution. 
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Augustine Serm. 328.4 (PL 38:1453). Si de passione gloriandum est; potest et ipse diabolus 
gloriari. Videte quanta patitur, cuius ubique templa evertuntur, cuius ubique idola franguntur, cuius 
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Augustine Serm. 283.7 (Dolbeau 15). Tolerantia in vitio duritia. Duritia enim imitatur 
patientiam, sed non est patientia (my translation). 
38
Augustine Serm. 283.7 (Dolbeau 15). Pro Donato torqueri paratus est, neque hoc negando 
tegit, sed confitetur, nec erubescit: iactat se de iniquitate (my translation). 
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The Donatist movement was one of separation, not just from the Catholics, but also 
from society as a whole. Donatists felt that their identity was constantly being threatened by 
persecution and compromise and that as a group they existed to maintain and defend an 
alternative to Roman North African society.
39
 Donatists wrote their martyr tales to provide 
foundations for supporting this alternative to society. The Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs tells the 
Donatist version of the North African schism’s antecedents. Augustine’s criticism that Donatist 
martyrs died for a different cause seems applicable in this case. The martyrs in this text exhort 
their hearers to schism.  
But already near to the Lord by their merits and their confession, they [the martyrs] directed 
those who succeeded them, the renewed progeny of the Christian name [those who would 
become Donatists], to be separated from all filth and communion with traitors by this 
warning: “If anyone communicates with the traitors, that person will have no part with us in 
the heavenly kingdom.”
40
 
Maureen Tilley rightly notes, “In this martyr story the biblical message is not the comforting 
theme of unity and peace but the strident call for condemnation and division. Not reconciliation 
but separation and excommunication is the cry of these martyrs.”
41
 The Donatist movement 
quickly came to view itself as a new Israel, separated from the godless nations, separated from 
both the Catholics and the pagans residing both inside and outside North Africa. They rooted this 
conception of themselves in the tales of the martyrs who died preserving the scriptures, like the 
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Maccabees who died for the Law.
42
 Augustine seeks to undermine this image of the divisive 
martyr with his sermons. 
 True martyrdom required union with the Church. The Church belonged to God, not the 
bishops, and it could not be divided. Augustine makes his point explicit in 404 when preaching 
on the feast of Peter and Paul, the preeminent apostles of the early church. Claiming that the 
Donatists stole part of God’s flock and fed “their own sheep,” Augustine says, “Peter’s merit, 
because he fed God’s sheep, would never have been crowned with true martyrdom, if he had fed 
his own sheep.”
43
 For a martyrdom to be true martyrdom, it had to take place in God’s Church, 
not Donatus’s. Thus the cause of the martyrs was the same cause as that of Augustine’s 
persecution-free congregation. In a sermon on the martyrs Castus and Aemilius, Augustine tells 
his hearers that since they are united in the Church they share a common purpose with the 
martyrs and can honor the martyrs through imitation and unity. 
 And so let us honor the martyrs inside, in the tabernacle of the shepherd, in the 
members of the shepherd, ones marked by grace, not audacity; by piety, not temerity; as 
steadfast, not obstinate; as gathering together, not dividing and scattering. In a word, if you 
wish to imitate true martyrs, choose yourselves a cause, so that you can say to the Lord, 
Judge me, O Lord, and distinguish my cause from an unholy nation (Ps 43:1). Distinguish, 
not my pain and punishment, because an unholy nation has that too; but my cause, which 
only a holy nation has. So choose yourselves a cause, hold onto a good and just cause, and 
with the Lord’s help have no fear of any pain or punishment.
44
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The Donatists, however, viewed the Catholics’ version of unity as a specious one, because the 
devil had corrupted the Catholics. 
 The Donatists believed that they possessed a unity of the pure and that Catholic calls 
for unity were ploys of Satan to destroy the true church, the Donatist church. In a Donatist 
sermon given between 317 and 321, the preacher, perhaps Donatus himself, says: 
Nevertheless, this rapacious robber was frustrated that he did not control everyone by this 
ruse. So the enemy of salvation concocted a more subtle conceit to violate the purity of 
faith. “Christ,” he said, “is the lover of unity. Therefore, let there be unity.” Those people 
who were already fawning on him and were deserted by God came to be called “Catholics.” 
By prejudice in favor of the name, those who refused to communicate with them were 
called “heretics.”
45
 
Later he goes on to say, “Therefore, the one who corrupts holy discipline could violate the 
chastity of faith under the by-word of unity, i.e., by compelling unity with himself, not with 
God.”
46
 Augustine claimed that Christians did not have unity with God apart from the Catholic 
communion; the Donatists claimed that Christians could not have unity with God in the Catholic 
communion. 
 In order to support his own position, Augustine grounded his version of unity in the 
universal nature of Catholicism, a universality that posed problems for Donatists who were 
suspicious of the churches outside North Africa. Augustine viewed the Church as a people on the 
offensive, a people who would change the society that was its antithesis. Peter Brown writes, 
                                                                                                                                                       
nisi gens sancta. Causam ergo vobis eligite, causam bonam et iustam tenete, et in adiutorio Domini 
nullam poenam timete. 
45
Sermo de Passione Advocati et Donati 3 (PL 8:754). Tamen insatiabilis praedo moleste 
ferens quod non omnes hac arte possederit, subtilius argumentum ad violandum fidei sinceritatem invenit 
salutis inimicus. Christus, inquit, amator unitatis est, unitas igitur fiat: ante plebem nimis sibi semper 
obsecutam, ideoque a Deo desertam, Catholicam vocans ut de praeiudicio nominis, qui communicare 
noluerunt, haeretici dicerentur. 
46
Passio Donati 5. Poterat igitur disciplinae salutaris eversor castitatem fidei unitatis vocabulo 
violare, id est, unitatem ipsam sibi non Deo cogere. 
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“The Catholicism of Augustine [...] reflects the attitude of a group confident in its power to 
absorb the world without losing its identity.”
47
 In the sermon on Peter and Paul from 404, 
Augustine cites Psalm 19:4, in which the knowledge of God goes out to all the earth. He claims 
that God spreads this knowledge through these apostles’ martyrdoms, but Augustine does not 
pass up an opportunity to attack the schismatics. “I imagine that they too are celebrating the 
birthday of the apostles today; they pretend, indeed, to celebrate this day, but they certainly 
daren’t sing this psalm.”
48 
Augustine believed that Donatists could not sing this psalm because 
some Donatist bishops taught that the church was only found in North Africa. Augustine viewed 
the universal aspect of the church as foundational, and this universality entailed unity. If a martyr 
was outside Catholicism then he was not a martyr at all. In another sermon, Augustine cites Luke 
24:46, which is another passage that implies the universality of the gospel, and then adds, “This 
is the Church you must acknowledge if you are a martyr, the Church expressly named by 
Christ’s own lips, foretold by the prophets, his heralds, this the one you must hold onto; shed 
your blood in this Church and for this Church.”
49
 No matter how dramatic the spectacle, and the 
Donatists capitalized on drama, attempts at martyrdom outside the communion of the Catholic 
churches earned no crowns. 
 The notions of sacrifice and sufferings in martyrdom might have elicited emotional 
responses from North African Christians, but Augustine tried to redirect his hearers’ attention to 
the Christian cause that the martyrs witnessed to. Donatists had something that looked similar to  
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martyrdom, but it was a perverse shadow of what the Catholics possessed because the real 
martyrs taught unity, not divisiveness. Augustine ends one of his sermons on Perpetua, “At least 
we are all in attendance upon the same Lord, all following the same teacher, accompanying the 
same leader, joined to the same head, tending our way to the same Jerusalem, pursuing the same 
charity, and embracing the same unity.”
50
 Here Augustine makes no statement of therapeutic 
reconciliation. This statement is one of solidarity. When Augustine says “we all,” he refers not 
merely to the listening congregation; rather, he includes Perpetua and Felicity as well. The 
martyrs stand with Augustine and his flock, condemning the Donatists and their schism. 
Relating to the Martyrs 
 Of course theologically distancing his congregation from the Donatists through the 
martyr cult was only a first step. This theological distinction worked itself into a practical 
difference in how the two groups viewed their relationship to the martyrs. The Donatists and 
Catholics in North Africa viewed their relationships with the martyrs differently, partly because 
of the possibility for continued persecution of the Donatists by the Catholics. Just like other 
Christian churches around the Mediterranean, Donatists wrote their martyr texts to provide a link 
to their past. The author of the Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs writes, “These [records] were 
inscribed in the indispensable archives of memory lest both the glory of the martyrs and the 
condemnation of the traitors fade with the passing of the ages.”
51
 The Donatists used the cult of 
the martyrs to remind themselves why they were separate from the Catholics, and it provided 
them with direction for continued resistance through imitation. When considering how to imitate 
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the martyrs, the most obvious way is to suffer and perhaps even die at the hands of persecutors. 
Though little evidence survives from the Donatists themselves, this call to imitate their martyrs’ 
sufferings was still relevant since they were still experiencing sporadic and varying levels of 
persecution from the Catholics. A Donatist sermon from the first years of repression gives the 
clear message that the faithful need to prepare themselves to resist the persecutions of their false 
brothers.
52
 The Donatist congregations could also follow the martyrs’ example by maintaining 
their distance from the Catholics. The author of the Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs instructed his 
readers to “flee and curse the whole corrupt congregation of all the polluted people and all must 
seek the glorious lineage of the blessed martyrs, which is the one, holy and true Church, from 
which the martyrs arise and whose divine mysteries the martyrs observe.”
53
 
Donatist Christians continued to heed these admonitions during Augustine’s time. In 
420, the tribune ordered Gaudentius, the Donatist bishop of Thamugadi, to surrender his 
cathedral to the Catholics. Gaudentius refused, his congregation rallied to his cause, and he 
promised an extreme reaction if the authorities resorted to force. He threatened to burn the 
cathedral down with himself and the congregation inside.
54
 The result of the situation is 
unknown, but clearly the Donatists were willing to die in order to preserve their separation.  
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While the Donatists could imitate the martyrs in action, the Catholics, whose 
persecution had ended a century earlier, did not have the same opportunity. Even so, Augustine 
attempts to preserve that element of imitation by exhorting his listeners to imitate the spiritual 
qualities of the martyrs. After all, since the cause of martyrdom, which witnesses to Christians’ 
unity in Christ, outshone the sufferings and sacrifices of martyrdom, spiritual imitation trumped 
physical imitation. In one of his sermons on Perpetua and Felicity, Augustine preaches, “If we 
are not capable of following them in action, let us follow in affection; if not in glory, then 
certainly in joy and gladness; if not in merit, then in desire; if not in suffering, then in fellow 
feeling; if not in excellence, then in our close relationship with them.”
55
 According to Augustine, 
the martyrs related to Christians as examples for imitating Christ. 
 All Christians were meant to follow that narrow way leading to salvation. In a sermon 
preached in 410 on Peter and Paul, Augustine encourages his congregation, telling them that they 
do not walk that narrow path by themselves. He claims that even though it is a “thorny” 
(spinosa) and “difficult” (dura) path, it has become “smooth” (lenis) because so many faithful 
have gone before. He preaches, “The Lord himself went along it first, the apostles went along it 
fearlessly; after them the martyrs, boys, women, girls.”
56
 When Christians imitate the martyrs, 
they actually imitate Christ. In a sermon preached in 408, Augustine claims that churches 
celebrate the feast days in order to promote this imitation. He explains, “So this is why these 
feasts have been instituted in the Church of Christ; it’s so that by them the congregation of  
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Christ’s members may be admonished to imitate Christ’s martyrs. That’s absolutely the only 
value of this festivity, there isn’t any other at all.”
57
 While promoting what Augustine sees as the 
true value of the martyrs’ relationship to the congregation, this statement simultaneously reminds 
Augustine’s hearers of his disapproval of the revelry mentioned in chapter three that so often 
attended these feasts. Augustine continues, saying that God gave the church the martyrs’ 
example to preclude human frailty from inventing excuses as to why it could not imitate Christ: 
“So therefore, it was to deny our weakness and our lack of faith all such excuses that the martyrs 
built for us a paved road. It was to be built of paving stones, on which we could walk without a 
qualm.”
58
 He says, “If you’re reluctant to imitate the Lord, imitate your fellow servant.”
59
 
 Not only did Augustine use the martyrs as examples for the Christian life, but also he 
used the Donatists and their supposed martyrs as counterexamples, placing more distance 
between the two groups. Cyprian was the hero of all North African Christians, Catholics and 
Donatists alike, but in Augustine’s preaching, Cyprian stands at odds with those Donatists who 
venerate him and claim that he is the spiritual founder of their movement. In a sermon preached 
in Carthage on Cyprian’s feast day in 405, Augustine states, “To celebrate in honor of a martyr is 
easy; to imitate the martyr’s faith and patience is great.”
60
 Augustine warns his congregation that 
just because their two celebrations may be similar outwardly, his hearers should not assume that 
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the Donatists are attempting to imitate Cyprian’s faith and patience. In this sermon Augustine 
makes a dig against the schismatics, claiming that Cyprian’s faith and patience allowed him to 
overcome the “errors and terrors” of his day. In a clear allusion to the Donatists, Augustine 
warns, “In this age, errors and terrors abound.”
61
 According to Augustine, Catholics needed 
protection from the errors of schism taught by the Donatist bishops. Additionally, he felt his 
congregation might need protection from the terrors of the Circumcellions, those Donatist 
religious fanatics who sometimes vandalized Catholic property and sought out martyrdom for 
themselves.  Following Cyprian meant avoiding those other Christians who claimed him as their 
founder. 
 Along with this patience exhibited by Cyprian, Augustine viewed caritas, a giving 
love, as the fundamental virtue of the martyrs. By extolling the martyrs’ caritas, he wished to 
help his flock avoid caritas’s opposite quality, pride, which he suggested motivated the Donatist 
movement. Preaching on the martyrs of Maxula in 397, he says, “Therefore, the spirit of God is a 
spirit of love [caritas], the spirit of this world a spirit of exaltation. Those who have the spirit of 
this world are proud and ungrateful to God.”
62
 In this passage, Augustine refers to the Donatist 
martyrs when he says “those who have the spirit of this world.” Caritas is the foundational 
characteristic of the Christian, and caritas is exactly what Augustine accused the Donatists of 
lacking. In another sermon on Cyprian, which Augustine may have preached during one of the 
more tense periods between the factions, he claims the Donatist martyrs were proud, and thus not 
Christian martyrs. Some of the Donatist martyrs caused their own deaths, and the evidence  
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(albeit biased) suggests that they had a propensity to do this by jumping from cliffs. Augustine 
speculates that pride drove some of the Donatist cliff-jumpers to suicide in order to found martyr 
cults for themselves.
63
 Since the Donatist church lacked caritas, it merely paid lip service to the 
true martyrs. Augustine claims that the Donatists abandoned their spiritual founder Cyprian 
because the Christian qualities that Cyprian possessed were found with the Catholics, not the 
Donatists. In preaching on the martyrs, Augustine encouraged his flock towards love, patience, 
and other virtues of the martyrs, while simultaneously reiterating the divide between the 
Catholics and the Donatists. 
 In spite of Augustine’s teaching that God gave the martyrs for imitative purposes, 
many North African Catholics must have persisted in some level of confusion regarding their 
relationship to the martyrs. Was celebrating a martyr’s feast day a form of worship? How should 
North African Christians understand their relationship with the martyrs in light of the miracles 
attributed to them? Did the martyrs function as mediators between God and his people? In his 
sermons, Augustine went to great pains to explain that Christians do not worship the martyrs on 
their feast days. In 396, early in his preaching career, Augustine explains to those gathered:  
We don’t provide [the martyrs] with temples, with altars, with sacrifices. Priests don’t make 
offerings to them; perish the thought! These things are provided for God; or rather these 
things are offered to God, by whom all things are provided for us. Even when we make the 
offering at the shrines of the holy martyrs, don’t we offer it to God? The holy martyrs have 
their place of honor. Notice, please; in the recitation of names at the altar of Christ, their 
names are recited in the most honored place; but for all that, they are not worshiped instead 
of Christ.
64
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When Augustine speaks of making “the offering at the shrines of the holy martyrs,” he probably 
means the Eucharist. Augustine tries to correct any misunderstanding of either his congregation 
or those watching from the outside that Christians worship the martyrs. He explicitly names 
Christ as the object of worship because the location of the congregation’s worship, the martyrs’ 
shrines, could lead to confusion. 
 In the same sermon, Augustine cites the fourteenth chapter of Acts, in which the 
residents of Lystra confuse Paul and Barnabas with Hermes and Zeus. He notes that at the time 
the apostles were horrified at being worshiped, and he claims that even after their deaths they 
would still be horrified if worshiped.
65
 He uses the opportunity to preach restraint in celebration 
to his listeners.  
The martyrs hate your flagons, the martyrs hate your roasting pans, the martyrs hate your 
drunken revels. I am saying this without wishing to insult those who are not that sort; those 
who do such things can apply what I’m saying to themselves. The martyrs hate these things, 
they don’t love those who go in for them. But they hate it much more if they are themselves 
worshiped.
66
 
As we saw in chapter one, Augustine was very concerned with bringing some gravitas to the 
martyr cult. No doubt, he believed that if he could change North Africa’s traditional celebrations, 
then much of the confusion surrounding whether the martyrs were worshiped or not would be 
alleviated. 
 The miracles attributed to the martyrs complicated the question of their relationship to 
the congregation. Some scholars have noticed a development in Augustine’s acceptance of the 
miraculous. Many people note his lukewarm reception of miracles early in his career and his 
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emphatic publishing of them later.
67
 Though his enthusiasm for the miraculous seems to have 
increased after the establishment of the cult of Stephen in North Africa during the final years of 
his life, Augustine never denied the possibility of miracles done at the martyrs’ shrines. In a 
sermon on Lawrence’s feast day in 400, long before Stephen reached Hippo, Augustine tells his 
people:   
Is there anyone who doesn’t know about the powerful merits of this particular martyr? Did 
anybody ever pray there, and not obtain the favor asked for? To how many of the weaker 
brethren have his merits granted even the temporal benefits which he himself scorned! They 
were conceded, you see, not so that those who prayed for them might remain in their 
weakness, but so that by being granted inferior benefits, their love might be stimulated to 
seek the better ones.
68
 
He emphasizes in this sermon that any miracles granted to the people should lead to their 
imitation of the higher virtues of the martyrs. Needless to say, Augustine denied the existence of 
miracles among the Donatists and claimed that their supposed miracles caused them to worship 
their martyrs.
69
 
 In Augustine’s last days, however, Hippo became awash in the miraculous. In 416, 
Orosius brought some recently discovered relics of Stephen to North Africa. The relics had been 
discovered in 415 outside Jerusalem by using the techniques pioneered by Ambrose and were 
translated throughout the Mediterranean.
70
 Many shrines to Stephen were established throughout 
the countryside of North Africa, and eventually, in 425, the cult arrived in Hippo. At this point, 
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Augustine became an enthusiast for the miraculous.
71
 In City of God, Augustine catalogues many 
of the miracles that he had either witnessed or heard from credible sources. Many of these 
miracles are healings, but the martyrs were also known to buy a man a new coat.
72
   
Even though material benefits derived from a close association with the martyrs, 
Augustine, even in his most enthusiastic period, maintained that the martyrs’ main function 
remained the same. At their death and in their miracles, the martyrs never stopped bearing 
witness. Just a couple of years before his death, Augustine preached a sermon at the feast of 
Protasius and Gervasius, those martyrs, whose inventio by Ambrose helped start the cult of the 
martyrs in western Christianity. 
God never stops bearing witness; and he knows the right way to bring his miracles to our 
notice. He knows how to act, so that they may be famous; he knows how to act, so that they 
don’t become commonplace. He doesn’t grant health to everyone through the martyrs; but 
to all who imitate the martyrs, he does promise immortality. What he doesn’t give to 
everyone should not be sought by anyone he doesn’t give it to; and those he doesn’t give it 
to must take care not to grumble against him, so that he may give them what he does 
promise at the end. After all, even those people too who are now cured, die sooner or later; 
those who rise again at the end will live with Christ forever.
73
 
Even though Augustine gives the impression that miracles were happening left and right, 
obviously not everyone who sought them found their needs fulfilled. Augustine had to repeat that 
miracles’ main purpose was to bear witness to eternal life in Christ.
74
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 This focus on the cult of martyrs has led Peter Brown to conclude that during these 
later years, Augustine was “redefining the nature of the true intermediaries between God and 
men.”
75
 Brown believes that for North African Christians the martyrs began to serve as 
intermediaries.   
Unlike the rebel angels, these beings [the martyrs] would link men to God by being equally 
his servants, and so committed to forwarding his will among men as their fellow servants.  
The cult of the martyrs, therefore, presented a paradox that enabled Augustine to invert the 
traditional hierarchy of the universe. Men who had shown themselves, as martyrs, to be true 
servants of God, could bind their fellow men even closer to God than could the angels. [...] 
Only the martyrs, heavy with the humility of human death, could bridge that fault.
76
 
Brown believes that late antique Christians, including Augustine, viewed the martyrs as playing 
the role that patrons formerly played.
77
 
Perhaps Augustine’s congregation dismissed their bishop’s teaching and embraced 
their martyrs as intermediaries, but no evidence exists that Augustine did. To support his thesis, 
Brown cites City of God 8.27 and 10.1, 3, 7, and 20. These passages, however, do not support his 
thesis. Augustine explicitly writes in City of God that the only intermediary between God and 
humans is Jesus Christ.
78
 Angels are not the go betweens, but neither are the martyrs. 
Here again, Augustine breaks with the older Christian tradition in North Africa, which viewed 
the martyrs as mediators in some ways. Tertullian wrote, “Some, not able to find this peace in the 
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Church, have been used to seek it from the imprisoned martyrs.”
79
 The Donatists probably 
continued in this tradition of Tertullian. Indeed their telling of the schism’s foundation 
emphasizes this issue. The Donatists condemned Mensurius and Caecilian for refusing to allow 
the faithful to bring gifts to the martyrs in prison.
80
 
 Instead of viewing the martyrs as intermediaries, Augustine sought to incorporate 
them into the Catholic Church. Though Peter Brown’s thesis that Augustine viewed the martyrs 
as patrons is problematic, his idea that Heaven and Earth were joined at the grave of the martyr 
has merit.
81
 In his preaching, Augustine sought to tear down the barriers between the living and 
the dead, incorporating all Christians into one holy congregation.
82
 He makes this development 
in the theology of martyrdom in two ways: he makes the martyrs more accessible for his hearers, 
and he offered the crown of martyrdom to any faithful member of his congregation. 
 First, Augustine dismisses any perceived hierarchy of the martyrs being above the 
members of the congregation. He preaches, “It isn’t, after all, the case that you are human beings 
and they weren’t; not, after all, the case that you were born, and they were born quite differently; 
I mean, they didn’t carry around flesh of a different kind from what you do. We are all from 
Adam, we are all trying to be in Christ.”
83
 Augustine tells his flock that they share the same 
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fallen condition as the martyrs and they share the same goal of attaining Christ. He implies that 
what the martyrs accomplished they also could do. 
 Augustine did believe that the martyrs were advocates with God for Christians. He 
taught that they prayed for the Christians still living.
84
 Indeed, Augustine committed himself to 
their prayers: “May the prayers of the martyrs assist me, as I set out to speak about the glory of 
the martyrs, and to state briefly the just cause of their martyrdom.”
85
 Their prayers for Christians, 
however, did not place them above the congregation; it placed them within it. Preaching before 
bishops and laity in Carthage, Augustine claims that while the bishops pray for their people, the 
bishops also need prayers from the laity on their behalf.
86
 The martyrs after death continue in the 
same role as everyone else in the congregation. Everyone in the church, dead or alive, should 
pray for the continuation of Christ’s witness through that universal Church. Instead of a 
hierarchy of patronage, Augustine viewed the church as a family of brothers and sisters. 
Members, living or dead, clergy or laity, had different gifts and roles, but they all had the same 
Father. 
 Second, Augustine expanded the crown of martyrdom to all Christians within the true 
Church. At the turn of the fifth century, a North African Catholic no longer expected to die a 
martyr’s death. In spite of a lack of opportunity to die for the faith, Augustine kept martyrdom 
within reach for each member of his congregation. Emphasizing the martyrs’ cause and 
downplaying their sufferings excluded the Donatists from the definition of martyrdom, while 
simultaneously expanding the definition to include all those Catholics who remained true to the 
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faith. Augustine tells his people, “What’s required is the spirit of the martyr, because God, after 
all, does not delight in the shedding of blood. He has many hidden martyrs.”
87
 Any faithful 
Catholic could consider himself a “hidden martyr” as long as he had the right spirit. Augustine 
argues that the three Hebrew boys whom Nebuchadnezzar threw in the fire received the crown of 
martyrdom because they had firm faith, even though they did not suffer.
88 
This firm faith should 
be coupled with endurance. Of course, faith and endurance should manifest the witnessing aspect 
of martyrdom. Augustine, therefore, advises, “Everyone who preaches where he can, he is also a 
martyr.”
89
 
Even though the persecutions had stopped, Christians still faced subtler hardships. In a 
sermon preached in the first decade of the fifth century, Augustine says, “Trials do not cease; 
fight them, and your crown is ready.”
90 
Augustine must have believed that his congregation 
would find this teaching shocking, so he continues the sermon by posing the disbelieving 
question “when?” and then answers it. He tells those gathered that the faithful can only receive 
their martyrs’ crowns at death. He uses the sickbed as his illustration and claims that illness 
provides great opportunity for martyrdom. According to Augustine’s sermons, charms and 
magical remedies for illness were still ubiquitous in North Africa at this time. By resisting the 
temptation to use these charms, Christians resisted the devil and bore witness to their faith in 
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Christ.
91
 In offering martyrdom to every Christian, Augustine moves the emphasis back to Paul’s 
idea of internal struggle. The cosmic battle between God and the devil returned from the arena 
floor to inside the Christian’s heart. 
We can’t see this adversary of ours, and we can defeat him. Why can’t we see him? 
Because it is inside us that we experience and check what he wishes to defeat us with. You 
can’t see your enemy the devil, but you experience your avarice in yourself. You can’t see 
your enemy the devil, but you experience your lust in yourself. You can’t see your enemy 
the devil, but you experience your anger in yourself. Defeat what you experience inside 
you, and those who are stalking you outside are already defeated.
92
 
Anyone can be a hidden martyr and receive the martyr’s crown as long as he or she heeds the 
example of the martyrs by resisting the devil. Augustine says, “If you overcome not a man but 
the devil, [...] don’t count yourself as not being a martyr. Your feast day is not indeed in the 
calendar, but your crown is ready waiting for you.”
93
 According to Augustine, the martyrs served 
as examples for pious Christians, but they were not qualitatively different. A witness of faith 
earned a crown, and that witness could manifest itself in numerous ways. 
 Though he eagerly published the miracles performed at the shrines, overall, Augustine 
has a rather sober view of his flock’s relationship to the martyrs. The martyrs do not mediate 
between God and his people; rather, they exemplified the Christian virtues. Though the 
persecution had ceased, any Christian could claim these virtues by looking to the same one who 
had bestowed them on the martyrs. In his preaching, Augustine incorporates the martyrs into the  
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Catholic community and offers the crown of martyrdom to faithful Catholics. In the eyes of his 
flock, the Donatist churches lose their claim to be the Church of the Martyrs. Augustine 
reconstructed the tradition of martyrdom in North Africa so that his congregation would view the 
persecuted Donatists as outside the traditions of the Church. The cult of the martyrs became a 
useful weapon in Augustine’s arsenal as he waged war against the Donatist bishops. Augustine’s 
teachings on both martyrdom and the congregation’s relationship to the martyrs was one of 
reclaiming the martyrs for the true Church. Augustine enlisted the martyrs to continue in their 
original purpose of witnessing to God’s truth, but he assigned them the additional task of 
witnessing to the dangers of the Donatist schism. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
GALLIC CHRISTIANITY AND THE MARTYRS: 
INNOVATION AND RESISTANCE 
 
 
 Not all Christians found the cult of the martyrs useful. The province Gaul provides an 
interesting case study because it contained both those who embraced the cult and those who 
denied its place in Christianity. In spite of being able to boast about having some of the earliest 
martyrs, the martyrs of Lyons, the Gallic churches lagged behind other congregations around the 
Mediterranean in developing the cult of martyrs. During the reigns of Decius and Diocletian, 
persecution had been much fiercer in the eastern half of the empire. While the phenomenon of 
martyrdom was at its height, large portions of Gaul remained unconverted, a situation that would 
rob future generations of local cults. Additionally, during Diocletian’s Great Persecution, 
Constantine’s father, Constantius, governed Gaul, and he opted not to execute Christians on the 
basis of their convictions.
1
 Without a strong tradition of local martyr cults, the cults’ proliferation 
around the turn of the fifth century was somewhat slower than in other parts of the empire. Even 
so, some Gallic cities began importing relics and creating new cults, mimicking those to the east. 
 The most consequential of these new cults was the cult of Martin of Tours. Martin’s 
cult actually began before he died because of his reputation as a miracle worker, and Gallic 
Christians began saving bits of his clothing and other personal effects.
2
 Martin served as the 
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bishop of Tours, but he was also a monk who labored to promote the ascetic ideal among the 
Gallic churches. In furthering this goal, Martin networked with other bishops who had similar 
aims, men like Ambrose of Milan. Besides promoting asceticism, Martin developed the martyr 
cult in Tours and received relics of Protasius and Gervasius from Ambrose.
3
 Both Ambrose and 
Martin died in 397, and as with Ambrose, Martin became an honorary martyr with his own cult. 
His association with the martyrs, along with the “living martyrdom” of his asceticism, led to his 
cult being instituted immediately at his death, and it continued to develop throughout the fifth 
century.
4
 
 Not everyone in Gaul rejoiced over this new cult. While monks and pious aristocrats 
venerated Martin, the other bishops of Gaul were reluctant. Sulpicius Severus attributed this 
reluctance to their embarrassment over Martin’s superior holiness.
5
 However, what Sulpicius 
refers to as the bishops’ “vices” probably should be understood as a general condemnation of 
asceticism. A new brand of Christianity was creeping westward, and while some bishops like 
Martin embraced the new measures, many Gallic bishops resisted, attempting to maintain their 
comfortable distance from powerful ecclesiastical centers like Rome, Constantinople, and 
Antioch. They did not wish to substitute what they viewed as ancient Christianity with 
asceticism and martyr cults. In looking at this ecclesiastical struggle, we will examine Victricius 
of Rouen who embraced the martyrs and Vigilantius of Calagurris who did not. 
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Victricius of Rouen 
 Bishop Victricius of Rouen in northern Gaul, a partisan of Martin of Tours, gives 
evidence to one way in which Gallic bishops and Christian communities could embrace newly 
popular martyrs and connect themselves to the growing cult of saints. Based on the letters of 
Paulinus of Nola, some scholars have portrayed Victricius as a missionary bishop in a frontier 
town, but Paulinus probably based his preconceptions about Rouen more on Caesar’s writings 
than on contemporary witnesses. Though the rural areas surrounding Rouen perhaps needed 
conversion, the city itself had a long Christian history, and Victricius was its seventh bishop.
6
 
Victricius was personally acquainted with many of the leading figures who promoted both the 
cult of the martyrs and a renewed emphasis on asceticism: Ambrose, Paulinus of Nola, Martin of 
Tours, and Pope Innocent I. 
 Around the year 398, Paulinus of Nola wrote a flattering letter to Victricius, praising 
him for his ministry in Rouen. According to Paulinus, Rouen “is meriting God’s praise and being 
counted amongst cities notable for consecrated places,” thanks to the tireless work of Victricius.
7
 
Paulinus compares Victricius’s Rouen to Jerusalem because Victricius had imported relics of the 
apostles and convinced many virgins and widows, as well as married couples, to remain chaste. 
Paulinus, however, seems most in awe of Victricius’s personal holiness, because Victricius was 
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beaten when he left his career as a soldier to become a professional Christian. Paulinus refers to 
Victricius as a “living martyr.”
8
 
 This living martyr’s own theology of martyrdom is preserved in his sermon De laude 
sanctorum, which he delivered in 396 to celebrate the arrival of martyr relics gifted by Ambrose. 
Victricius casts the arrival of the martyr relics in terms of an imperial adventus, the celebratory 
procession that signaled the emperor’s arrival into a city. As a former soldier, he had certainly 
witnessed the real thing.
9
 In this celebration of the relics’ arrival in Rouen Victricius proposed 
some interesting and different interpretations of martyrdom as he attempted to promote and 
justify the cult. Unity is a central issue in this theology, and Victricius used the martyrs as a 
lynchpin holding God and his people together. 
 Victricius, like many of his contemporaries, based his conception of martyrdom on the 
notion that the martyr is a sacrifice. In De laude sanctorum, he describes the martyrs as hostiae, 
explaining that through their deaths they gained victory and immortality.
10
 He suggests that the 
martyrs’ sacrifice is one of atonement that can remove the sins of Rouen’s people through the 
presence of their relics.
11
 This sermon betrays no indication that the martyrs’ deaths act as some 
kind of testimony; instead, the sacrifice forges a link between the people and the divine. While 
this idea of martyrdom as a type of sacrifice had very deep roots in Christian tradition, Victricius 
used this idea to promote a novel theology of martyrdom as he tried to express how martyrs 
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could relate to the church. As noted above, Victricius belonged to a circle of Christian bishops 
who believed that authentic Christianity included asceticism, the cult of the saints, and Nicene 
creedalism. When he celebrated the arrival of Ambrose’s gift, Victricius attempted to tie all these 
ideas together. 
 In the sermon, he explains that these martyrs dispense mercy from the God who is 
three in one. He preaches that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are all of one substance, all 
of equal perfection, and all of eternal existence.
12
 The unity of the Godhead then becomes the 
theme by which he can explain his theology of martyrdom. He claims that the relationship 
between human beings is similar to the relationship between the persons of the Trinity because 
all humans come from Adam’s body. Since we all come from the same body, we are all of the 
same “substance.” He preaches, “So, most holy brothers, we must first know this: people differ 
from each other not in nature, but in time and place and action and thought.”
13
 Being of the same 
substance, all humans are actually of one body, “widely diffused without loss to itself.” The 
martyrs then become the bond between the substances of deity and humanity. According to 
Victricius, through their sacrifice they are bonded to the cross and granted immortality. Since 
immortality is located in the divine, the martyrs must have acquired divinity. He suggests, “Apart 
from acquired divinity, there is nothing which separates the Trinity from the offering of the 
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saints, because it was the very truth of the Trinity which produced them.”
14
 Due to their 
martyrdoms the martyrs become part of God himself. He claims that the blood of the martyrs is 
divine and that God can diffuse himself without loss in this manner, just as humanity is diffused 
in individual humans without loss. Obviously aware of his idea’s novelty, Victricius says, 
“Perhaps, at this point, someone will cry out in protest ‘Is the martyr, then the same as the 
highest power and the absolute and ineffable substance of godhead?’”
15
 Victricius’s somewhat 
surprising answer to this hypothetical question is “yes.” He points out, however, that the martyrs 
are God by adoption rather than nature, but he indicates that this is not terribly important since 
both the giver and the receiver of divinity are divine without suffering any loss.  
 According to Victricius, these relics that he is welcoming into the city are God. As a 
unity, God is wholly present wherever he is, so each of the relics contains the totality of the 
martyr and the totality of God himself. Augustine of Hippo went to great pains to avoid language 
that would suggest that the martyrs functioned as mediators between God and humans because 
he saw mediation as a threat to the preeminent role reserved for Christ in the New Testament. 
Many bishops, like John Chrysostom, allowed for more than one form of mediation and found 
the martyrs as an aid to the development of Christian theology and praxis. Victricius’s idea, 
however, develops this theology to an entirely new level. The martyrs are not merely mediators 
between God and his Church; they are God to his church. Since the martyrs’ relics are God, 
Victricius does not blush at the idea that they would be worshiped. While Augustine protested 
that Christians could never worship their martyrs, in his sermon Victricius encourages the people 
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of Rouen to worship these martyr relics because they protect their worshipers from danger and 
disease.
16
 He tells his congregants to pray to the martyrs and confess their sins because the 
martyrs will judge them. Towards the end of the sermon, Victricius invokes the martyrs, praying, 
“Strengthen your worshipers, then, o saints, strengthen your worshipers, and establish our hearts 
on the cornerstone.”
17
 Being the very substance of God, the relics would become de facto the 
center of Christian religious practice in Rouen. 
 While Victricius’s theological reasoning has broad implications, in his sermon he 
seems most concerned with justifying the translation itself. As noted earlier, the dismemberment 
and translation of martyrs’ bodies was officially against the law, but Victricius’s sermon gives 
his theological justification for ignoring this law. His theology of the martyrs emphasizes unity, 
and he claims that this unity allows for the dissecting and dispersing of the martyrs.
18
 No matter 
how small the speck of martyr, according to Victricius, all the divine power remains intact; 
therefore, sharing healing and spiritual power through the distribution of relics must be licit.
19
 
Given Victricius’s Gallic context, this justification for translation makes sense, because Gaul 
lacked the numerous local martyrs possessed by other areas of the empire. Bishops like 
Victricius depended on the goodwill of bishops like Ambrose for providing relics for the cult. In 
fact, Victricius’s De laude sanctorum was preserved in Ambrose’s personal papers. Victricius 
probably sent his sermon to Ambrose as a token of thanks for the gift of relics, and perhaps he 
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hoped that Ambrose would find his theological justification for dispersing martyrs’ remains 
helpful as Ambrose served as the most important relic-distribution point in the West.
20
 
 Prima facie, Victricius’s praxis of honoring the martyrs bears similarities to other late 
antique bishops, in spite of his novel theology. According to Victricius, his hearers should focus 
on imitating the virtues of the martyrs. This imitation is based on the fact that the martyrs 
themselves imitated Christ: “What else is a martyr, beloved ones, but an imitator of Christ, a 
tamer of rabid pleasure, a trampler on ambition ambitious for death, a despiser of riches, a 
represser of lust, a persecutor of intemperance?”
21
 Victricius believed that since the martyrs 
imitated Christ in holiness and sacrifice, late fourth-century Christians should evidence great 
moral restraint. He warns his people about greed and anger, and he seems especially concerned 
to promote sexual renunciation. Of the crowd who greeted the martyrs’ arrival, the virgins and 
chaste widows hold a place of honor. In addition to these chaste women, married women whose 
husbands still live but refuse to have sex with their husbands receive special attention from 
Victricius because they are “seduced by the promise of eternity” and condemn “intercourse with 
revulsion and shame.”
22
 As with Ambrose, Victricius promoted both virginity and the cult of the 
saint in order to conform ancient Christianity to new ideals. In addition to worshiping the saints, 
Victricius also served as one of Pope Innocent’s agents to promote clerical celibacy in Gaul.
23
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 Though his emphasis on imitation is similar to that of many other bishops, Victricius’s 
theology leads him to propose a very different vision of Christianity from that of Augustine. 
Victricius’s Christ ascended to heaven by virtue, and salvation comes to the church through 
imitating that virtue rather than through any grace given on the basis of Christ’s atonement. 
Victricius admonishes the people of Rouen, “Wisdom, justice, courage, self-control are the way 
to heaven.”
24
 Victricius offers salvation through moral reform; those who live virtuously will 
ascend the stairway to heaven. He admits, however, that some people cannot easily ascend 
because of the burden of sin. For these people, he offers hope through the martyrs. The martyrs, 
by their holiness, do ascend to heaven, and ordinary Christians can perhaps reach heaven by 
hanging on to the martyrs’ feet.
25
 Victricius presents the martyrs as the mediators between God 
and his people. Whereas orthodoxy affirmed that Christ—God who became man—provided the 
singular path to salvation, Victricius, who championed Nicene Trinitarianism, preached that the 
martyrs—humans who became God—facilitated humanity’s ascent to God when Christians 
cannot ascend by their own moral virtue. 
 Victricius’s interpretation of the cult of martyrs must be viewed within its context. His 
reasoning is not merely a theological aberration, but rather it is an understandable development 
of long-held ideas about martyrdom, a development motivated by the proliferation of the cults. In 
the pre-Constantinian church, martyr cults were localized, and Christians thought more about the 
meaning of martyrdom itself rather than the role of the martyrs in faith and praxis. After 
Constantine, congregations around the Mediterranean began to bind themselves together more 
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closely, developing ideas about proper doctrine and sharing martyrs and their feast days. 
Victricius justifies this new movement, a movement that began in the East and spread westward, 
picking up considerable momentum under the care of Ambrose. Victricius’s sermon signals what 
Robert Markus might refer to as “the end of ancient Christianity” in Gaul.
26
 
Vigilantius of Calagurris 
 While Victricius of Rouen embraced his imported relics as being necessary for the life 
of his church in northern Gaul, in southern Gaul a presbyter named Vigilantius of Calagurris 
resisted the cult of martyrs, a movement that he saw as threatening traditional Gallic Christianity. 
By the year 404, Vigilantius had written a pamphlet condemning the cult and the emphasis on 
asceticism that seemed to travel along with it.
27
 Unfortunately, this pamphlet has not survived, 
but Vigilantius’s arguments can be reconstructed based on Jerome’s forceful response to the 
pamphlet.
28
 Needless to say, Jerome found Vigilantius’s lack of faith disturbing. 
 Since so little of Vigilantius’s life is known, it is impossible to reconstruct how he 
came to hold the views that he did, but he probably formed most of his ideas in the final years of 
the fourth century. In his early ecclesiastical career, Vigilantius associated himself with that 
circle of western thinkers who busily promoted asceticism and the cult of martyrs. In 395, he 
traveled to the Holy Land as Paulinus of Nola’s messenger and stayed with Jerome in 
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Bethlehem, bringing him both correspondence and alms. The visit did not go well, and 
Vigilantius disappointed Jerome by cutting his stay too short. Jerome blamed this rudeness on 
Vigilantius’s embarrassment at being caught praying naked during an earthquake. On the other 
hand, perhaps Vigilantius was uneasy with Jerome’s extreme asceticism, but most likely 
Vigilantius was shocked to find upon his arrival that Jerome was under excommunication from 
John, the bishop of Jerusalem.
29
 Not only was Jerome offended by his guest’s brief stay, but he 
also implied to Paulinus that Vigilantius did not give him a large enough share of the alms that 
he had been entrusted to distribute.
30
 Moreover, Jerome held a personal grudge against the young 
presbyter because upon his return to the West, Vigilantius began voicing concerns about 
Jerome’s supposed Origenist leanings.
31
 
 In 404, Jerome received a letter from Riparius, a presbyter in Aquitaine, who informed 
Jerome that Vigilantius was preaching against the cult of the martyrs, calling its adherents 
“ashmongers and idolaters.”
32
 Though he abused Vigilantius thoroughly in his response, 
frequently referring to him as “Dormitantius” (sleepyhead) instead of “Vigilantius” (wideawake), 
he asked Riparius to send him copies of Vigilantius’s writings so that he could refute them point-
by-point. 
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 Jerome had to wait two years for a copy of Vigilantius’s now-lost pamphlet, but his 
belated response preserves much of Vigilantius’s criticism of Christian practices held dear by 
Jerome.
33
 Vigilantius attacked the cult of martyrs, indicating that martyr relics are of no value 
and that honoring them was blasphemous because it led to worshiping something other than God. 
Jerome’s rebuttal contains many quotations from Vigilantius’s lost tract. According to Jerome, 
Vigilantius asked, “What need is there for you not only to pay such honour, not to say adoration, 
to the thing, whatever it may be, which you carry about in a little vessel and worship?” and 
“Why do you kiss and adore a bit of powder wrapped up in a cloth?”
34
 Vigilantius saw the cult of 
the martyrs as stealing worship from God, making the Christians of Gaul idolaters. In his 
response, Jerome explains that if Vigilantius were not so slow of understanding, he would 
understand that Christians could never worship the martyrs. He writes, “Madman, who in the 
world ever adored the martyrs? who ever thought man was God?”
35
 It seems that Jerome had 
never received a copy of Victricius’s De laude sanctorum, in which Victricius advocated those 
very things, but it is entirely possible that Vigilantius had and that Victricius’s views provoked 
Vigilantius’s criticisms.
36
 
 Vigilantius also supposed that the customs of the cult were a revival of Gaul’s pre-
Christian religious traditions. He claimed, “Under the cloak of religion we see what is all but a 
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heathen ceremony introduced into the churches: while the sun is still shining, heaps of tapers are 
lighted, and everywhere a paltry bit of powder wrapped up in a costly cloth, is kissed and 
worshipped.”
37
 Along with the wastefulness of lighting candles in the daylight, Vigilantius was 
disturbed by the precious metals and costly cloth that encased relics.
38
 Jerome concedes that only 
ignorant worshipers light candles in the daytime, but he maintains that this practice is 
inconsequential. Moreover, it should be tolerated because they mean well, even though, he 
admits, it is the same practice formerly used for worshiping idols. He writes, “In the one case 
respect was paid to idols, and therefore the ceremony is to be abhorred; in the other the martyrs 
are venerated, and the same ceremony is therefore to be allowed.”
39
 Vigilantius was not just 
concerned about wrong forms of worship, but he also criticized the cult because it co-opted 
appropriate forms of worship for the wrong event. Vigilantius seemed most upset that the yearly 
Easter vigil, in which the congregation would spend the night of Holy Saturday waiting for 
sunrise on Easter morning, was becoming increasingly applied to the feasts of the martyrs as 
well. Not only did this practice rob Easter of its distinctive liturgy, but it also gave “youths and 
worthless women” more opportunity for licentious behavior under the cover of darkness.
40
 
Jerome, however, felt that if a religious activity was beneficial once a year, it should be 
appropriate to do it as often as possible. 
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 Vigilantius grounded his opposition to the cult in theology and scriptural 
interpretation, not merely in disapproval of perceived abuses. He taught that the souls of the 
martyrs were neither in their relics nor any other place on earth. Vigilantius claimed that the 
Scriptures taught that the souls of the martyrs and Apostles resided either in Abraham’s bosom, 
or in a place of rest, or under the altar of God in heaven.
41
 Additionally, Vigilantius believed that 
persons could not pray for one another after they had died, so the requests of living persons at the 
shrines of martyrs were of no use.
42
 Jerome, however, claimed that if Jesus is present 
everywhere, then those who are with him are everywhere as well. Also, Jerome suggested that 
men like Moses, Stephen, and Paul could not be limited by death. If the martyrs inherited power 
through their martyrdom, i.e., gained a crown, that power must have some use and allow them to 
occupy both worlds simultaneously. Jerome believed that Vigilantius thought too highly of his 
own ideas and did not esteem the apostles and saints enough. In his criticism he writes, “Shall 
Vigilantius the live dog be better than Paul the dead lion?”
43
 Their differing views on the 
miraculous works done at the shrines are at the root of their ideas about the usefulness of 
martyrs. Vigilantius discounted the miracle tales and claimed that these stories were inconsistent 
with the miracles recorded in the Bible. He noted that Jesus’ miracles were signs meant to 
convince unbelievers of the truthfulness of his message. Since miracles witness to the gospel’s 
veracity, where the gospel is already believed, there is no need for miraculous signs. In his 
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rebuttal, Jerome admits that this theory might hold true for Jesus’ miracles but dismisses the idea 
that all signs are for unbelievers. He claims that Vigilantius must have a demon that makes him 
deny the martyrs’ miracles and that he ought to spend some time in a martyr’s shrine to have it 
cast out.
44
 
 While Jerome’s tract against Vigilantius is interesting because it witnesses to the 
existence of clergymen who disapproved of the cult of martyrs, it also shows that the cult and 
asceticism seemed to travel together. While Jerome attempts to refute Vigilantius’s views on the 
martyrs, he also excoriates Vigilantius for questioning the benefits of virginity. Exhibiting a 
dichotomy between physicality and spirituality, Jerome claims that Vigilantius’s dismissal of 
virginity turns humans into mere pigs and horses.
45
 Perhaps even more upsetting to Jerome than 
his attack on sexual renunciation, Vigilantius suggested that the church should stop sending 
money to the monks in the Holy Land, of which Jerome was one.
46
 Additionally, Vigilantius 
questioned the legitimacy of monks living in seclusion. He believed that renouncing one’s 
worldly possessions was a mistake and that Christians could do more good if they gave to the 
poor out of their income.
47
 And he believed that asceticism could not be the Christian standard 
because if everyone lived as monks, who would go to church and who would encourage sinners 
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towards repentance?
48
 Jerome dismisses these as foolish objections to asceticism since most 
Christians do not possess enough virtue to become monks, and he claims that his job as a monk 
is not to teach them but to weep for them.
49
 
 Vigilantius’s criticisms of asceticism and the cult of martyrs ought not be understood 
as a solitary voice crying its opposition to popular superstitions. His teachings must be analyzed 
in light of his Gallic context. David Hunter notes that ever since Edward Gibbon called 
Vigilantius a “Protestant of his age,” the historiography has depicted him as a type of proto-
Reformer. Hunter believes this view “neglects the specifically Gallic context of the controversy 
by failing to note the degree to which Vigilantius’s opinions were received with sympathy by 
many Christians in Gaul, especially within the ecclesiastical hierarchy.”
50
 The evidence from 
Jerome’s own writings suggests that many bishops supported this troublemaking presbyter. 
Vigilantius’s own bishop, Exsuperius of Toulouse who financially aided Jerome at times, 
protected Vigilantius from those who condemned his teachings.
51
 Moreover, it seems clear that 
many of the Gallic bishops supported Vigilantius’s ideas, especially those regarding asceticism. 
 Jerome complains bitterly about the number of bishops who associate with 
Vigilantius, but the picture he paints is not of men who have been led astray but of men who 
stubbornly maintain their own traditions. Jerome mocks the Gallic bishops, claiming that they  
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only ordain married men to be priests and deacons because they view chaste men as morally 
suspect. Jerome writes:  
Shameful to relate, there are bishops who are said to be associated with him [Vigilantius] in 
his wickedness—if at least they are to be called bishops—who ordain no deacons but such 
as have been previously married; who credit no celibate with chastity—nay, rather, who 
show clearly what measure of holiness of life they can claim by indulging in evil suspicions 
of all men, and, unless the candidates for ordination appear before them with pregnant 
wives, and infants wailing in the arms of their mothers, will not administer to them Christ’s 
ordinance.
52
 
At the turn of the fifth century, celibacy was not the tradition in Gaul, and Jerome and his circle 
were the ecclesiastical innovators in the Latin churches.
53
 The Roman pontiff, at this time, was 
attempting with very limited success to force the Gallic churches to accept a chaste clergy. The 
official papal line was that a married clergyman could be ordained only if he was married just 
once, not to a widow, and agreed to remain chaste in marriage. These rules were based on the 
idea that priests had to be ceremonially pure by Levitical standards in order to perform the 
mass.
54
 Victricius of Rouen promoted these ideas of the Pope, but he faced opposition from 
many of the bishops of Gaul. In a letter to Victricius, Paulinus of Nola indicates that many 
enemies have tried to discredit the ascetically minded bishop of Rouen but that God has 
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protected him thus far.
55
 Since Paulinus, in his letter, goes to great lengths to refute the 
Apollinarian heresy, Victricius’s enemies had perhaps accused him of Apollinarianism, the 
doctrine that Christ was not fully human because the divine logos merely resided in a human 
body. If this is the case, his opponents probably trumped up these charges, and their real concern 
was his promotion of asceticism and the cult of the martyrs.
56
 
 The writings of Vigilantius and Victricius can only be understood within the context 
of the Priscillianist controversy that had disturbed the Gallic and Spanish congregations at the 
end of the fourth century. Priscillian, the bishop of Avila, had been executed in 385 on charges of 
witchcraft. In his ministry he promoted asceticism and taught that some apocryphal writings 
could be beneficial, but his ascetic views gained him many enemies who accused him of 
immorality and Manichaeism.
57
 Some bishops, however, were reluctant to condemn Priscillian, 
and Martin of Tours—the monk and bishop—even risked condemnation himself to support 
Priscillian. Even though the bishops opposed to asceticism gained a victory with Priscillian’s 
condemnation, the pressures to accommodate their churches to new Christian practices 
continued. When Vigilantius, as a presbyter in Toulouse, wrote his pamphlet at the beginning of 
the fifth century, he must have seen that the storm clouds of Priscillianism still loomed on the 
horizon. In Rouen, Victricius the ascetic bishop had been promoting relics and virginity in 
cooperation with the bishops in Milan and Rome. In Tours, Martin had recently died, and his 
ascetic supporters had already transformed the monkish bishop into a patron saint with his own 
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cult. And in Spain, some bishops at the Council of Toledo in 400 defended their decision to 
enroll Priscillian himself on the lists of martyrs.
58
 
 Jerome and his circle condemned the ideas of Vigilantius, and eventually their brand 
of Christian piety prevailed in Gaul. The cult of the martyrs continued to grow in the mental 
sphere about what Christianity was all about, and by the sixth century, the relics of the martyrs 
and saints played a significant role in the consolidation of Merovingian Gaul.
59
 But at the 
beginning of the fifth century, this development of Gallic Christianity to accommodate itself to 
the tastes of Eastern bishops was by no means assured. The Gallic bishops protected Vigilantius 
from the censure of Jerome and the disapproval of the bishop of Rome. The sources indicate that 
eventually he crossed the Pyrenees and had charge of his own congregation in the vicinity of 
Barcelona.
60
 
Conclusions 
 This dissertation is not an exhaustive analysis of the churches’ relationship to the 
martyrs, but rather it explains some of the different avenues that relationship could take. The cult 
of the martyrs meant different things to different Christians, and the cult could be used for a 
variety of purposes. The fluidity of the cult’s meanings stemmed from the fluidity of martyrdom 
itself. While the basis for third- and fourth-century Christianity was supposedly the Bible, 
martyrdom was a post-biblical phenomenon that the churches read back into the texts of 
Scripture. The second-century invention of this new Christian experience allowed individuals 
much latitude in ascribing meaning to the act. As noted in chapter one, the primary meanings that 
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churches ascribed to martyrdom were witness bearing and sacrifice. This twin ideas could be 
held equally without tension, or in some cases, one of the two could overshadow the other. 
 As the cult of martyrs developed, the question of suicide martyrs continued to plague 
the bishops who sought to define what martyrdom means. The notion of martyrdom as sacrifice 
instigated the suicides of those who sought martyrdom. True sacrifices must be given willingly, 
so if martyrdom is to be a sacrifice, then the martyrs must give themselves willingly. Suicide 
martyrdom is the logical conclusion to martyrdom as sacrifice. Sacrifices are voluntary, and the 
most voluntary form of death is suicide. As we saw in chapter two, this question of voluntary 
martyrs continues to vex modern scholars, just as it vexed ancient bishops. Some bishops at the 
turn of the fifth century, like Ambrose of Milan and John Chrysostom, frowned upon suicide 
martyrdom unless it was performed to preserve something more precious than life itself, 
virginity. Augustine of Hippo, on the other hand, thought differently, believing that all forms of 
self-directed violence were taboo. Some of this difference of opinion was doubtless formed by 
differing contexts, but the differences in their theological foundations also were significant. 
 Chapter three discussed the attempts of some bishops to minimize their congregations’ 
involvement in the traditional Greco-Roman spectacles by offering the cult of martyrs as a holy 
spectacle. As gladiatorial displays became less frequent, the bishops could cognitively revive 
them through the cult, providing an alternative to the theaters and chariot races. This endeavor 
demonstrates one way in which bishops tried to Christianize the empire. John Chrysostom 
wanted to turn Antioch, and later Constantinople, into a holy city where social interaction would 
come under the moral leading of Christianity. In pursuing this goal, Chrysostom assimilated 
virtus, the manly perfection, of Greco-Roman society to Christianity, claiming that the martyrs 
through their courage show Christians how to live. Augustine, on the other hand, was not 
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ashamed of the martyrs’ vulnerability, and he ascribes virtus to Christ, suggesting that the 
Church’s role is to exemplify the traditional feminine values. 
 Chapters four, five, and six all dealt with various bishops using the cult of the martyrs 
against their enemies. Ambrose promoted the cult in Milan to nullify the threat of Arianism. John 
Chrysostom, whose moralistic preaching aimed at behavior modification, used the cult to attack 
the evils of Greco-Roman society and the demons that reigned in that lawless society. Augustine 
of Hippo, attempting to restore unity, redefined martyrdom as a tactic in his struggle against the 
Donatists. Though they rally the martyrs to their causes, these bishops all have differing 
understandings of what the cult was good for. Ambrose is concerned with maintaining an 
orthodox understanding of the Trinity, and he believed that the martyrs aided him in his work. 
John Chrysostom, on the other hand, was more concerned with his flock living like Christians, 
and their understanding of theological nuance was secondary. Both men, however, connected 
martyrdom with asceticism. Since martyrdom is sacrifice and renunciation is sacrifice, then 
renunciation must be a form of martyrdom, or at least closely related. Both of these men 
eventually ran afoul of their emperors. Ambrose would not bow to an Arian ruler, and John died 
in exile because his moralizing offended the royal family. For these bishops, the civic institutions 
needed to conform themselves to Christian ideals. Augustine takes a different view. He attempts 
to return to his source material and read Christian history in light of the Bible, instead of the 
other way round. Accordingly, martyrdom was witness bearing, not sacrifice. Christ was the only 
sacrifice, and the Church, as his body, must witness to that truth. The body of Christ could not be 
sundered; the Donatists had to be corrected. Augustine interpreted the martyrdom tradition as 
witness bearing and embarked on a relentless assault on the Donatist schism. Compared to Gallic 
clerics like Vigilantius, Augustine represents the via media. Augustine wanted to return to 
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biblical definitions, while simultaneously nodding to the martyr tradition. Vigilantius and his 
partisans had no use for that tradition or the new wave of asceticism that had affected many of 
the churches around the Mediterranean. 
 Though different Christians imputed a variety of meanings to the cult of the martyrs, 
the cult was used broadly to promote continuity. Post-Constantinian Christians used the cult to 
claim a persecuted past that was no longer their reality. For bishops like Ambrose and John 
Chrysostom, asceticism could serve a similar purpose. The two worked together to draw past, 
present, and future into a Christian whole. The cult of martyrs and asceticism sought to 
immanentize the eschaton. The heavenly realm had broken into the present reality as evidenced 
by virgins drowning themselves and rich people dissolving their estates. The empire was slowly 
Christianizing, and it would one day become heaven on earth. Ambrose and John viewed their 
task as hastening that day. 
 Augustine of Hippo, however, had a much more modest agenda. In reaction to the 
violence that attended the German migrations, Augustine penned City of God, in which he 
critiques the triumphalist view of the Church that was held by many Christians. Society would 
never become Christian; it would always be a mixture of two cities, that of man and that of God, 
traveling through history together. According to Augustine, Christian teaching could influence 
the state, but no state could ever become “Christian.”
61
 That epithet belonged solely to the 
Church. Augustine, in his theology of martyrdom, did not attempt to bring heaven to earth, but 
merely reminded the Church that they were not alone as they sojourned in this world. The 
universal Church was ahistorical, comprising all Christians whether alive or dead. Vigilantius 
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might have agreed, but he seemed to desire a little more local autonomy for his sojourning 
congregation. Ultimately, the cult of the martyrs was about creating a story that could make 
sense of the world. But the stories people tell are molded by presupposition and perspective. 
Analyzing the cult of martyrs provides another avenue into understanding how fifth-century 
bishops and their congregations built identities based on their pasts. 
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